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ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS OF RADOMES BY THE MOMENT METHOD II
G. Tricoles, E.L. Rope, and R. A. Hayward

General Dynamics Electronic Division
P.O.Box 85227, San Diego, Ca 92138

~AD-P004 351 -
INTRODUCTION A P3

The electromagnetic performance of radomes is usually

analyzed approximately by ray tracing, surface integration,
or angular spectra. A significant approximation is that the
radome is locally flat, and transmittance at a point is
described by a set of flat sheets of infinite extent. This
approximation is significant in the analysis of wave
polarization dependence of boresight error, especially near
the shadow of a tip where the surface normal direction
varies rapidly because of circumferential curvature. , The
flat sheet approximation also omits guided waves and
scattering by the discontinuity at the tip. The moment
method also includes reflections, which influence antenna,
sidelobe calculations. .-.

This paper describes calculations for hollow wedges; these .1

are based on a theory of J. H. Richmond for hollow cylinders

of arbitrary shape. The paper also gives a new theory for .*.•--

hollow cones and circular rings, and it compares computed
and measured phase and intensity values for a cone and a

ring. ,.

4 THE MOMENT METHOD

J.H. Richmond developed a theory for scattering by hollow

dielectric cylinders of arbitrary shape[1-2]. This theory
is part of what is now called the moment method. The method
involves solving an integral equation for the total field ET
where E-r is the sum of the incident field, that without a

scatterer, and the scattered field Em. In symbols
I-'.--,

ET Ex + Es; (1)

these fields are vectors. They are derived from a vector
potential A and a scalar potential4 . For the scattered

field,

Ee = i(AA -V'4 (2)

i -1. is radian frequency, and time dependence
is exp'.-iwt). The prime means the gradient is taken at the
observation point. The vector potential is

1 -



II

47TA= iwP 0 E 0  (K-1)gET dv (3)

where K is dielectric constant; g is r-lexp(ikr); k is 27T/X;
Xis wavelength, r is the distance between source and
observation points. The scalar potential is

47r = - * (K- 1) E r dv (4)

Equation I is an integral equation. It is changed to a set
of simultaneous equations by decomposing the scatterer into
cells small enough to justify assuming the field is constant
in a cell. At the center of each cell

EMT - EMO = EMx

the index m ranges from 1 to N, the number of cells. Now
Em1 is a sum because all cells contribute to the field at a

cell.

SCATTERING BY CYLINDERS AND HOLLOW WEDGES

Richmond considered cells that were infinitely long circular
cylinders. With these cells, hollow cylinders, hollow
wedges, and slabs can be analyzed. Richmond gave examples
of farfield scattering calculations. We have evaluated ,
nearfields for- slabs and wedges according to Richmond's
theory [3] For example, Figure 1 shows the scattered field
near a hollow, right angle wedge with dielectric constant .
2.6; thickness was 0.25 inch; wavelength was 1.26 inch. The
wave was incident on the symmetry axis, and polarization was
perpendicular. The brightest regions are intensity maxima; ""
dark regions are minima. The fringes on and near the slab 0
are produced by interference of guided and free space waves.

SCATTERING BY DIELECTRIC RINGS

To generalize Richmonds" work we developed a theory for-
rings as in Figure 2 [4]. Rings of arbitrary length are
decomposed into rings that have length approximately X/6.
Each ring is decomposed into angular sectors.

To test the theory we measured and calculated total fields
near a ring of length 0.42 inch, diameter 1.25 inch, and
dielectric constant 2.6 for linearly polarized waves with
wavelength 1.26 inch. For axial incidence at distance X/1 %
behind the ring, Figure 3 shows the field for the H-plane,
and Figure 4 is for the E-plane. The receiving antenna was
a half-wave dipole. Two sets of calculated results are
shown. One assumes the axial component of field Ez is zero;

* 0=

." ".-.- " . ". "- ..-...-........-'..-"...- ".,

.... ...... .. ......... S. S. ..-.-.. -.....- ,... .... .... ',,.;



*the other does not make this assumption. For the
calculations N was 64. It can be seen that agreement in the , -

H-plane is good. The phase discrepancies are a fraction of
a degree except near the peak value where they are about

30%; intensity discrepancies are small. For the E-plane the
phase discrepancies are small except near the peak, where
they are about 25%; intensity discrepancies are more than in

the H-plane, but are at most 10%. The theory with Ez +O is
the more accurate. -

Measurements and calculations also were done for the
distance behind the ring 0.83X The discrepancies were

smaller for this larger distance. 4I-' -

SCATTERING BY HOLLOW CONES

The field near a hollow cone was calculated and measured.

The calculations were done by decomposing a cone into rings,
of unequal radii, and then decomposing the rings into
angular sectors. Figure 5 shows the dimensions. An

experimental model was fabricated of rings with the same
dimensions.

For a wave incident at angle 14.90 to the cone axis, Figure
6 shows measured and computed fields in the plane z equal %
0.86 inch which is the plane of the ring next to the

largest. Agreement is good.

REFERENCES

1. J. H. Richmond, "Scattering by Dielectric Cylinders of
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A COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE iF PERFORMANCE OF A
GROUND-NOU1NTED, AIR-SUPPORTED RADOME

by

Milton B. Punnett (1) and Edward B. Joy (2)

AD-P004 352
I. INTRODUCTION %

-Several reports and actual operating experience have highlighted
the degradation of RF Performance which can occur when SSR or IFF .."-...
antenna are mounted above primary search antennae within metal
space frame or dielectric space frame radomes. These effects are
usually attributed to both the high incidence angles and sensitivity
of the low gain antennae to sidelobe changes due to scattered
energy. Although it has been widely accepted that thin membrane
radomes would provide superior performance for this application,
there has been little supporting documentation.

A plane-wave-spectrum (PWS) computer-based radome analysis was

conducted to assess the performance of a specific air-supported 0

radome for the SSR application. In conducting the analysis a
mathematical model of a modern SSR antenna was combined with a
model of an existing Birdair radome design k-The PWS algorithm
was used to represent the aperture fields of th anti as ....-
a finite collection of plane waves. Each plane wave is represented

as a finite collection of parallel rays. The number of rays for .- - -
this analysis exceeded one million. Each ray is traced from its
aperture origin to its intersection point with the three-dimensional
radome where it is modified in amplitude, phase and polarization

due to the local radome wall properties. The radome model includes H
both the shaped membrane panels and the individual lap joints in
their real life size and distribution. The electrical and physical
properties of the panels and joints are specified independently
using material characteristics based on laboratory measurements
made at several different facilities. Both near field distribu-
tions and far field patterns are calculated. (The near field
distributions are of interest as they show the detailed amplitude
and phase effects of the lap joints.) _____

(1) CHEMFAB/Birdair Division, Buffalo, New York.

(2) School of Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Georgia. ,

(3) The work reported in this paper was performed with the cooperation of

Raytheon-Canada.

¢. , -'
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II. ANALYSIS (input) CONDITIONS

The following conditions and methods were used in the analysis.

1. A planar near field distribution was synthesized for the SSR
planar array antenna. The aperture of the SSR is 26.5 feet
wide by 5 feet 1 inch high. The aperture face is vertical
and contains the vertical centerline of the radome. The
lower edge of the aperture is 96 inches above the horizontal ' f/7
center of the radome and the top edge is 157 inches above the
horizontal center. The frequency used in the analysis was
1060 MHz. The SSR antenna was modeled as a monopulse antenna" .
with both a sum mode and an azimuth difference mode. Both
mode3 were vertically polarized. The sum mode was characterized
as having a gain of 28 db and 3 db beamwidth of 2.4 degrees in
azimuth with main beam tilted upward 7.5 degrees from the
horizontal. First sidelobe level in azimuth plane was approxi-
mately 25 db below the peak of th2 main beam. The azimuth
difference mode was characterized by a 41 db null depth and
a 25 db first sidelobe level with respect to the sum mode
main beam peak. The resultant antenna patterns are included in
plots as "without radome" in Figures 2 and 3.

2. The SSR antenna gimbal system was synthesized. The antenna is
gimballed in azimuth only and the azimuth rotation center is
located on the vertical centerline of the radome.

3. The Birdair radome was characterized as shown in Figure 1. The
radome has a spherical shape with a diameter of 55 feet. The
center is located 19.45 feet above the mounting plane. The
radome is composed of 40 main spherical gore panels of equal
size assembled with 2.50 inch double thickness lap joints.
There is a "step down" lap joint for the crown region occurring
at a diameter of 27.50 feet. The number of panels is reduced
by 50% (i.e. 20 panels) above "step down". The panel material, -
Birdair Specification 2D8H40, is characterized as having a
thickness of 0.040 inches, a dielectric constant of 3.2 and a
loss tangent of 0.01. _

4. The computer analysis was conducted using the facilities at
Georgia Institute of Technology. The plane wave spectrum,
equivalent aperture, transmitting formulation computer algorithm
was used to analyze 19 azimuth rotation positions of the SSR N
antenna. The positions -er - in 0.5 de..grce .ncr.ments from
0 to 9 degrees in azimuth. An azimuth scan angle of 9 degrees
corresponds to the repeatable spacing of the radome panels.
The analysis was conducted for a single frequency for both the
sum mode and azimuth difference mode.

}, -. I
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Page 3

.: ~III. RESULTS -'=.I

The computer results are presented in a series of 34 plots and graphs. ,-..-

Of these, several representative three-dimensional and planar patterns
are included as Figures 2-5. These figures illustrate comparative far
field patterns both with and without the radome. Figures 7, 8 and 9
illustrate the effect upon null depth, boresight error and gain loss as
the antenna sweeps in azimuth. The results repeat every 9 degrees due
to the radome seam distribution. Figure 6 is of interest as it was - -

used to verify the mathematical model, and in testing the correctness of
that model. It shows a single component of the spectral analysis. The
position and effect of the radome seams and panel step down is readily ,.-..
apparent. ..-" -

Although the plots graphically illustrate the performance, it is obvious
that the comparative effects to be examined are extremely minute. They 0
would be very difficult to measure in an experimental setup. In fact,
some values are so low as to approach or be below the "noise" level of
the mathematical alogrithm. Because of the low levels under real life -.

conditions, more severe inputs (such as a 40 GHz signal) were introduced
during the course of the study to verify that the program was indeed F.-.
operating properly.

A listing of the key factors are tabulated in Table 1. Again, it should
be noted that several of the values approach the noise limits of the -

alogrithm and due consideration should be made in the interpretation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS l

The results verify what heretofore had been presumed; the thin
membrane, air-supported radome has very little effect upon the
performance of the SSR antenna even though it is mounted above the
radome center. In comparison to other type radomes, the results
(such as a cross-polarization ratio below -120 db and 0.02 db change
in sidelobe level) are especially enlightening. It is readily apparent, K .
from this view point, that the air-supported radome is ideally suited - -

for such an application.

REFERENCES:

1. "Effects of Dielectric Space Frame Radomes on SLS/SSR Antenna Pattern",
J. Whelpton and D. W. Halayko, Fourth International Conference on
Electromagnetic Windows, 1981.

2. "Comparison of Radome Electrical Analysis Techniques", E. B. Joy,
R.E. Wilson D. E. Da--, and S. D. James.

3. "Final Report on ASR-803 Radome Study", J. Whelpton, performed under
DDS Contract OPB79-00247 for the Radar and Automation Division of
Telecommunications and Electronic Branch, Transport, Canada.

4. "Radome Effects on the Performance of Ground Mapping Radar: Theory",
E. B. Joy and G. K. Huddleston.
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. Comparison of Spherical Wave Ray Tracing and
Exact Boundary Value Solutions for Spherical Radomes

D. A. Bloom, P. L. Overfelt, and D. J. White

Michelson Laboratory, Physics Division
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California 93555

AD-P004 353
INTRODUCTION ADP004 353

Much radome analysis is based on plane wave ray tracing techniques which
combine conceptual 3implicity with reasonable accuracy. As increasing demands
on the performance of airborne antennas necessitate more accurate methods of;.-. analysis for the enclosing radome, an exact idea of the limits of applicability "'"
of the ray-optical approximation becomes more critical. In an effort to contribute .1
to this subject, we have taken a single layer spherical radome excited by a dipole
source oriented parallel to the z-axis esee-i .-l)and computed its transmitted
electric and magnetic fields using a spherical wave ray tracing technique JiL
and also by solving the electromagnetic boundary value problem exactly [3-41.' The
exact solution is used as a standard against which the ray tracing approximation
can be compared. '

In this paper, we compare the field patterns of the two solutions by varying r
4the dipole offset distance, the observation point position, wall thickness,

dielectric constant, wavelength, and curvature. Parameter values and the compared
field patterns are examined in terms of the theory, and conclusions are drawn as
to which parameters affect agreement most strongly.

THEORY

A. Electric Fields

The total transmitted electric field as derived from the boundary value

4 approach is given by .S

E-T n(n+l) h(1)(kor) Pn(cosO) rlnn _r n o

+ 1 rh (1)(k r)1 P1 (cosa) , (1)', kor n .,.-,,-*

th shrcl """ "'

where T is the "exact" transmission coefficient of an n order spherical
waveof ransers mageti ty (1)wave of transverse magnetic type, h is the spherical Hankel function of

the first kind, P and P are Legendre and associated Legendre functions,
n n

r,O,4 are the usual spherical coordinates, and
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2 J
ik p

An - o (2n+l) Jn(kod) (2)

which characterizes the incident field of the source [3,4] as a sum of
spherical waves.

The corresponding ray-optical electric field is given by (see Fig. 1)

( e b +c)
FT Ej~e 3E (DF) T e (3)

LII Eiii " : '

where DF is a spherical divergence factor, T/ and TI, are the products of ,T1

the usual transmission coefficients at each interface, and E , E are the
incident fielos for both polarizations [1,2]. The transmitted magnetic fields
are of course found by Maxwell's curl equations.

Assuming parallel polarization, the incident ray-optical field has the
foor

ik r
4 1i e 0

E (r,O,= 9Q0) = / sine 6 (4)~

which is then modified by transmission through the dielectric layer and by
the divergence factor which accounts for wave front and radome curvature.
To compare Eq. (3) (with (4) substituted in) with^Eq. (1), we take the first
two terms of the 6-component of the E field (the r-component is dominated in
the far-field in any case), and writing the Hankel functions in exponential .- 'A
form we have

ik r
E e 1 - TIA 1 sinO(kor) (kr)-] 1

ik r + 3i + (6-6i)

+ e L + (kr) 3cosO sinOk r (kor3 |_  2"2

0 (kr)0 r k 0r)

+ (5)

Thus for k r >> 1 (i.e, the asymptotic regime), the ray-optical solution is0
simply the first-order term in 1/k r of the exact series expression for the
electric field. 0_

18
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The T A factor controls the rate of convergence of this series and when

TA is relatively large (i.e., close to 1) and T2A T A fall off rapidly,
t~ie ray tracing and exact field patterns match very well nThisn occurs when

(1) the dipole offset distance is small in terms of a wavelength forcing A to '%.

.- decrease with n or when (2) particular combinations of the dielectric constant
and wall thickness force T to decrease rapidly with n.

B. Transmission Coefficients -.

The ray tracing model incorporates two different transmission coefficients.

The first is the product of the standard Fresnel coefficients at each interface of

the spherical shell which is used in refs. 1 and 2. It assumes a single ray path

and does not account for multiple reflections. Its form is given in ref. 1,

Eqs. (4a, b). The second coefficient is a flat panel coefficient which includes ,

an extra phase shift due to the fact that point 2 (see Fig. 1) is not taken along

the normal from point 1 and also accounts for multiple reflections. Its form is

(1r2 -ei~t e ol-rk)ek =  , ,().*..'Ji

T k (6)____

l-rke

where rk are the interface reflection coefficients for each polarization, t is

the shell thickness, k is the extra distance traveled due to noncoincident normals,

o 2a/X ° = k, and 0 = 0 /s2 , where is the incidence angle for each ray.
o o o Ve-sin %

CONCLUSIONS > ,

The source offset distance and index of refraction (dielectric constant) are

the parameters which most strongly affect a good match between the exact and ray- . ..

optical fields (see Figs. 2 and 3). Surprisingly, decreasing the radome curvature/

increasing the observation point radius does not necessarily cause the exact

solution to approach the ray tracing solution in the limit of large r. For large

dielectric constants or certain combinations of dipole offset distance and wall

thickness, the two solutions never match well regardless of how large the radome

curvature is allowed to become, as shown in Fig. 4.

Comparison of the computed exact solutions with the experimental 
plots given .

in ref. 3 shows excellent agreement at x-band frequencies (see Fig. 5).

Finally, a comparison of the ray-optical fields using the two different

transmission coefficients is shown in Fig. 6 and simply confirms the fact that
multiple reflections and the exact point of application of the transmission .-.

coefficient along an interface are relatively unimportant effects in computing
field magnitudes even for extreme values of the controlling parameters. 0

As a general observauion, the ray-optical solution provides an envelope which .

contains the field pattern of the exact solution but causes fine structure effects

to be lost. We are hopeful that the information gained from the spherical radomc

can be applied to more typical though nonseparable radome shapes. ,.-.*..

Further results will be presented.
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GENERALIZED RADOM BSE CHARACTERIZATION -
USING SUPERPOSITION TECHNI QUES

Glenn Plimpton and Michael Cerullo
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Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

INTODUCTION AD-P004 354
Measurement of radoma boresight error response to both polarization and

gimbal angle variations can result in excessively long measurement times if a
large number of incident polarizations are to be tested. Instead, by measuring -" 1

- the antenna radome system response to two orthogonal polarizations, and by using

electro-magnetic superposition, it is possible to completely characterize the
* antenna/radome BSE response as a function of any arbitrary incident polarization.

Agreement between calculated and measured BSE for multiple linear incident 0
polarization states is excellent. The method can also be applied to obtain
multiple polarization antenna patterns in the presence of a radome.

This paper will focus on the details of implementing the generalized radome
BSE characterization in the Bedford Automated Test Facility and will compare
measured and superpositioned data. - .. . ..

A significant cost and time saving results from the use of superposition

methods in radome testing.

ANALYSIS

Polarization Considerations in BSE Measurements and Calculations

Radcme boresight error (BSE) contains the following constituent specifi-
cations,

1) Incident field polarization, _ = Ex- + EV- . -/ .

2) Seeker antenna polarization, P = Px + Py"-

and

3) Radome complex transfer function, X ' .-.

where 3) has finite cross coupling terms that permit the seeker to respond to
an incident polarization spatially orthogonal to the seeker nominal polariza-
tion, and in general Ex, y~, Px, Py are complex quantities. For nominal ver-
tically linearly polarized missile systems Ey = Py = 1 and Ex = Px 

= O.

The radome transfer matrix consists of elements X-- which are responses
(in the presence of the radome) in the i-polarized channel for j-polarization •
incident on the radome (receive formulation of radome problem assumed). X

27 .. .. , .
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for each complex gimbal angle are given analytically by the reaction integral
equation (Reference 1) or can be measured with orthogonally polarized transmit
antennas (Ey= 1, Ex = 0 and E= , Ex = 1).

Finally, the response V for arbitrary incident and antenna polarization
is given by,

V SxPx +SyPy

where " "

3x 2L EX2

sy Ey. .,.;
\y/ y

and the monopulse BSE may be derived from the delta over sum voltages, the
monopulse sens!itivity (co-pol), and the polarization dependent antenna null
shift. True BSE would include a polarization dependent monopulse sensitivity 0
as well.

Test Station Application

From a measurement point of view the radome transfer matrix, X, can be
obtained by measuring antenna responses, in the presence of the radome, for 0
two orthogonal linear transmit signals. In order to avoid receiver instabil-
it- is associated with large noise to signal ratios for the cross channel state
(e.g-., Ex = 1 and Px = 0 conditions) the orthogonal states chosen are V -.

Exo 0.707 "
0

E 0.707
00

* i for a typical

P =1

antenna. In this instance the radome transfer matrix X becomes,

X= T X' T-1

where,

* T = coordinate transform for 450 axis rotation

and

' = measured antenna responses in the presence of the radome.
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A secondary potential problem to superposition measurements common to

some (phase meter range ± it) automated test equipment is a nearly 2w radians ,
phase transition experienced in an antenna channel (A pitch, A yaw, or E) vol-
tage measurement which is computer sampled. If the computer samples voltage
during phase transitions (during gimballing) and computes BSE, ______

BSE Real /VZ
SA /SZ

where

SA, SE - monopulse sensitivities

a BSE as shown in Figure (1) could result. The probability of these transitions
occuring increases when the antenna is receiving out of its nominal polarization
plane. Retesting with w radians phase shift will relocate the indeterminant
phase points in gimbal space. It is then possible to piece together the S

4 correctly sampled curve portions to define BSE over the desired gimbal angle
range (see Figure (2)). This time-consuming retest process has been practically

" eliminated using a specially developed "deglitching" computer program. -,.-,

The new approach operates directly on the antenna port voltages. First,

voltage arguments (phases) are differentiated twice with respect to gimbal

angle. Then, based on a2 /a3 voltage points are retained or deleted.
Next, gaps between retained voltage points are filled by fitting a complex
third order polynomial to adjacent point pairs (Lagrange interpolation formulas).
The method can be generalized to any order polynomial should future data indicate
that further refinement is necessary.

MEASURED DATA

Data Sets

Global (off-axis, 32 cuts) BSE data were taken on an X-band radome of

fineness ratio 2.50 for two conditions

1) 450 plane basis data, i.e., EX  - 0.707, Ey = 0.707

and
2) linear BSE for polarization angles (a) zero to 870

For comparison with data set (2) the data in set (1) were combined or super-

imposed, using the techniques outlined in section 2.1. The comparison plots
are given in Figure 3. Good agreement exists between the measured and sythe-
sized BSE multiple polarization data sets.

Data Reduction

The multiple polarization equations used to reduce test station data can
be expressed in the following summary form for a y-polarized linear antenna: ,

V aVxpol + bVcopol
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where
Vx-poI = X2 1 , a =E x

Vco-poI = X22 , b =Ey

aqd the complex coefficients a, b define any linear, circular or elliptic
polarization state using standard (Gamma) formulations (Reference 2).

CONCLUSION

A general method of calculating multiple polarization BSE data based on
only two measurements has been developed. Comparison between superimposed
orthogonal measured data and measured linear multiple polarization BSE confirms -
the applicability of the method from a radome test and evaluation viewpoint. ,.,
The intended use of the characterization technique is to economize testing time
required to characterize the polarization dependence of BSE.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In airborne radomes a considerable effort has been devoted to the

calculation of boresight errors but little attention has been given to

the computation of flashlobes. These are caused by reflections from

the radome wall and generally appear at angles well away from the bore-

sight of the enclosed antenna (Refl).-Y In certain circumstances they -

can seriously compromise the sidelobe suppression of the overall system.

To date most flashlobe calculations have been performed by using a

simple ray tracing approach which gives their approximate amplitude and _

direction but yields little additional data regarding their shape (Ref.2).

This paper describes an efficient method for flashlobe prediction which

gives more detailed information and can be used in an optimisation of

radome shape and wall build. The technique is based on the subaperture

method which has already been successfully used to predict other bulk

radome effects

Theoretical predictions of the flashlobe level are presented for a ,.

circular horn enclosed by a radome with each at two different nose shapec.

Measured results are also presented and are shown to be in good agreement.

.4"4



-' 2 DISCUSSION OF THEORY k16. <N

In calculating the angular position and the pattern of the flashlobes in

airborne radomes, the ray tracing technique is attractive because of its

simplicity in the formulation. The antenna aperture can be subdivided into ,,.)

rectangular subapertures, small enough so that each subaperture illuminates ..' "

the radome by its far-field. The flashlobe field due to a subaperture can be - "

calculated by tracing a ray from a point 0 within the subaperture to a far-field
s .

point Q through the reflection and the. transmission points P and P respectively.

First, the rays will be geometrically traced from a chosen far-field point Q

via a set of chosen reflection points Pl's on the radome surface S to the hit

points 0 s within the subapertures. For a given Q and a set of P 's on S, all .

or some of tue subapertures will be hit, which are considered to be the

contributing subapertures to the field at Q. The resulting total flashlobe

field at Q is the sum of the fields due to the rays traced back from each 0
*s

A. to Q via the points P1 and P (see Fig.l).

The plane of reflection is formed by r and nl while the plane of transmission

is formed by r and fi . The two planes are generally non-parallel. The point *..A,

P can be found analytically by solving a quadratic equation. A' 'a7

Assuming that the subaperture fields are uniform and equal to the aperture a

S.4.
field at 0. i.e. a. and ajy the field on the incident ray r, can be7

written as
4a

E.. = U cos E.1j'x13l,x

E. U CosO E r. -
ij,y 1Ij,y

E -U sin 1 (E Cos 1 +Eiy sin e1) .Aij!,,z zjjy ,I,,_..

-jk or 1
Sj k e b.

U exp(-jk . Ax-jk . Ay)a b i sin c (k x  )sin (k
2'r1 xl x' 2 1 ''-

where 81 and I are the spherical angles along r1 , Ax xs-xi, Ay =Y-Yij'

a and bi are the dimensions of sYbaperture, kx = ka sin1 Ios l

k k sin1 sin I and sinc (x)= (sin x)/x.
. 40
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The field along the reflected ray can be found by using the principle of

geometrical optics as illustrated in Fig.2. The radome will be considered to

be a planar slab, possibly stratified along nl" The reflection coefficients

for / andiL polarisations are used for these two components of the incident --

field. The resultant reflected field is then again decomposed into / and - .

components with respect to the plane of transmission (12' f) and the transmitted

field at Q, is calculated by using the transmission coefficients for the two

polarizations for a planar slab at P, which is also stratified along fi. The

calculations involve coordinate transformations of the unit vectors and the

coordinates from the antenna coordinates (x, y, z) to the radome coordinates

(x', y', z') and vice versa. The coordinates of P is found by solving the

problem of intersection of the line PIQ by the radome, which is analytically

possible for a quadric surface. The radome is assumed to be rotated about -

y = y' axis by an angle a = cos (Z z'). The antenna aperture center 0 is

reached by moving from 0', the center of radome, by z along z' and then by
r

zo along z. When a large number of reflection points P' s are chosen, some
subapertures are hit more than once due to adjacent reflection points. Such -

multiple hits are rejected in the algorithm by using a suitable criteria. On

the other hand for curved radomes such as an oeive, multiple hits of subaper-

tures for a given point Q are expected because of the focusing effect of the
J surface. The true multiple hits are sensed by noticing that they occur due

to sufficiently remote reflection points P 'S. .

The reflection and transmission coefficients of the slab for the // polarization

can be expressed by

*/, (022 + c2,1 -ll 4)12 /c)/(022 +c 2 1 
+ 111 + + 12 /c) ,

= 2 exp (Jk d c ) ( + co + 0 + 412/C

where c-cosa for reflection and c=cosq for transmission, d is the total

thickness of the slab and Ili's are the matrix elements of the total transition

matrix n for an n-layer slab. It is known that 4 = n-lT where 4n is thenn nn-I whr n ,-.', .

transition matrix of the nth layer whose elements are given by n 1 2(//)
=jZn sinrn -

Whrern( n) 12 v.. n..n,21(//)=(j/Zn sinr,, 1 ( ,22 '/h=cosr &Where r =. -s-. k d
n,2 )n *, 'n,22' n n rn o n

Zn(r_2 )1/2/ n Y= -s ) 1/2 theipolrizaion
4 n rn 2 2 n' n =( s=sina (or sin *). For the-L polarization,
in the above formulae one should replace all ij(/) by (-l)i+ J..(-L) and

Z by Y in the expression of 4n ij ; i~j. The thickness d and the relative
n n n,i n
complex permittivity cr of each layer should be specified.

,.. *".
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3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In order to test this theory a solid GRP radome with exchangeable round .- -[

and pointed ends was manufactured. The test antenna used was a circular -

horn with a diameter of 20 X° and fitted with a phase correction lens. 2

In all the results presented in this paper the antenna was vertically

polarised and the results measured in the horizontal plane.

The measured radiation pattern of the horn alone is given in Fig.3 ; . .

together with the pattern predicted using the subaperture method (Ref.3).

In thia iomputation it was assumed that the horn was radiating in the .

TEll mode and that a residual 1100 quadratic phase error across the

aperture remained uncorrected. K --]
In Fig.4 the measured far field pattern of the horn with pointed radome

together with the theoretically predicted flashlobe is illustrated. It

is evident that the theory predicts both the angle and shape of the

flashloLz accurately. In Fig.5 the theoretical and experimental results .

for the radome/horn configuration with a round nose are presented. The

theory predicts a reduction of the peak flashlobe level and this is con-

firmed experimentally.
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Introduction

'-A computer-aided simulation of a boresight error measurement procedure

and facility was carried out to quantify the effects of separation distance

and wave reflections from anechoic chamber boundaries on radome-induced

boresight errors using two BSE algorithms.

The 3-D radome analysis program described earlier [.I-]' was modified to

include near-field and reflection effects as-illustrated in -Figure-]1 Waves

. emanate from the source antenna in the directions indicated by the rays (one

* arrowhead). These direct rays impinge on the radome as shown. Note that the -

angles of incidence on the radome wall for these rays are different than those

of a true plane wave (horizontal rays).

Some of the rays emanating from the source antenna strike the walls, '"* .

floor, and ceiling of the chamber and are reflected onto the radome. These ..

reflections can be conveniently included using image sources, one for each

* boundary of the chamber (4 total). Each image is mirrored into the associated . --

boundary and is given strength E' with respect to the actual source strength

* EO according to -;--. -

: E' ~~~(-RdB/2 0. )  ":"" ""

= 10 (1)
0

where RdB is the reflectivity of the chamber wall in decibels. The reflecti-
- . - . '

vity is assumed to be independent of incidence angle.

r
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BSE Algorithms .

Three BSE measurement procedures or algorithms were simulated: null

seeker, 1-point method, and 2-point method. In the null seeker method, the

computation is done such that the source is moved around until nulls are

obtained in each A/C signal channel of the monopulse antenna. The direction
.1

to the source when it is in the null position is defined as the boresight

error. " --

Figure 2 shows tracking functions computed for the radome/antenna

combination under test, where the tracking functions in elevation and azimuth

are defined by

f = Im  (2a)

EL

f Im{-AZ (2b).-IAZ

Four computed tracking functions are shown in Figure 2 as indicated on each

graph. The tracking functions are graphed versus the angle 0 from boresight

in a diagonal plane defined by xA = YA in antenna coordinates. Without the

radome, fEL and fAZ are almost identical so that only one solid graph is shown

for both functions. When the radome is placed over the antenna and aligned

with the true antenna boresight (Pitch = 0, Yaw = 0"), the tracking functions

are slightly different as indicated by the AZ(0 0,0*) and EL(0",0*) graphs. . 4 ..

Note also that the slopes of these functions (monopulse error slope MES) are

different buc are approximately equal to the MES of the antenna without the

radome. Finally, the offset dash graph EL(6*,0 ° ) of Figure 2 shows the

elevation tracking function when the radome is pitched up by 60; fAZ is essen-

tially the same as for the (0*,00) case.
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A-

The BSE algorithms can be explained using the EL(6°,00) graph of Figure T,-.
2. The null seeker algorithm finds the zero-crossing of the tracking func-

tions fEL and fAZ: fEL = 0 at -11.5 mrad; fAZ = 0 at 0 mrad in Figure 2. The

2-point method uses the values of each tracking function computed at only two

points at ±20 mrad to generate a linear estimate of each tracking function,

and, hence, an estimate of where the zero crossings occur.

The 1-point method uses the single value of each tracking function as

measured when the target is located on the true boresight of the antenna.

This single value (Point B in Figure 2), combined with the MES, yields the

w following linear tracking model ]
.6f EL =MESEL Q5 + BEL (3)

where the ordinate intercept BEL is given in terms of the measured tracking -

function at the known angle 0 = 0 mrad by

B = f (@ Boresight) (4)
EL EL .

The zero-crossing, or BSEEL, is then obtained by setting Eqn. (3) equal to

zero and solving for 0EL; i.e.,

f (@ Boresight)
0 = -ESE (5EL MES EL (5)

EL

A similar treatment holds for the azimuth tracking function.

In the 1-point method, the monopulse error slope that should correctly be

used is the slope of the tracking function for that particular radome

orientation. In practice, the true slope is not used; instead, the MES of the
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antenna without the radome is used in Eqn. (5). The significance of this

source of error is investigated in the following presentation of the BSE

measurement simulation.

Simulation Results

Three medium-size antenna radome combinations having the parameters shown

in Table 1 were used in the simulation. Radome 1 is the tangent ogive alumina

radome described earlier by Siwiak, et al. [2] for which measured BSE data are

available and indicated on the following figures for reference. The radome

parameters include dielectric constant %, radome base diameter Dos, radome

length Los, aperture offset RA from gimbal point, distance RR along radome '

axis of symmetry from base of radome to antenna gimbal point, distance L=

LOS - (RA + RR) of aperture to radome tip, antenna diameter D, and uniform

radome wall thickness dwall* All three radomes have the tangent ogive

shape. Radomes 1 and 2 are alumina radomes and differ only in fineness
e

ratio. Radome 3 is a fused silica radome and differs primarily in placement

of the antenna and wall thickness.

The effects of distance (no reflections) on predicted boresight errors in

the pitch plane for the null seeker and 1-point algorithms are shown in Figure

3 for Radome 1. The radome shape and sum channel antenna patterns are

indicated at the top of the figure: the lower half of the pattern is for the

elevation plane of the vertically polarized antenna; the upper half is for the

azimuth plane. In Figure 3(a), curves 2-3 and 4-5 show that the null seeker

and 1-point algorithms yield identical results at both

large (16L 1
2/X) distance of separation and small (4D2/X) separation when no

reflections from chamber boundaries are considered. This agreement between

the algorithms was found to hold very closely for other conditions; hence,

'.,..o
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Table 1. Radome Parameters Used in Boresight Error Measurement Stimulation

RaoeDos RA RR L, D~p dwall

ID er AA

1 9.30 6.81 14.87 1.40 2.21 11.26 5.16 .17553

2 9.30 6.81 20.44 1.40 2.21 11.26 5.16 .17807 -

-~3 3.33 6.78 20.34 .77 4.96 14.60 5.51 .32111

Chamber Dimensions (Figure 1):

4d 1= 25.81X d 3= 26.13,X

d2= 50.30X d 4 = 49.43X
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only the 1-point results are presented in subsequent data.

22
The distance of separation R = 16LI/ was chosen to s imulate R =00.  , ."

The distance R = 4D 2I corresponds to the generally accepted minimum distance

recommended for measuring antenna patterns, where D is the antenna aperture

diameter. The effects of these and other distances on the 1-point BSE

predictions are shown in Figure 3(b). From curves 2-3, it is seen that a

2
maximum error in BSE of approximately 0.5 mrad occurs when R = 4L 1/, or a

10% error. If the distance is reduced to 4D /X, curve 5 indicates a maximum

error of 1.5 mrad, or 30%. Similar results are obtained in the yaw plane as

shown in Figure 4(a).

The measured data for Radome 1 as reported earlier by Siwiak are also

shown in Figures 3 and 4 for reference. The simulation results agree with the i

general trends of the measured data, but good agreement cannot be claimed.

Efforts are underway to correct the deficiencies in the radome analysis method

used: (1) an algorithm for computing transmission coefficients for curved

radome walls is being developed; (2) the reaction of first-order scattered

fields is being included.

The predicted effects of chamber reflections on the 1-point BSE algorithm

2for Radome 1 are shown in Figure 4(b) for separation distance 4D It is '

seen that reflectivities less than -30dB result in BSE errors of less than 0.5

mrad with respect to the no-reflections case at the same distance.

The effect of separation distance on BSE is more pronounced for a more

streamlined radome as shown by the data in Figure 5(a) for Radomes 1 and 2. o!

Radome 1 has a finesness ratio of L/D = 2.18. Radome 2 has a fineness ratio .

of L/D = 3.00 as indicated in the legend. Predicted gain data are also

presented in Figure 5.-
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The effects of separation distance can be more pronounced if the radome

parameters are modified slightly as shown in Figure 6 for Radome 3. This

radome also has a fineness ratio of L/D = 3, but differs from Radome 2 in the

placement of the antenna and in the dielectric constant of the radome wall.

2
Data for R = 2D /X are also shown and indicate the large error produced in BSE .-

2
by this small separation distance; 2D IX is sometimes advocated as the

absolutely minimum distance at which far-field antenna patterns can be "
V-..-. -%

measured with good results.

The effects of severe chamber reflections on BSE in pitch and yaw planes .

for the null seeker and 1-point algorithms are shown in Figure 7. The null -

seeker algorithm is more sensitive to ieflections than is the 1-point

algorithm. _

Conclusions and Recomendations

It is concluded that the 1-point and null seeker BSE algorithms for

computing radome-induced boresight errors yield essentially identical results

regardless of separation distance R between the target and radome under test .

-- when reflections from chamber boundaries are less than -30dB. Effects of R

on BSE are more pronounced for higher fineness ratios. The null seeker

algorithm is more sensitive to severe reflections than the 1-point

algorithm. The predicted sensitivities of BSE computation to the measurement

environment makes one wonder how BSE measurement accuracies of +0.1

milliradian can be achieved in practice.

It is recommended that BSE measurements be made using the 1-point

2
algorithm at a separation distance R>4L1  The refle':tivity of chamber

boundaries should be less than -30dB. When measured BSE data are used to

validate a radome analysis method, and it is not possible to obtain the N.

recommended separation distance, then the computation of BSE should include .

distance effects.
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by 0

Edward B. Joy and Harold L. Rappaport
.-, ... .

School of Electrical Engineering
.- Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0250

- . " 9 .. _:,

Abstract

This paper reports on the work undertaken to include single order

reflections into the equivalent-aperture, plane-wave-spectrum (PWS) - - -

radome analysis technique. The method used to add reflected plane

* wave rays to the equivalent aperture field is presented along with -

the key ray tracing equations for the reflected rays.

High fineness ratio radome shapes are shown to produce image lobes

due to first order reflections. This image lobe can be distinct from

- the main beam or merge with the main beam to cause main beam distortion,

high side-lobe levels and boresight error. Results are presented for

*a conical radome with 2.5 fineness ratio, dielectric constant of 5.5

and loss tangent of 0.00033 for two antenna types.

drThis work supported in part by The Joint Services Electronics Program .,-,
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A Fast Ray Tracing Algorithm for Arbitrary

Monotonically-Concave Three-Dimensional Radome Shapes*

by

Edward B. Joy David E. Ball

School of Electrical Engineering Harris Corporation/GASE
Georgia Institute of Technology Melbourne, Flordia 32902
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0250

Abstract

This paperi' eports on research conducted to increase the speed of ray
intersection calculation with three-dimensional radome shapes. The radome
inner or outer surface is specified as cylindrical radius values for a number ,
(N ) of equally spaced cylindrical theta values for a number (N ) of constant I
station (axial position) values. This method of radome shape s~ecification
is typical of radome shape data available to the radome analyst. S

The technique developed is an interative algorithm that locally approximates

the radome surface as a cone, tangent to the radome surface. The fineness ratio
and the location of the cone axis are iteratively varied such that the inter- I
section point of the ray and the cone equals the intersection point of the
ray and the radome surface. ,

An estimate is made of the z (longitudinal) value ande value of the
intersection point of the ray and the radome. A cone, tangent to the radome
surface, is fitted to the radome surface at the estimated intersection point.
The ray is traced to the cone using a fast closed-form solution. The
cylindrical r value of the cone intersection point at the coordinate (z,e) is
compared to the r value of the radome surface at the same (z,O) values. Based
on this difference, a new cone is fitted to the radome surface and the process
is repeated to convergence. Convergence is always possible for monotonically
concave radome shapes. Typically 5 to 7 iterations are required for a one
percent resultant error in radius.

Results are presented for several highly asymmetric radome shapes.

r %

* This work was sponsored in part by The Joint Services Electronics Program
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DUAL BAND RADOME WALL DESIGN P.,:

0. Bernard J. Crowe

Flight Systems, Inc.
1901 Dove Street

Newport Beach, CA 92660

INTRODUCTION solutions than usual will be possible, and
optimum designs will be more difficult to

"' Radomes for currently-deployed air determine. Even if the radome design task
launched tactical missiles are typically is initiated early, in parallel with the
designed to operate at a single frequency or seeker design, a significant tradeoff study
narrow range of frequencies, and occasion- will be necessary to identify the best mate-
ally over a wider band of contiguous freq- rials combinations and wall configuration
uencies spanning an octave or slightly more. for the intended application.
Requirements to operate against an extended
threat suite, and/or to negate probable The groundwork for this effort can be
countermeasures tactics, indicate a need for accomplished in a timely manner, through a
future systems to encompass a multi-mode preliminary evaluation of suitable materials .. ,
capability. Such systems will combine oper- atched to projected electrical require-
ations in two or more discrete segments of mentb-."Computer analysis can permit the %
the electromagnetic spectrum in an inte- identification of promising wall configura- ' "
grated seeker unit. Possible mechanizations tions, exhibiting desirable electrical prop-
include combinations of RF/IR, IR/UV, pas- erties in physically realizable thickness ..
sive RF/active RF, and microwave/millimeter combinations. This paper describes two
wave bands. Multimode systems such as these / dual-band walls designed in this manner.
will naturally require a matching capability /
from the radome. SPECIFIC DESIGNS

A high-speed, streamlined radome pre- As the number of layers in the radome c%'a v.c_
sents a difficult enough design problem even wall is increased, the magnitude of the
for single-frequency applications; when it design task grows considerably, and someis required to provide clean transmission in means of computer-assisted design becomes

two discrete bands, the difficulty is necessary. Even for walls of only two or
greatly increased. The conflict between the three layers, the examination of possible
requirements of low aerodynamic drag, ade- combinations of material types and thick-
quate structural integrity, and good elec- nesses is greatly facilitated by automated
trical performance is brought even more codes to characterize the transmission of
and resulting compromise configuration must tion of thickness, frequency, incidence

be approached with extreme care. angle, and polarization. The plotted data I
in the following figures was generated by

The first essential step in the process one such code, Flight Systems, Inc., WALLTX
is necessarily the selection of a material flat plate analysis simulation, which has
or combination of materials, and appropriate been used to develop conceptual radome wall -
thicknesses for each of them, which will designs for a number of applications.
result in adequate transmission of electro- Included among these are walls designed to
magnetic energy at the desired frequencies support discrete dual-band operation.
over the anticipated range of incidence Examples of two such designs are described
angles. This is not the most difficult in the following paragraphs.
design task; the design of the radome shape -f
and tailoring the wall thickness profile is Alumina Dual Band Radome Wall Design
expected to be more critical, as is the
integration of a dual-mode seeker in a co- Figure 1 is a cross section through a •
aperture or co-axial configuration. Never- ceramic three-layer wall designed for a
theless, the design cannot proceed without generic X-band/Ku-band application. The 7..
the prior selection of a suitable radome materials represented in this design are

wall configuration. alumina (the skins), and a proprietary • ,-ceramic foam material, Cerez, manufactured .-. .:.
Because of the increased complexity of by Omohundro Company. This wall configura-

these walls, a far greater range of feasible tion was one of nine developed under U.S. ,....

I..,
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Navy contract number N400123-79-C-lO4 in
1981. The selected materials were at thatA
time under evaluation at the Naval Weapons '
Center, China Lake.

% Several physical configurations of the 1
symmetric three-layer wall were examined (

using the WALLTX analysis and design simula-
tion, which allows the thickness of one or
more layers to be varied at a given fre-_____
quency to determine the optimum thickness.
Fixing first one layer, then the other(s), SECTION THROUJGH RADOME WALL~
and observing the transmission at the two ______________.. *

freqences f iterstthe program may be '

used in an iterative fashion to arrive at a LNYE MTYEA DCTRIC LOSSEN THIKNSS
desired configuration such as that shown in N YE CNT TNET (IS
Figure 1. A Alumina 950 00002 575 SY

This wall is a rather unusual combina- B Cerez 2.41 00024 1000J
tion of thick skins on a thin core, and the0
resulting 57.5/100/57.5 configuration has a C Alumina 950 00002 575
well-defined resonance at 10 GHz, plus two
useful passbands at about 30 and 36 G~z
(Figure 2). The phase grouping is unusually

tight at the 10 GHz resonance, and on the

basis of detailed analysis in the 5-15 GHz Fgr . AuiaCrzDa adRdm ~i
regime, would appear to offer the potential wall Configuration
of performance at least equal to, if not in
excess of, a 10 61-.-tuned half-wave wall.
The transmission summary in Figure 2 shows
the transmission coefficient for both
parallel and perpendiculasr polarization at a both 10 GHz and 36 G11z out to 80 degrees
single incidence angle in each plot. The incidence angle. Although the high passband "
broken line curve is the zero-incidence frequency is a little higher than the

* transmission coefficient, for reference. C.4"ired 35 GHz value, the resonance could be \

The curves show that the wall maintains adjusted to this value through small changes
transmission better than 75 to 80 percent at in wall thickness.

PLANE SI-IET I SO DEG. INCIDENCE 60 DEG INCIDENCE ft

CHAAC7RXS.. - PAR
<A-SANOWICH> ~ P

* I~NNER/OUTER IS , E
SKINS 0. - , 0I

TYPE, ALUMINA PER,
DIELECTRICS

CNTN,0 50 -

LOSS TANGENT 00020 .

FREOIJEICY (GPIZ) FREOUENCY (GHZ)

0.0 19.9 20.0 30.0 40 0 00 a 100 20 0 30 0 40 0
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Figure 2. Transmission Summary, 0-40 GHZ, Alumina/Cerez Wall
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Silicon Nitride Dual Band Radome Wall Design .. .._ _

The "transportability" of this design
was shown in a subsequent analysis task in
which the radome wall was redesigned for a
specific application using silicon nitride
(Figure 3), a material with good thermal SECTIONTHOUGHOR W AD'ME WALL

shock resistance and a low susceptibility to ,______" '
rain damage. Various forms of this material LAYER MATERIAL E-NSIT DIELECTRIC LOSS THICKNESS

have been considered for high speed missile NO TYPE G 2 ONST TANGENT IINSI

radome applications by both the Air Force A f d 3025 7.-0 i3 C9and the Navy. By controlling the density of S.14m N . ¢. ..
the material during manufacture, the dielec- 8 Sd. Nw.V 089 1.9 AM (00

tric constant of silicon nitride may be F-

tailored to a specific requirement. The C R.Bo, d 3025 760 AM .'9

design illustrated in Figure 3 uses a moder- s-_ __'_._.

ate-to-high density reaction bonded formula-
tion (with good rain erosion resistance) for
the skins (Ref. 1), and an extremely low
density core made by baking out inclusions Figure 3. Silicon Nitride Dual Band Radome

introduced during the initial manufacture to Wall Configuration
produce a silicon nitride foam (Ref. 2) of
low dielectric constant.

The resulting 69/90/69 wall configura- 500 MHz, as shown in the two following - -
tion has thicker skins but a slightly thin- figures.
ner core than the alumina version, and the
overall thickness of 0.228 inches is compar- Figure 5 details the electrical per- •
able with a conventional single-mode X-band formance of the wall over the frequency
wall. The electrical performance of this range 9.5 to 10.5 GHz. The upper left plot
wall is very similar to that of the Alumina/ shows the phase difference for incidence
Cerez wall, as Figure 4 shows. The wall angles up to 85 degrees; the other three
exhibits peak transmission windows at 10.5, plots are similar to those in Figure 2 and
30, and 36 GHz as before, and though the depict parallel and perpendicular
resonance peaks are not quite so strong at transmission coefficients at 60, 70, and
the high incidence angles, they are adequate 80 degrees incidence respectively. These
for low-loss transmission over bandwidths of latter plots show that the transmission of
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Figure 4. Electrical Performance, Silicon Nitride Dual-Band
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the wall is excellent up to 70+ degrees CONCLUSIONS _._____

incidence across the 9.75 to 10.25 GHz band,
and is maintained well even at 80 degrees. The two radome wall designs presented in
The phase difference values over this this paper were derived inexpensively using
frequency range lie within a band of values computer-aided analysis techniques.
from -10 to +30 degrees, performance Useful performance potential is predicted in
consistent with the attainment of low configurations employing a variety o. mate-
boresight errors and error slopes. rials, and novel wall configurations were [,

developed which may find application in
At 35 GHz the performance, though not quite multi-band seeker applications as well as
as good as at 10 GHz, is still quite impres- systems benefiting from stealthy operation.
sive (Figure 6). Transmission is maintained
well to 70 degree's incidence, but is The author believes that the computer-
beginning to degrade badly at 80. The phase aided design technique for conceptualizing
difference also holds up well out to and screening wall configurations in this %
35.6 GHz for incidence angles of 70 degrees way can make a significant and useful con-
or lower. A full-aperture seeker at this tribution to the radome design process by
frequency would be expected to suffer about identifying workable configurations in
1 dB of loss (one way), and to introduce advance of system-specific requirements,
moderate guidance errors in a proportionally thereby reducing the lead time required for ,
guided missile. If the high frequency aper- design solutions and assisting the weapons
ture could be reduced, however, the range of system procurement process. ",
incidence angles experienced would be
limited and an overall performance might be REFERENCES

"-"' attained suitable for high quality end-game , .': -

guidance. With further refinement the 1. J. Barta and M. Manela, "Prepara-
design would be expected to yield improve- tion amd Properties of Silicon Nitride for
ment in both bands. It exhibits a useful Radome Applications", Proc. 16th Symposium
characteristic at frequencies other than the on Electromagnetic Windows, G.I.T., June O
design passbands; it transmits very little 1982.
energy at these other frequencies (Figure
4), and would therefore make a contribution 2. F.H. Simpson and J. Verzemnieks,
to a system designed for low-observable "Controlled Density Silicon Nitride
operation. The design in general certainly Material", Proc. 16th Symposium on Electro-
merits further investigation, magnetic Windows, G.I.T., June 1982.
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STUDY OF LAMINATED DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOR
AT MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER-WAVE FREQUENCIES

D. J. White and C. N. Helmick Jr.

Physics Division, Research Department (Code 3814)
Michelson Laboratory

Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA 93555

INTRODUCTION AD-P004 358
Dielectrics composed of layers of different dielectric constant have radome -

applications. A laminated or layered structure can be used to improve mechanical
and thermal properties, while a certain amount of dielectric-constant tailoring
can be done by varying the layer permittivities and their relative thicknesses. <

Such a multilayer system (sometimes called an artificial dielectric) is basically
uniaxially anisotropic with the optic axis perpendicular to the planes of lamination,
although this anisotropy may not be large, depending on the layer permittivities -
and thicknesses. In any case, the equivalent static dielectric constants for a
laminated structure are readily calculated, provided the layer constants and thick- -,

nesses are known, by use of a model involving parallel and series capacitances.

Modeling laminated structures as a single uniaxial dielectric sheet works well,
even at large angles of incidence, provided the wave frequency is low enough that
the individual layer thicknesses are small with respect to the wavelength in each
material. For millimeter waves this condition may no longer be met, and very large
differences in complex transmission coefficient may be found between the actual
multilayer panel and its single-layer "equivalent" model. A multilayer radome wall
may even appear much like a dielectric mirror in certain wavelength regions.

In this paper we explore the range of validity of the artificial-dielectric model ,.I
by comparing its computed results with those obtained from an N-layer flat-panel
computer program for a number of specific multilayer dielectric structures.e.

THEORY 0

Consider a flat wall consisting of alternating layers having different dielectric
constants and uniform thicknesses. By modeling the structure as N (=N 1 + N2 )
series capacitors for the electric field perpendicular to the plane of the layers 4.

and as N parallel capacitors for the electric field parallel to the plane, the uni-
axial dielectric constants (relative permittivities) in the long-wavelength limit .can
be found:

ex = (NlIdl + N2d 2 2) /d (la) 4.

Ez =1C2d / ( N ld1 2 + N2d 2 C 1) (ib)
0

where Ni, di and Li are the number of layers, layer thickness, and dielectric
constant of material species i (i = 1,2 for a two-component repetitive system).
Lx is the dielectric constant in the plane parallel to the surface, and Lz is the di-
electric constant along the surface normal (opt;.c axis). The total thickness d is
N ld1 + N2d 2 . The volume fraction of species i is Ni di /d. The permittivities
may be complex. By "long-wavelength limit" is meant the assumption that divri?<< X0 (vacuum wavelength) for each i.
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These equations can easily be extended to more complicated situations, e.g.
where more dielectric species are involved or the layer thicknesses are non-repeti- .
tive, etc. The next step in complexity would be a three-component repetitive
structure, as might arise when a glue layer is introduced to bond two of the dielec-
tric materials together. The equivalent uniaxial dielectric constants for this case
are:

c E I=(N d 2 E+ d363/ (2a)
E 1 1 N 2 d2 C 2 +N3 d 3 3 )/d , (2)
sz = 1  2 13 d 1 (Nd 2 3 +N 2d 2 e1 3 + N 3d3 1 2) (2b)

Such equations are commonly written in terms of the volume fractions N-di /d,
which may represent the extent of the data actually available in practice, or
even in terms of mass fractions. ., :

We next proceed to the complex boundary reflection coefficients for the uniaxial "
anisotropic dielectric layer, which were derived previously. ' Following estabilished
optical conventLn, we here denote the two basic polarizations of the incident plane
wave as s and p, where s (German senkrecht = perpendicular) means the E-vector
is perpendicular to te plane of incidence (i.e., E is parallel to the surface plane)
and p (parallel) means E is parallel to the plane of incidence (i.e., H is parallel to
the surface plane). The boundary reflection ecefficients can be written:

rs  (cos0 - ks/k /(cos0 + ks ) , (3a) 0
5 0 5

rp (k /k - xcos0) /(k /k + FxCosO) , (3b)
p pox po x

where 0 is the angle of incidence, and the two wave numbers in the dielectric (ksand kp) are given by

S x/k = - sin 2 I (4a) >k s/ko si 2: si0 a) . .:..

kp/k =[(s /C )( -sin 2 0) ] (4b)
p0 x z z

and the vacuum wave number is 0

ko = 2r/X o = 2ff/c (4c)
0 0

The overall single-layer complex transmission coefficients are then

Tx = (1 d) 1 - rexp(-j2kxd) x = s,p . (5)

Note that Fz appears only in the case of p polarization; only , (the weighted
mean value of the ri) is used for s polarization. Thus a further simplification of
the one-layer representation of a laminate is to consider it to be isotropic with =-

ex. This leads to no change in the case of s polarization; and it will turn out to be
seen later that in many cases (where ez is not much different from ex), the
isotropic model departs only mildly from the uniaxial model for many frequencies
and angles of incidence. .-. *:

THE PROBLEM

Programs to calculate the N-layer flat-panel complex transmission coefficients
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are fairly common, and such a program can be used instead of (or compared with)
the "equivalent" single dielectric sheet model. The N-layer computation is exact
within the usual limits of plane waves and semi-infinite sheets. However, in the
real world, one may be given a laminated material to characterize, and it is not
always practical to disassemble the composite structure to determine precise sheet
thicknesses or composition empirically, nor are such details often supplied a priori.
One may have to settle for taking a laminated 'Iielectric sample, placing it in a micro-
wave test setup, and determining the effectiv. dielectric constants ex and Ez at one
or a few frequencies, or at best over a comparatively limited frequency range. The
question then becomes one of how valid are such measured "average" dielectric con-
stants-the issue that this paper is attempting to address.

The approximation involved in equations (1) and (2) clearly involves making
each layer "thin" with respect to a wavelength in the layer. As the frequency of
operation is increased, this thinness criterion is increasingly violated. At 100 GHz
a. 010-inch thick layer of dielectric constant six is just over one-fifth wavelength
thick; and while the concept of "thin with respect to. .. "is not well defined, it
seems likely that this situation does not meet this stipulation.

APPROACH

We have developed computer programs in house for calculating the flat-panel
transmission and reflection coefficients of single or multiple dielectric layers, iso-
tropic or uniaxially anisotropic. These programs have been employed to compute
the complete transmission coefficients for representative laminates, comparing them
with the coefficients obtained for the corresponding single-layer artificial-dielectric
models, considering both the uniaxial model (given by equations (1) or (2) or gen-
eralizations thereof) and the further simplified isotropic model (using c = ex). Em-
phasis has been on examining the magnitude of the complex transmission coefficient, . 4.
IT 1, though other quantities may also be obtained, such as transmission phase, in-
sertion phase delay, and reflection magnitude and phase (both forward and reverse , .

directions). Total wall thicknesses have been in the neighborhood of L cm, typical
of many radomes, Parameters studied were: frequency (typically 1 to 100 GHz or
subdomains thereof), angle of incidence, polarization, dielectric constants, relative
thicknesses, and the number and ordering of constituent layers. %

RESULTS

Space limitations permit inclusion only of a few of the many plots produced in
exploring the effects of varying the above-listed parameters. These figures have
been selected to illustrate some of the trends observed in the study. Figures 1-6
are all for two-component laminates having a total thickness of 1 cm, with transmis-
sion magnitude displayed over 1-100 GHz. (Current frequency resolution is limited
to 100 points across the frequency span, meaning 1-GHz increments in these plots,
so truncation of sharp peaks and dips is evident in some cases). The dielectric con-
stant of the first dielectric species was set equal to 2 in all illustrated cases, with
the second dielectric constant set equal to 4 in all but Figure 4, where it was set
equal to 7 to illustrate the effect of a greater difference in dielectric constants.
For clarity, loss tangents were set equal to zero throughout, though finite losses
could easily have been included if desired. Thickness ratios of the two components,
dl:d 2 ,were set at 1:1 in Figures 1-4 and 3:1 in Figure 5 (to illustrate the effect of
unequal, but repetitive, thicknesses). In Figure 6 the thicknesses were varied in an
arbitrary, nonrepeating manner (though the dielectric constants alternated regularly)
to illustrate the effect of nonrepetitive thicknesses. Figures 1-5 each show three
curves: (a) 16-layer laminate [broken line], (b) analagous 6-layer laminate (same
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A and dl:d 2 [heavy dotted line], and (c) corresponding uniaxial single-layer model .
[light solid line], with dielectric constants obtained from equation (1). In Figure 6,
the nonrepetitive case, there is no unique 6-layer analog, so only the 16-layer lami-
nate and single-layer model [obtained through a generalization of equation (1)] are
displayed. Figures 1-3 illustrate the same structure for three different chcices of t.

incidence angle and polarization (00, 45 0 :s, 45 0 :p), while Figures 4-6 illustrate
three additional structures all at the same incidence angle and polarization (45 0 :s).

DISCUSSION

Several trends are evident from the plots generated, not all of which are illus-
trated by the figures reproduced here:

1. For a given overall wall thickness, the larger the number of layers (i.e., the
thinner they are), the greater is the range of validity of the one-layer model. In-
clusion of uniaxial anisotropy in the artificial-dielectric model, as in equations (1) and
(2), extends the frequency range of the model's validity, especially for parallel (p)
polarization and high angles of incidence. Even so, the model begins to break down .'

when any of the : yer thicknesses approach A]10 in the respective material.

2. One or more frequency bands may occur in the 20-100 GHz region where the
laminate exhibits very high reflectivity (much like a dielectric mirror), a behavior
not at all predicted by the single-layer artificial-dielectric model. For a small number
of layers (e.g., 6) the transmission dips are lebs pronounced but more numerous; for
a large number of layers (e.g., 16) the transmission dips (reflection peaks) are less
numerous in a given frequency interval but more intense. As one increases the angle 0
of incidence from 00 for a given laminate, the reflection peaks become more intense
for the s polarization; for the p polarization they become less intense, but do not
disappear even as Brewster's angle for the single-layer model is approached.

3. Reflection peaks are enhanced by (a) increasing the total number of layers,
(b) increasing the difference between the two dielectric constants, and/or (c) vary-
ing the thickness ratio dl:d 2 away from 1:1 (i.e., making one component significantly
thicker than the other). The transmission dips do not disappear when the thick-
nesses are varied in nonrepetitive fashion, as in Figure 6, but the spectrum can in
such cases become more irregular.

CONCLUSION

Given the construction details of a multilayer laminate, one can accurately and
unambiguously compute the complex transmission and reflection coefficients. Coing
in the other direction, however, is not so clear-cut. Given experimental dielectric
measurements on a composite material for which the details are lacking or incomplete,
one finds the artificial-dielectric model is insufficient to characterize the material
completely and unambiguously at high frequencies. In typical cases (wall thickness
around 0.4 inch), "anomalous" behavior (mild or strong reflection bands) may occur
as low as 20 GHz.

REFERENCE
1. D. J. White and D. J. Banks, "Plane Wave Transmission and Reflection Co- -

efficients for Anisotropic Sheets of Radome Materials," Proc. 16th Symp. on Electro- - \2
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IMAGE LOBE ANALYSIS FOR LARGE RADOMES ',

•' .-, .- ,.;-

B. Pupko, D. Gordon, S. Starobinets.

Israel Aircraft Industries '

O Materials & Process Engineering

0Ben-Gurion International Airport

I Israel 70100.

0L

ABSTRACT /, / j 1/

Image lobe intensities resulting from radomes enclosing large ':K\

antennas (D >. 15,) were evaluated using ray tracing and aperture

integration of the reflected field. It is shown, that random

phase approximation can be used when the greatest radius of

curvature is less than DD /8,\ . "'.""

I'nage lobe (IL) intensity is probably the most critical design parameter

in large, narrow band radomes. This parameter is closely related to the

radome shape. ____

To get insight to the effect of the wall curvature to the IL intensities

consider the reflection from the radome wall as an interaction between a '.. - -,

curved (parabolic) and a planar antenna (See Fig. 1). Assume that both

the antenna diameter, D, and the radius of curvature, R, of the parabolic

antenna are much greater, than the wavelength (R>) ,D >. ). As a -.-

measure of the intensity reduction due to the antenna curvature we choose .'

the ratio of signals in the receiver induced by a curved and that of

second reference planar antenna :

[12 
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In the projected aperture field approximation [i] . .

9 2

where F is the complex Fresnel function. . .

If the agrument of the Fresnel function '?'

or

R ~< :D/ ~LX(2)

Then (1) reduces to

=,,R/D 2  I "

The latter formulae may be obtained from geometrical optics approximation

taking into account that o is the ratio of an "angle of view" ( z ) .

of the receiver antenna to the divergence angle ( ) of the "

transmitter beam. Inequality (2) is a condition for application of the

incoherent (or random phase) approximation to the IL calculations. ,

For three dimensional radome design, the incoherent approximation

can be used when both radii of curvature are smaller that D2/8,\.

We estimated the IL intensities for two, half-wave wall radomes, the 0

contours of which are shown in Fig. 2. The basic assumptions applied

were:

1 The dominant contribution to the far side lobes are the• w

image lobes.

2. The appearance of the image lobes are resulted from specular f..S. .

reflections. * 9 ;

3. The radome can be considered as a collection of locally planar

elements.
78
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Two calculation models were used, both relying on ray tracing in receiving

mode. In the coherent model [2] for uniform aperture distribution, the

image lobe intensity in a directionA from the antenna axis:

AJ

where T is the wall transmission coefficient, R is the component of the
y K -

complex reflected field in the direction of the antenna polarization and L

is the ray path length between an external reference plane and the antenna.

In a second model [3] the IL intensities were estimated by random phase

approximation: %

.N IT~IdA

'NThe IL intensities were minimized by an iterative process for optimum wall

thickness distribution. The results are summarized in Tables 1 & 2.

Table 1 contains the IL peak intensities in an azimuth plane, directed to

the tip of the radome. In Table 2 are listed the calculated peak and RMS I.,'-j

IL intensities in the elevation plane. -"

It is appearent, that generally the incoherent model results in an

overestimation of the IL levels - except for small angle gimbal positions. - -
A

It is also noticed that relatively small changes in the radome geometry -

has an appreciable effect on image lobe intensities.
-.

r :~;.
!4 - =
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TABLE I

Comparison of Coherent and Incoherent Models in Image Lobe '

Estimation

IMAGE LOBE PEAK LEVELS (DB)
ANTENNA _ _,_.__ ___
GIMBAL ANGLES

*RADOME "A" RADOME "B"

EL AZIM COHERENT INCOHERENT COHERENT INCOHERENT

-4.50 50 -38.2 -37.9 -43.2 -42.7

-4.50 100 -39.2 -38.3 -42.4 -41.0 I
4.50 300 -40.0 -32.1 -40.3 -34.1

-4.50 600 -41.6 -31.6 -40.9 -33.1

Table 2

The Effect of the radome shape on Image Lobe Level (Coherent. Molel) "..'.

ANTENNA
GIMBAL RADOME "A" RADOME "B"
ANGLES

ELEV AZIM PEAK RMS PEAK RMS " -"

60 0 -37.6 -39.0 -34.8 -36.0

50 0 -37.9 -38.9 -35.0 -36.6

30 0 -38.2 -41.0 -36.5 -38.7 -

-50 0 -37.4 -39.3 -36.2 -38.0 ": -

-60 0 -38.2 -39.7 -35.1 -36.4
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HYPERSONIC RADOME STUDY .A.1

R. J. Joachim

Raytheon Company, Missile Systems Division

Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

ABSTRACT

During concept studies of a ground launched hypersonic interceptor

missile, a thermal/structural investigation was made of various radome

shapes constructed of hot pressed silicon nitride. Radome shapes studied

included a tangent ogive, a 9.5 degree half-angle cone (with and without .

a protective cover for the initial portion of flight), and a combined 14

degree half-angle cone tip/tangent ogive body. A 1-D computer program

was used to calculate thermal stresses and temperature profiles through

the radome wall at two axial stations near the tip and one at the radome

base. Ceramic wall thicknesses of Xo, 1.5 Xo, and 2.0 Xo were investigated .

for most configurations.

Results indicated that a combined cone/tangent ogive shape was

optimum, in that it alleviated the high thermal stresses at the tip

associated with a tangent ogive and the high thermal stresses at the base ,, .

experienced with a cone. The use of a protective tip cover that is ejected

after launch can decrease inner wall temperature levels, thereby reducing

the heating environment for internal compone-ts.

I •~

I 0
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SUPERSONIC TACTICAL MISSILE (ST) RADONE DEVELOPMENT ,
Arthur J. Thompson

Brunswick Corporation
Defense Division

Marion, Virginia 24354 AD-P004 360
£. Introducti on '"--"'

The Supersonic Tactical Missile program included a rademe development based

on the geometry depicted tn--Figure-1.^ The nose radome was a Von Karman

body of revolution, 38 inches long with a 15 inch base diameter. The. ;

enclosed radiometer system utilized a 12 inch vertically polarized aperture

providing four main lobes (an azimuth pair and an elevation pair) and-,_--N

operating over a narrow bandwidth (4.3%) centered at 35 GHz. This contrast

seeker was gimballed on ,the radome longitudinal axis and limited to a
primary tracking field of-+15 degrees about this axis. _Radome structural/

environmental requirements were based on captive carry followed by free-

flight air-to-ground modes with maximum durations approaching 160 seconds

and temperature peaks above 9000F. Electrical requirements included the

traditional transmissivity, boresight error magnitude/slope, and pattern

distortion characteristics. Key specifications required transmission

losses of less than 1.0 db (lobe gain imbalance of less than 0.5 db) while

the boresight error maximum magnitude was fixed at 0.25 degrees and the '.
error slope allowable at 0.05 degree/degree. The effects of radome

emissivity under non-uniform heating conditions were also of concern due to

the extreme sensitivity of the radiometer.

Design Approach

A first order ("half-wave") solid laminate of Brunswick BPI-373 conden-
sation polyimide with quartz fabric was selected for use. This •
configuration insured structural/mechanical integrity over the required . . ,

time/temperature profiles. Environmental resistance was enhanced via the ..

use of a metallic nose plug in conjunction with a thermal (wafer) barrier ,, ,

and a boundary layer trip. From an electrical standpoint, the first order

low dielectric structure was well suited to the narrow frequency band and

high incidence angles (up to 85 degrees), which were somewhat range limited

by the scan sector.

PREVIOUS PAGE ,
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As shown in Figure 2, sample laminate measurements, conducted by Microwave

Consultants, indicated relative stability in dielectric constant at 35 GHz

over the applicable temperature range; loss tangent values were higher than

anticipated, however the associated ohmic or heat losses did not appear

particularly severe in subsequent panel or radome measurements.

A white fluoroelastomer coating was initially planned for outer surface

protection during "captive carry" with "clean departure" expected during

the higher free-flight temperature conditions. This was consistent with

existing test data and the dielectric data which indicated "no measurement"

at 900°F de to material "melt". Based on electrical thickness sensiti- '

vity, the fluoroelastomer material was to be applied in a reduced ',.

thickness, however concern for emissivity variance or gradients during this

change-of-state" ultimately resulted in a coating change to a pigmented

silicone based material. This provided good sealant and temperature

resistance properties, but essentially no erosion or abrasion protection.

The electricdl design was directed at achieving minimal reflection levels .

and low "direct path" phase variance. Analytical modeling was refined - -"

early in the design stage using flat panel fabrication/test, which also

verified the extreme sensitivity to thickness variance. The resultant

design used a nominal laminate thickness of .106 inches with no significant

taper. The structural analysis confirmed the adequacy of the basic
structure and finalized the attachment interface configuration.

Radome Fabrication ..,?, I..,~

The radomes were fabricated on a male mandrel in a series of steps which
included an extended post cure sequence in an inert gas atmosphere to

insure a low void laminate of high temperature resistance. Since the

electrical parameters displayed extreme sensitivity to small wall thickness

changes and grind equipment capabilities were placed at +.002 to +.003 -----

inches, an iterative process was used in the machining operation with a

brief electrical test evaluation being conducted following each incremental

grind of the shell wall. This evaluation utilized frequency variance and

dielectric tdpe application to discern electrical trends and prescribe the

succeeding grind. Following this effort, the radome assembly was completed
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(i.e. nose tip and attachment hardware, exterior coating, etc.) and then

subjected to the prescribed tests.

Test Measurements

Electrical measurements included transmission loss, which was typically in

the range of 0.7 to 0.8 db (85 to 83%) maximum with improvements to about

0.5 db (90%) or better as the 150 scan limits were approached. These trends

are shown in Figure 3 for the two principal, orthogonal scan planes through

the radome centerline at 35 GHz.

Boresight error displayed peak magnitudes of two to three milliradians

(0.11 to 0.17 degrees). As shown by the typical mid-frequency scans in- ,

Figure 4, inplane error polarity or sense was generally divergent with

maximums at 6 to 8 degree angular offsets in both principal scan planes.

Deflection levels were extremely sensitive to nose region wall thickness

changes with classically predictive behavior. Error slope, derived 0

directly from the magnitude data, showed typical peak values through the

nose region of 0.4 mr/degree (.023 degree/degree) however a maximum of 0.6

mr/degree or .034 degree/degree (5 degree average) was encountered on one

unit.

Radiation pattern measurements were evaluated with respect to the common

parameters of sidelobe increase, beamwidth change, and lobe inbalance. In

general, no severe distortion was evident, although some isolated, indivi-

dual sidelobes did show increases above specification objectives.

Electrical tests were also conducted using the radiometer outputs, which

provided voltages proportional to the amplitude differences in the beam

"pairs" (azimuth and elevation). In the test arrangement, a "hot" source

swept the band (10 millisecond sweep time) while the radiometer "pattern"

was generated over a +10 degree scan sector centered on the boresight axis.

Direct analog recordings were obtained as well as digital data via desktop
computer control, the latter being used in rather extensive evaluation

procedures. A typical azimuth channel output for an azimuth scan through

the elevation beam pair "null" or "cross-over" is shown in Figure 5 for

both free-space and "with radome conditions (+30 azimuth/0 elevation

offset). In general, the radome introduces no unusual or significant
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distortion in the differential voltage response other than the attenuation

associated with the radome insertion loss.

Environmental tests included thermal vibration, altitude and humidity.

The humidity test sequence, which was of most interest, resulted in a 0.6%

weight increase of the radome shell (excluding hardware). This in turn

caused a temporary transmission loss increase of up to 0.5 db. Return to

the "pre-humidity" levels occurred following exposure to ambient *.,.

conditions. " '.

Structural tests were conducted with temperature compensated loads

(combined shear/moment and axial) being applied in increments up to 125% of

limit (ultimate) and later to 140% of limit load without failure. Some

residual deflection was observed and attributed primarily to deformation of

the "0" ring in the Marmon clamping mechanism.

Summar.-

The development program was suwcessful in producing a nose radome assembly

which met the basic requirements of the Supersonic Tactical Missile

application with no difficulties being encountered in the limited flight

test program. Figure 6 shows a "captive-carry" mounting of the STM during '

this segment of the program. Potential problem areas identified included

the common cnes of exterior surface protection and moisture absorption.
Radome electrical performance was considered good and indeed somewhat

better than expected. The work performed in optimizing these performance

levels provided a renewed appreciation of the tolerances associated with ,

Ka-band frequencies and the desirability of electrically large apertures.
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'C ABSTRACT

SILICON NITRIDE RADOME DEVELOPMENT
FOR BROADBAND HIGH TEMPERATURE APPLICATIONS,- .|

James F. Schorsch and Gary E. Miller

Engineering Technology
BOEING AEROSPACE COMPANY

This paper describes the design, development,
fabrication and test of a large broadband silicon
nitride radome for hypersonic missile applications.
Both partial size (typically the forward third of a
full size radome) and full size radomes were
fabricated and subjected to extensive testing at
room and elevated temperatures. Results of
electrical testing conducted on two radomes at room
and elevated temperatures are presented. Radome ,
electrical performance tests included radiation
pattern measurements of a large aperture scanning I.

antenna and a small aperture wideband antenna over
4a multioctave frequency range.

This program was sponsored by the Avionics
Laboratory, AFWAL under Contract F33615-79-C-18J6.
Project Engineer was Alan Blume.
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4.

A MILLIMETER WAVE APPARATUS FOR FREE-SPACE MEASUREMENT "-

OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE

D. R. Gagnon and D. J. White
Michelson Laboratory

Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California 93555

INTRODUCTION AD-P004 361
Radome materials are being required to withstand increasingly higher

temperatures. There is, therefore, a continuing need to measure the dielec-

tric properties of these materials at elevated temperatures, particularly at ,..-

millimeter wavelengths where the data base is still relatively sparse. At

the Naval Weapons Center (NWC) an apparatus has been constructed to measure :-

the complex transmission coefficient of flat panel samples at 35 GHz. The ,

complex permittivity of the sample is calculated from the transmission mea- .\< "

surements which are made in a free-space bridge. An array of high-intensity

infrared lamps is used to heat the sample and bulk temperatures up to 10000 C p-.--

have been obtained thus far. This heating arrangement allows measurements

made at the Brewster angle which greatly simplifies data acquisition and

analysis.

MEASUREMENT APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE

A block diagram of the apparatus is given in Figure 1. The microwave

beam is directed through the sample by a pair of lens focused horns. For the

~current setup, the horns focus to a 3-dB spot size of 1.5 wavelengths at a

focal distance of 18 inches. The receive horn sits upon a carriage which4:
can move the horn along the beam and across the beam using micrometer

screws which read position to 0.0001 inch. The reference arm of the bridge

4 ~~99 ...
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contains a phase shifter and a variable attenuator which are used to pre-

cisely "null" and balance the bridge prior to inserting the sample.

A lock-in amplifier is used to measure the detected signal from the

bridge. The lock-in amplifier provides greatly increased sensitivity over

the use of a direct current (DC) voltmeter permitting measurement of a very

small power imbalance on the bridge. This, in turn, allows the measurement

of transmission loss through very low-loss materials. -, "

Lo-

The radio frequency (RF) source consists of a 10-mW klystron at 35 GHz

which is phase locked to a stable 5 MHz crystal oscillator. The 35 GHz sig- .,•-

nal is square-wave modulated at a frequency of 500 Hz for the use of the

lock-in amplfier.

The sample heater consists of a set of 10 high-intensity incandescent .

lamps with collimating reflectors. The lamps are arrayed in circular arcs

on either side of the sample to focus their output onto a narrow strip on

the sample surface. At full power each lamp produces an output heat flux of

approximately I kW on a 1.5- by 6-inch aperture with peak output at about

1 micron. The sample temperature is measured with a thermocouple placed

below the sample surface. A temperature controller provides sample tem- e

perature setability.

Measurements are made by setting the phase shifter and attenuator so

that the bridge is very precisely balanced, i.e., the output of the detector --

is zero, with the sample removed. With the sample in place, the bridge is

renulled at each temperature by adjusting the separation of the focused

" .~
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h6ens. The phase shift through the sample is then read from a micro-

meter [1]. Transmission loss through the sample is determined by using the

I- ."

lock-in amplifier to measure the detected power imbalance of the bridge with L

the sample in place at the Brewster angle.

While measurements are certainly not limited to Brewster angle inci-

dence or parallel polarized incidence in our apparatus, the permittivity

measurement is greatly simplified by this arrangement. At arbitrary angles

0
of incidence, the flat panel transmission coefficient biust be inverted by

numerical iteration to yield the sample permittivity. At the Brewster

angle, the relative dielectric constant and loss tangent are given by [2].

- gn(t) V& -r sin 2

Tan 6 = (2 ().

r 14v:-
where d is the sample thickness, AL is phase shift through the sample in the ,

same units as d, and t i: the magnitude of the voltage transmission coeffi-

cient. The quantity t is given in terms of measured data by the following

expression

t (3)

where P is Pi/Pa, the ratio of minimum to maximum detected power as the I
relative phase on the bridge is rotated through 360 degrees with the sample -.7 7

in place. .
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PRELIMNINARY Ii'RFcORANCE DATA

Thle perfor aance of thle measurement Systcrn .,is (va!ULlt by iflik'in im ldQ

surements of the relative dieiectric constant 6t tused quartz versus temper-

ature, up to 900'F. Hi-hoir temtirerAtii-es can 'Le i..'dby IJa ckenling thle

surface of th.'- sample since quartz is nearly trnprI at the peak outputl

wavelength of the heat- lamps. Total thickness A the 'iUaLt- Plate -,;mpple

was 0.578 inch.

Figure 2 givec a ploL of the measured re-sults along with measurements

made by W. flo 131 -, Rocb-,.eii- Sci-n' t, er Hu dlaints a measurement

accuracy of better than 1% and our results agree with livs to within about 2%.

CONCLUS IONS

W.e find that the NWC high temperature permnittivity measurement appara-

tu-; provides sulfficnt preciLsion to measuie the tel-atively small changes

ir' lielectric properties which occur as quartz is heated. Fils precision

should be more ttnan adequate to chiracterize the electrical properties of

must radome materials at high temperatures.

Thle current arrangemaent for heating the sample does cause a problem

which limits the sensitivity of the apparatus due to proximity heating of

the dielectric lenses on the focused horns. It turns out that a rise in

lens temperature ol a few degrees produces fairly ]Arge measureable changes

ort the output of the bridge. For this reason, the sensitivity ot the appa-

raLt.F is rediuced so that we have not yet been able to meas.ure tire small temt-

perature variit--on of loss tangent for quartz. By improving the thermal

isolation of the sample, the sensitivity of our apparatus could be increased

cons iderably.
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AUTOMATED RADOME TESTING
by

CHARLES E. MOORE
JOHN B. STYRON

BRUNSWICK CORPORATION 0
DEFENSE DIVISION
MRION, VA 24354 AD-P004 362

Introduction

An automated test system has been developed for correction and electrical
testing of F-16 Nose Radomes, and is currently in use. A computer control/
data acquisition system is utilized in the measurement of transmission
efficiency, boresight error, and radiation pattern parameters for each
radome. Major components of the facility and equipment include an anechoic
chamber and compact range, a five (5) axis positioner with encoders on all 0
axes, and a control/data acquisition console.

The F-16 Nose Radome is a half-wave wall utilizing filament wound construc-
tion and precision grinding to provide optimized X-band performance. The
F-16 aircraft antenna is a flat plate array utilizing a sequential lobing
technique for boresighting, where the boresight axis is determined by equal
amplitude crossovers between beam positions. Beam steering over the
required squint angle is eccomplished by the switching of four (4) unipha-
sors in the array manifold to produce an up-down-right-left sequence of the
main beam.

Facilities 0

The facility configuration and major equipment items are shot,.- in Figure 1.
Equipment located in the anechoic chamber consists of the RF reflector and
teed assemblies, the radome test positioner, remote control station and
display, and the personnel hydraulic lift platform. Pyramidal RF absorbent
material (8 and 12 inch) covers the walls, ceiling and floor of the chamber
ana is backed with a metalized surface. The size of the chamber is 36'L x
20'W x 17'H. Height of the positioner boresight axis from room floor level
is 9'6". A radome dolly with hydraulic lift is used to mount and dismount
tne radome. After the radome is mounted on the positioner, it can be
opened and closed by means of a hydraulic hinge and latch system which
permits the adjustment of RF power free space reference levels and also
allows the installation of correction tape without removing the radome from
the positioner itself. The remote control unit and associated 19" CRT
display permits the technician to perform baseline data and correction
scans from the oaechoic chamber location. The computer control and data
acquisition system is housed in eight console racks, ,iith all operating
subsystems mounted above the writing surface. The area below this surface

e £ contains the air plenums and blowers.

* 1
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RF Systems and Controls

A block diagram of the R-F system and controls is shown in Figure 2. The
transmission system consists of a sweep generator frequency source, 10 watt
TWT amplifier, frequency counter, power control unit and a transmit power
monitor. Operation of this equipment is by computer control and provides a
power stability of +2% as monitored at the RF feed assembly. The trans-
mitted power is compdred to tne preset free space level at the start of
each scan and adjusted by the computer. The receiving system is divided
into three catagories, transmission (T ) measurement, pattern measurement
and boresight error measurement. For transmission measirement, the RF
power from thc system antenna is detected at the RF output port, amplified
ana then modulated by the transmission synthesizer and coupled to an SWR
rteter, the analog output of which is converted by the computer to
transmission efficiency in percent. For pattern measurement, the antenna
RF output is coupled to an IF frequency converter and then to the pattern
receiver where the analog output is converted by the computer to pattern
level change in DB. For boresight error measurement, the antenna RF power
is detected at the antenna output and coupled through the boresight error
comparator which supplies the relative voltage levels of the right-left and
up-down ]( e sequence positions of tie a, cnna RF pattern. This informa-
tion Is coL led to the antenna azimuth and elevation microcomputer digital
control systems which continuously position the antenna to its RF boresight
axis during the scan.

The range reflector feed is also computer controlled to provide either
horizontal or vertical linear polarization dependent upon requirements.
The radome is tested in an on-side position with horizontal polarization
for all transmission and boresight error measurements.

Test Positioner and Controls

The radome positioner and control console are shown in Figures 3 and 4. -
The positioner has five axes of movement; azimuth, elevation and roll asso-
ciated with the positioner itself and azimuth and elevation movement of the
antenna gimbal axes. All axes are controlled by stepper motor drives
operated by their associated computers. The positioner radome roll
assembly is equipped with a hydraulically operated hinge mechanism allowing
the radome to be opened and closed without removing the radome from the --_
positioner. The angular positions of each of the five axes are monitored
by 18 bit absolute reading optical encoders.

The positioner and controls are designed to provide a counter-rotation of
the antenna as the basic azimuth and elevation movements of the radome
positioner are rotated. This arrangement permits the continuous controlled
movement of the antenna to any position within the aircraft controlled
window zone and eliminates the quadrant scanning method required when using
a fixed support for the system antenna. This continuous scan test method
coupled with the automated control provided by the test range computers
result in d substantial reduction in radome test time compared to that of
the more conventional fixed antenna support system. Computer Control, Data
Acquisition, and Display Computers (five total) are used to operate the
system during correction or acceptance testing. Three of the units are
microcomputers dedicated to specific preset functions; antenna azimuth and
elevation gimbal axis control and antenna lobing sequencer drive. The two
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primary mainframe computers are equipped with operator terminal interfaces
and are used to control the positioner axis movement, provide data acquisi-
tion during each scan, control the R-F system and provide various
housekeeping functions. A graphical display of the radome performance data -
in analog format is displayed on a scan by scan basis on the 19" CRT.
Included are horizontal and vertical boresight error components, T2 and
pattern performance, and radome test performance specification limits.
Data acquisition is accomplished by reading analog outputs of the RF
receiving system and binary outputs of the shaft angle encoders.

Baseline Data and Correction

Operator interface to the system for baseline data and correction is thru
the remote control station located in the anechoic chamber. This station
consists of a switch operated logic interface to the primary range computer
and p2rmlts the technician to perform any scan defined in the test
procedure in any random sequence. Out-of-spec scan segments can be
examined (CRT display) and the appropriate correction techniques employed
to change the radome performance values to comply with specification
limits. For boresight error tests, the limit magnitudes are also displayed
for each scan.

Radome Testing

Upon initiation of the test sequence, the antenna is automatically
positioned such that the main beam is on the range boresight axis. With
the radome in an "open" position, the operator adjusts the transmission
pattern power level to 100% or 0 DB free space reference level. The radome
is then closed over the antenna and the test sequence begun.

Operating in the boresight error/T 2 mode, the system antenna is contin-uously counter-rotated to the RF amplitude null in both the horizontal and

vertical planes as the radome is rotated about the range boresight axis.
Boresight error performance is recorded in both planes as a function of the
antenna axis movement required to maintain the null and compared to the
same scan performed for free space conditions, The algebraic comparison of
radome versus free space data essentially normalizes repeatable scan
anomalies to zero with Che remaining data representing the two planes of
radome boresight error performance. Power transmission i simultaneously
recorded in percent chdnge as a function of scan angle. Measurempnts are 0
made continuously over a 1200 scan ant (aircraft azimuth) for various .
elevation offsets. Operating in the Pattern Mode, the antenna is offset to
the angle required relative to the radome, and the radome and antenna are
then rotated through the required scan coverage with the pattern perfor-
mance being recorded in DB attenuation each 1/30 of scan angle.

Data Acquisition and Reduction

RF power data (Transmission and/or Pattern) is acquired by means of A/D
converters coupled to the analog outputs of the RF measurement equipment.
Boresight error data is acquired in binary format of encoder shaft angle
position on a free space versus radome algebraic comparison basis. For •
boresight error testing, approximately 3,000 data points are taken per 1200
of scan. This high number is requireG because of the null crossover nature
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of the counter-rota ing servo control loop. This crossover occurs at an
approximate 50 Hz rate during the ican and has an oscillatory peak to peak
value of approximately + 300 microradians. The raw data waveform can be
considered analageous to-an amplitude modulated carrier frequency with the
modulation representing the radome boresight error. Since the oscillation
is basically a functiun of the positioner scanning speed and the computer
servo loop control speed (which are essentially preset values), it is
periodic or repetitive in nature. This characteristic permits mathematical
normalization of the oscillation peak to peak level to within an average
value of approximately + 150 microradians of the true radome boresight
error measurement values.

Each radome test data scan is stored using one of the data acquisition
computer flexible disk drive units and is retained as a permanent record of
the radome performance. X-Y plotter hard copy of each scan can be provided
when required. A summary of the radome performance and verification of
specification compliance is provided by the computer printer for each unit
tested.

Results

In evaluating a test system of this nature, the predominant question that
is always asked is "what are the day to day repeability performance
values?" Figures 5 and 6 are actual F-16 transmission, boresight error and
pattern azimuth scans performed on a repeat (3) basis. The difference
between the smoothness of the vertical and horizontal boresight error
components is due to the remaining carrier oscillation present on the
horizontal component after data processing. Since the only movement of the
elevation gimbal axis of the antenna during the scan is that due to the
radome itself, the vertical boresight error carrier oscillation level
remaining after data processing will obviously be much lower than that
associated with the horizontal component.

With the automated test system and the indoor compact range facility, the
time required to correct and test radomes was reduced by 50% when compared
to a conventional outdoor test range. Day to day repeatability was also
drastically improved such that "free-space" scans need only to be performed
once per month for calibration.
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DESIGN AND CALIBRATION OF A 35GHz DIELECTROMETER

' .. J. HANSON and J. BRAZEL

MATERIALS DEVELOPMEN, % CHARACTERIZATION LABOATORY
3ENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, RE-ENTRY SYSTEMS

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19101

~AD-PO04 363
INTRODUCTION AP 04

A 25 3Hz (fixed frequency) dielectric measurement facility has been designed

and caliDra:d for use in our laboratory, principally for support to development

of K, Dand and millimeter wave rddJume materials. This paper describes the ba:ic

desiqn, gives some details of the constraction and electronic instrumentation and

presents the results of inter-laboratorY calibration on Dynasil 4000 fused quartz. .

* • "DESCRIPTION OF UiELECTRI*ETER • -

- The conplete assembled dielectrometer apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The

waveguide hardware, sclid state electronics and the corresponding dimensions of the

measuring section itself make for a compact tabletop installation.

The dielectrometer uses the shorted waveguide technique and is adapted from

the 24 GHz apparatus previously developed by W. Westph.! jt -iT (Ref. 1). A

block diagram of the facility is shown as figure 2. T'- slote,. 4aveguide and

heated sample holder section use a 1/4" diameter circular waveguide excited inL the TE11 moe. The energy source is a phase locked Gunn diode (Hughes model

*- 47741H-2210). The output is modulated with a ferrite device and coupled to a•

- short piece of coax with a tuned waveguide adapter. The energy is then coupled

to the slotted line with a loop at the center of a shorting plunger.

A closeup view of the slotted line assembly is shown in figure 3. In this •

photop'nh. which shows the high temperature configuration, the waveguide section

is behind the rectangular (probe carriage) enclosure. The sample holder/furnace

assembly is at bottom and the precision micrometer probe positioning assembly is

at the top.
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The slotted line has an 8 mil wide axial slot, long enough to allow

approximately one half wavelength of probe travel. The probe is a .0015"

diameter gold plated tungsten filament. Energy picked up by the probe is

detected by a diode in the probe carriage. The probe depth is adjustable.

Also, tuning is provided in the carriage to optimize sensitivity at differ-

ent probe depths. This tuning is provided by a coax shorting plunger built

into the probe carriage. The position of the carriage is adjusted and mea-

sured with a large barrel micrometer. The end of the slotted line is threaded

to attach to the sample holder.

The room temperature sample holder is simply a copper tube with a flat

bottom short provided with a small central hole to press samples out. The

high temperature sample holder is a longer platinum tube with similar flat

bottom short and knock out hole. A water cooled plate is soldered to the top

of the sample holder to keep the slotted line from being heated. The sample

holder is heated with a platinum-iridium alloy coil which is wrapped around

an alumina tube and muffled with the lower thermal conductivity porous fire

brick cylindrical enclosure visible in the photo. The wall thickness of the

section of platinum tube between the heater and the cooled section was thinned

in order to reduce heat loss out of the high temperature holder and furnace

into the waveguide section.

The principal instrumental difficulties encountered in the 35 GHz scale

version of the Westphal's earlier 24 G z design were in the closer machining

and part positioning tolerances required. Dimensional errors of mispositioning

of the 0.2497 inch diameter sample or the blind end sample holder/waveguide

section and extremely slight misalignments of the travelling voltage probe

were found early in the calibration effort to give larger error sensitivity

than previously experienced.
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In the electronics, the purchased components have worked to specifica-

tions, but our earliest work was delayed by phase locked oscillator instabil-

ities until the need for an isolator between the Gunn diode source and ferrite

modulator was identified.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE:

When using the dielectrometer for room temperature measurements, the

position and 3D width of a null are first measured with the slotted line with ..

no sample in the holder. These measurements are then repeated with the sample

in the holder. Measurements are usually repeated with the holder rotated 900

and with the sample flipped end from end to check on sample uniformity.

Elevated temperature data is taken in the same way. Null width and posi-

tion are measured as the sample holder is heated in approximately 100'C steps.

Data is then reduced using computer coded algorithms. Vhese codes allow and

correct for such effects as differential thermal expansion and growth of the - -

specimen, including sample to waveguide fit effects.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS:

The results of measurements on a sample of Dyrasil 4000 fused quartz

* (clear glass vitreous fused silica) are presented in Table 1. As described

above, the room temperature copper holder measuraments were made in a combina-

tion of two rotational positions and with the cylinder faces reversed. This is

the practice regularly observed in W. Westphal's data and serves as a measure

of homogeneity and isotropy.

High temperature measurements using the platinum waveguide/sample holder

have been performed up tol1l760 C at the time of preparation of this paper. The 0

furnace dpsign and platinum holder are however expected to be capable of 1400-

1500'C. We have been reluctant to jeopardize conduct of several programs re-

quiring dielectric measurements in this lower temperature range with this appa.- 0

ratus but expect to push the platinum holder to above 1200 0C in the near future.
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These data are plotted in Figures 4 and 5, compared to the corresponding "

previous measurements by Westphal (Ref. 2) and Ho (Ref. 3). Two sets of meas-

urement runs have been made on one specimen, the first to 748°C and a second

in the high temperature holder only, to 11761C. The dielectric constant data

are remarkably close to these references, well within 1.0%. Our loss tangent

* data are however higher; e.g. an average value of 0.00072 at 25% using the

copper holder versus 0.00035 by Westphal and 0.00040 by Ho.

Transferral to the high temperature holder gives measured values of 0.00086 -

0.00090 for loss tangent at 25°C. At our first maximum measured temperature of

748'C the value is 0.00058, compared to 0.00020 for Westphal (807'C) and

* 0.00030 for Ho (800'C). For the second set of measurements to 1176°C, the

difference is smaller: 0.0005 versus 0.00035 and 0.00030.

Regarding instrumental design differences, these are obviously extremely

low loss tangents 'u measure by the shorted waveguide method and in our dielectric

materials development work such low loss tangents would be considered excellent

properties. The shorted waveguide method has the advantage of enabling measure-

ments of materials with loss tangents rising up through the range 0.001 - 0.01 4

and higher where tuned cavity methods lose sensitivity. Westphal used the .

platinum foil enclosed cavity method, driving the tuned dimensions specimen with

a KA band klystron oscillator. This method would be expected to have superior

sensitivity in low ranges of loss tangent. Ho used a cavity perturbation tech-

nique.- -

Another obvious consideration in these comparisons is that we have to date

measured one specimen.

Future instrument development work will include higher temperature measure-

ments on Dynasil 4000 and a reference higher dielectric constant material.
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TABLE 1: DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND LOSS TANGENT MEASUREMENTS -
ON DYNASIL 4000 FUSED QUARTZ AT 35 GHz

ROOM TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN COPPER HOLDER

FAEROTATION DIELECTRIC CONSTANT LOSS TANGENT K
(DEGREES)

10 3.833 .00071
190 3.828 .00076-

2 0 3.829 .00073
2 90 3.828 .00069

AVERAGE 3.8295 .00072

HIGH TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN PLATINUM HOLDER

TEMPERATURE, 0C

25 3.818 .00086 *
25 3.314 .00090

125 3.823 .00074
204 3.832 .00071
314 3.844 .00061
431 3.860 .00064
531 3.881 .00062
651 3.890 .00062
748 3.905 .00058
25 3.814 .00090

(Repeat on
Cool Down)

REPEAT MEASUREMENTS, IN HIGH TEMPERATURE HOLDER

25 3.844 0.00093
54 3.849 0.00083 .

191 3.859 0.00077
305 3.872 0.00064
408 3.885 0.00067

*535 3.901 0.00063
635 3.915 0.00057
763 3.933 0.00059
862 3.94P. 0.00057
955 3.962 0.00059

1055 3.976 0.00050

1176 3.993 0.00052
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HOT RADOME BORESIGHT ERROR MEASUREMENTS

C.S. Ward, M. Cerullo, and G. Plimpton
Raytheon Company, Missile Systems Division

Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

SUMAYAD-P004 364 -ei SUMMARY '"

A test facility has been developed which permits the
convenient measurement of boresight errors on missile radomes
heated to flight temperature profiles with peak temperatures
approaching 1400 0 F. Its 1key ingredients are an electric oven
and radome conformal heat socks having independent thermo- 1-,
statically controlled zones to produce desired longitudinal

- radome temperature tapers, and infrared video equipment to
remotely monitor and record radome surface temperatures.

Hot radome error measurements from this facility have
been used to establish that: 1) radome heating causes
significant changes in boresight error due to shifts in radome
tuning frequency; and 2) radome wall thickness equivalents
can be determined for aero-heating induced BSE changes

INTRODUCTION

Typical materials used for missile radomes have a
dielectric constant that increases with temperature as shown
in Figure 1. This causes the radome walls to electriually
look thicker, corresponding to a Jecrease in radome tuning
frequency. The resulting effects on radome boresight error
cannot be neglected in many applications.

An example is Pyroceram 9606, which has a dielectric
constant that increases approximately 1% for every 200 0 F
increase in temperature. Simple wall theory predicts that an
average temperature increaseof this size should correspond to
0.6% shift in tuning frequency for a radome with a half-wave
wall at X-band. Such frqquency shifts can cause significant
changes in the boresight errors of missile radomes.

In view of the fact that average radome temperature increases
above 200OF are frequently encountered, it is clearly desirable
to make radome measurements at elevated temperatures to evaluate
temperature effects on radome electrical performance. The
hot radome boresight error test facility is intended to enable
convenient, relatively low cost measirement of thermal effects 0
on radome performance.
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FCLI TY DESCRIPTION

The equipment used for radome heating, temperature A' ,
measurement, aad recording is shown in the photograph of
I"ioure 2. In the center of this picture is a 10Kw electric
oken that can be raised and lowered by a motor driven hoist.

is <l'owirin tl , raised position above a heated radome A
rk- tin., on fire brick. This oven consists of open heating
c,,iIs cnfigiured to match the radome shape and connected so
a to form six ih.i,,pendent zones, each of which is thermo-
s'atical ly control led. The temperature of any zone can be
pIes at any desired level over a wide range, making it
possiblc. to reprokltce a large variety of longitudinal
temperature profiles upon radomes under test.

MontcJ on a tripod at the left side of the figure is
a commercial infrared video camera that senses heat radiation
from the radome in the 8-12 micron wavelength range with a
liquid air-cooLed detector cell of mercuiy cadmium telluride.
The camera has a line scan mode thaL permits television display
of the thermal profile along an, horizontal line in its fieldof view. Seen on the TV screen next to the camera is one

such scan along the longitudinal axis of the radome under the
oven. Temperature at each point is proportional to the
vertical amplitude of the scan line trace. There is sufficient
amplitude adjustment to permit a wide range of temperaturedisplay- rangingl from 10 ° to IS0O°C fuli scale deflection on the

'' screen. Calibration (before rf testing) is provided by a
series of thermocouples mounted along the longitudinal axis
of the radome which are connected, as shown in the figure, to
a 16-channel data logger that records thermocouple readings
directly in degrees. Also, comparison of IR signal levels for
the radome with that of a black body at the same temperature j. .-
permits direct measurement of the radome emissivity.

Figure 3 shows the results obtained in reproducing a
typical radome temperature profile. Both the data-logger
and a TV tape recorder were started the moment the oven was l "i
lifted from the radome. One minute later, the data logger
thermocouple readings were directly compared with the temperature
readings from the video trace on the TV screen. Note that
the two sets of temperature readings track one another within
S' and that the radome temperature is initially set everywhere

above the analytically predicted or measured profile one
desires to produce. Temperature of the radome is then continuously
monitored by the IR camera during the time it is mounted on the
boresight error test stand. Boresight error data is taken when
the temperatures have decayed to the desired flight profile.
Decay time.; must be minimized to protect antenna components from

overheating.
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The mounting of a heated radome on a test stand is -.
shown in Figure 4, where temperature decay has been delayed
by heating the radome with a three-zone portable thermal .___-

sock that can be carried with the radome into the test
chamber. Removal of the heat source -s then the last stage
of the mounting process before starting to take RF data.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure S shows a typical result of the effects of
elevated temperature on the pitch plane boresight error of
a Pyroceram radome measured at X-band. The dashed line is
the boresight error measured at ambient temperature. The
solid line is the boresight error obtained after uniformly
heating the radome to a temperature increase of 213 0 F. This S
rise in temperature produces about a 75 change in the peak
BSE.

It can be shown for uniform radome heating, that this
result is primarily due to a shift in radome tuning frequency.
This is illustrated in Figure 6 where the heated radc-e data -
of Figure 5 is overlayed by ambient temperature data on the
same radome taken at a higher frequency, 1.006 Fo.

In general, the observed temperature effects on radome
boresight error are not only a frequency shift but also
distortions caused by wall thickness tapers and radome •
tip-to-base temperature gradients (2).

CONCLUSIONS "

Radome BSE and transmission tests and data d,1 plays are
now available for simulated flight temperature profiles with
Raytheon's Automated Radome Test Facility. The benefits are:
1J a significant improvement in hypersonic missile radome
design capability; and 2) cost reduction in flight simulated
radome electrical measurements.
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*E OF RADOME INCREASES WITH TEMPERATURE 0

TOC

-CAUSES RADOME WALLS TO LOOK ELECTRICALLY THICKER

-CAUSES DECREASE IN RADOME TUNING FREQUENCY

AT T >To

RADOME RADOME I T TO
ELECTRICAL PEAK BSE

THICKNESSMAITD

_ _ ~ ~ TUNING
T0 C FREQUENCY

*RESULTS IN SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN BSE WHICH MUST BE
* MEASURED AND COMPENSATED TO REDUCE ERROR SLOPES TO

ACCEPTABLE LEVELS

*Figure 1. The Effects of Radome Heating on Electrical Performance
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NEAR-FIELD TESTING TO
INVESTIGATE RADOME

ABERRATION PHENOMENA

David G. Burks
Texas Instruments Incorporated

P.O. Box 660246, MS 333DallIas, Texas 75266 .-.".-

Abst ract I
Near-field testing has been used extensively in the past as a method to deter-
mine far-field antenna patterns. Near-field testing has also been used in
antenna diagnostic and alignment procedures by reconstruction of the aperture
fields. Similar techniques can be employed to investigate radome induced

-aberrations such as variation of the wall transmission coefficient, tip
scatter and bulkhead reflections. The advantage of near-field testing is
that the various aberrations are localized whereas the far-field pattern is
the superposition of all effects. The approach used here is based on the plane
wave spectrum and back-projection algorithm. This theoretical foundation is
presented along with a discussion of the limitations on resolution. The
requirements of a measurement facility and experimental set up are discussed.
Several examples are given to illustrate the power of the technique. These

a include measured results on a radome with thickness variation and scatter from
a metallic tip.
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A BROADBAND KEVLAR RADOME FOR SHIPBOARD "- .
b y " . -

JOHN B. STYRON
ROBERT S. FRANCISCO

BRUNSWICK CORPORATION AD-PO04 365
DEFENSE DIVISION..'
MARION, VA 24354

Introduction -

A broadband radome for use on the Grumman M161 Hydrofoil craft was

designed, fabricated, and tested. Dominant design considerations included

electrical performance over a 2-18 GHz band in addition to a lightweight

structure and compatibility with the shipboard environment. The require-

ment for a fire control radar to be mounted on top of the radome assembly

also dictated a very rigid structure to minimize angular, deflection errors. --

This application is the largest known (10' diameter, 11' high) Kevlar@,.. .
radome currently in shipboard use.

Radome Design and Configuration .

Major elements of the radome assembly are shown in Figure 1. They consist -- .j

of three (3) aluminum vertical columns, two (2) internal equipment mounting L *

platforms, the top platform for the fire control system, and six (6) curved "

window panels. The interface to the M161 Craft at Platform A is provided - i
by bolted flanges on the vertical columns and turned-in solid laminate
flanges on the window area panels. The vertical columns, being hollow, I

also function as air conditioning ducts for internal cooling and as tie

points for electrical cables. The columns and appropriate areas of the ,C ., .

internal equipment mounting platforms were covered with absorbers to

minimize reflections. •

Window area panel design was governed primarily by the 2 - 18 GHz perfir-

mance, weight and rigidity requirements. The lower panels were also " .

subject to pressure loads from "green-water" which resulted in a C-sandwlh •

design in order to provide the necessary stiffness. An A-sandwich design
was utilized for the upper panels. The panel skins utilized epoxy impreg- . 1
nated Kevlar skins with dielectric constant and loss tangent values of 3.4

and 0.02 respectively. Skin to core bonds were made with a thin film

adhesive. Panel cross-sections for both upper and lower panel designs are -

shown in Figure 2. -
SSBANK
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Fabrication

Wi-idow area panels were laminated and bonded in female molds. Each skin

wi; laminited and pro-cured in the molds utilizing vacuum bag process with
I_-0

autoclave assisted pressure. This process resulted in a dense, low-void

Idlinate for both inner and outer skins which was felt to be the key item

in providing the necessary humidity resistance for the sandwich, especially

in consideration of the known susceptability of Kevlar to moisture -

absorptiun.

i" Following skin lamination, core bonds were then made, again using autoclave

pre ssure. -e':h skin to core bond was processed with a separate cure to I
tacilitate inspection for added reliability. The lower panel mold with an

in-process panel is shown in Figure 3.

Environmental Tests4! - ___ __ _

Tests were conducted to establish the adequacy of the radome and/or

* components in the operational environment, with particular emphasis on

electrical performance after humidity exposure.

I - -

Transmission efficiency was measured on the C-sandwich design both before

and after panel exposure to temperature-humidity cycling as described by

Method 507.1, Procedure IV, of MIL-STD-810C. This test is basically five

(5) temperature cycles, 24 hours each, from 86 to 140OF while maintaining O

95% relative humidity. Data was measured at Ku-band, using the more

critical perpendicular polarization component. Panel edges were sealed

prior to temperature-humidity exposure and the outer surface was coated

with a linear polyurethane paint as used on the radome. The test data

showed a typical transmission degradation after exposure of only 2 or 3%

for incidence angles of 0 degree to 50 degrees, i.e., a level well within

the design margin.

4 0

Radome vibration tests were conoucted in accordance with Table I of

MIL-STD-167-1 for Type I. For these tests, the CG of antennas were

simulated by weights added to the test configuration. Resonance searches

were conducted to determine resonant frequencies between 5 and 50 Hz in 3

axes. Endurance testing was then conducted for the worst-cases. The mast
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assembly was particularly sensitive to vibration due to resonances -

occurring at low frequencies and required added strength at critical "

fPexure points to achieve an acceptable configuration.

Rigidity Test

A critical performance factor was radome rigidity under the worst case

specifi-d lateral loading conditions (3.5G). Minimal deflection was

necessary to insure proper operation of .he fire control antenna, mounted

on top of the radome assembly. Acceleration loads were calculated using

the total assembly weight and CG plus the weight and CG of all internally .

mounted equipment. The radome assembly was mounted to a fixture which

simulated the attach area of the mating shipboard structure and lateral

loads distribufed and applied to the assembly using straps and hydraulic 7-I
cylinders. Maximum overturning moment about the base plate in excess of

50,000 ft-lbs was applied. An angular deflection of the top platform of

0.9 milliradians was measured which was well within the design allowable.

Electrical Tests

Measurements were also taken on the completed radome assembly to establish _ .S

electrical performance level. An elevated outdoor test range was used with - -

a throw distance of approximately 200 feet to satisfy 2D2/x criteria for -

the largest anticipated antenna to be used in the radome. The radome

positioner and upper panel assembly is shown on the test range in Figure 4. • "

Both transmission and radiation patterns were recorded for various

antennas, polarizations, and frequencies. For these measurements, the
supporting structure was covered by microwave absorber to minimize

reflections. Data was recorded with the supporting structure and then with

the window area panels added. Data evaluation was restricted to those

sectors not influenced by the vertical support structure. Figure 5 shows

the minimum power transmission for all antennas and polarizations. The

design demonstrated low losses for all test condicions. S

1 3
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Radiation patterns were also evaluated for all antennas at discrete

frequencies. Typical data derived from these measurements are shown below.

First Sidelobe Increase - 3 to 4 DB

3 DB Beamwidth Change - 3 to 4% - -1
Pattern Ripple to 3 DB Level - 0.2 to 0.5 OB ,--

Summary
This unique broadband application illustrates the feasibility of Kevlar -.-
reinforceJ sandwich radomes for shipboard use. With the process used, - :,

good pet for;,nce was shown with minimal environmental effects. The

finished radome assembly on the M161 Hydrofoil craft is shown in Figure 6.
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""- FIB----R R -ORC) FUSED SILICA FOR HYP-RtSONIC RADOME APLICATION1S

by

F.P. MFeyer*, G.D. Qjinn and j.*. Waick

Ceramics Research Division -
U.S. Ar v Materials and Mechanics Research Center

Watertrn, Mssachusetts 02172

IN?. ODUCTION AD-P004 366
i. IN_7SODUCTION - - -

During the past few years interest in co-posite materials having a
use te=peratu-e above 3000C has increased greatly. Because ceramics offer
substantial increases in use te=uerature, mich of the research has been -

concerned with ceramic-matrix co=posites. Normally, the strength of a
ceramic body is limited by the presence of critical flaws in the aterial that

will Initiate cracks and cause failure well below; predicted strength levels.
" Recently, processing techniques have been developed which produce high purity

ceramic fibers with almost oristine surfaces. The fibers are completely
dense and exh:ibit strength levels and modulus of elasticity values that
approach the theoretical binding forces. More specifically, it has recently
been shown that the reinforcement of a low modulus glass matrix with high
strength and stiffness fibers such as alumina, graphite and SiC was extremely

. successful in yielding a high modulus composite material. ""

The research reported here has been undertaken as a first step in an "
attempt to develop a fiber reinforced fused silica composite for hypersonic - A
radome applications. in order to maintain isotropy in the composite material - -i

and to preserve the low and very temperature-stable dielectric properties of
the matrix fused silica material, it was decided to use hiqh purity silica
fibers as the reinforcement. Fused silica is an inherently low strength and
low modulus material. Having an elastic modulus of about 4.5 x 10

6 ps .

t NOTE: "This paper has been prepared in accordance with the DOD Guidelines
4 for Export Control of Composite Materials and Technology as set forth by

Office of the Under Secretary of Defence for International Programs and
Technology. These guidelines control the export and dissemination of
certain technologies, particularly ceramic matrix composites.
Specifically controlliG it 6te transfer of technology for new techniques
and parameters for consolidating, fabricating and forming ceramic matrix

* composites and performance test data related to specific military
applications. In addition, technical reports, whether presented orally, -.
visually or written, shall not contain references to previous work
containing information on the above-mentioned areas of ceramic matrix
composites. This information has been intentionally omitted."

• Currently serving as exchange scientist to Physics Division, Materials

Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 50, Ascot Vale, 3032, Victoria, Australia.
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2.

almost any finer used could increase this value considerably. Two sources of
hic- vurit-: fused silica fibers were found, each reporting a value of
ap:,ro-.imet. ly '") x 10" :si for the elastic modulus of their fiber. - .

A:t.ona! 1v, i t ws ,i-:ided to use simple, well-established processing
n;,.u, to fabricat- the composite materials. Therefore, short, chopped -,

hx:':. :"Iri-y fusd sihva fibers were in=orporated into the fused silica matrix
- tn.- fih.ers wer- evenly distributed and randomly oriented throughout

th. ;,, ; 'se. The :ibers were nominally 10 Um in diameter and have aspect
rt:- froDn 5 t3% 50.

2. "-.:P.R.1'4ENTAL PROCEDURE

uigh purity fused silica fibers were used to reinforce a high purity
dsi1a matrix. Samples containing 0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 volume

percent fibers were fabricated as flat tiles 10 cm by 10 cm by 1.5 cm thick.

r=ach tile was carefully dried and sintered. All tiles had their two flat
faces qround flat and parallel to ± 0.05 mm. Density measurements were A
perforred based on Archimedes prfnciple. The modulus of elasticity of each

sar:!)- was determined using sonic techniques. Tiles were then submitted for
md-hining and standard flexure test specimens were prepared. Each specimen
wa,; 6.4 mm x 6.4 mm by at least 50 mm in length. All surface grinding was
dore parallel to the lonq axis of the specimen. The density of each specimen
wa.- deterrined from its weight and volume. - 4

Single Edge Notched Beam (SENB) specimens were prepared by notching
the bend bars with a diamond wheel 0.4 mm thick. These bars were tested in

four point loading usinq an outer span of 4.06 cm and an inner span of

2.03 cm. The depth of the notch was measured and recorded for each specimen
and varied from 3.0 to 3.3 mm. The experimental procedure is depicted in
Fiqure la. A loadinq rate of 0.5 mm/min was used for each test to ensure I
tha- only fast fracture occurred. Results of these experiments are tabulated
in Table I. A comparison is made for the fracture toughness of unreirforced

fused silica to samples of fused silica obtained from two commercial sources

in Table II (1).

The Work of Fracture (WOF) specimens were also notched with a 0.4 mm
thick diamond wheel. The chevron notch for all specimens had a d/b of 0.7,
where d and b are the vertical and horizontal notch dimensions, respectively.
This led to stable crack growth during the experiments.

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure lb and involved loading
the specimen very slowly to allow the crack to grow. Continued loading of

tne sample propagates the crack slowly through the triangular cross-section of

the sample. The work required to propagate the crack through the specimen is

calculated from the load-displacement curve from the test instrument. Results
of these experiments are shown in Table III.

Additionally, small cone frusta were fabricated for rocket sled rain

erosion testing. These samples each had an included cone half-angle of
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22.50. Samples were fabricated approximately 3 mm oversize and diamond '.-°

ground to final dimensions. The bulk density of each sample was determined
by Archimedes principle after machining. A surface profilometer was used to .
obtain a trace of the surface finish on each sample. Samples were then
mounted on the U.S. Army MICOM rocket sled test fixture for rain erosion
testing. The rocket sled is propelled through the rainfield at MACH 5. The
rainfield itself is 610 metres in length, the rainfall rate being 67.4 mm/hr.
The average rain drop diameter is 1.4 mm.

After erosion testing, each sample was carefully weighed and then
surface profilometer traces were taken.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical microstructures are shown in the photomicrographs in Figures
2 and 3. These are fracture surfaces subsequent to the chevron notch test.
Several inconsistencies are evidenced in the micrographs. Most important is
the fact that the fibers are not evenly distributed throughout the matrix.
There are areas of high fiber concentration and also large areas with few if
any fibers at all. In general, the fibers are randomly oriented in the
matrix with no preferred orientation visible. It is also evident that a r S

fiber B varies in diameter from 5 to 20 Vm.

The photomicrographs also show that not all fibers are bonded well
to the matrix and therefore not all fibers are participating in strengthening
the composite. Even in the sample with the highest work of fracture (7.5 v/o " •I
Fiber A) there is evidence that a fiber was not well bonded and pulled out of

the matrix. The poor bonding is due to incomplete sintering. Minimum
sintering temperatures and times are used to preclude cristobalite formation
in the silica and these have not been sufficient to bond the fibers and
matrix. This fact is also evidenced by the low densities achieved in some of
these composites as compared to 1.96 g/cc for fully fired fused silica.

The data in Table I does indicate however, that higher maximum loads
were required to break several of the reinforced samples than that required to
cause failure in the unreinforced silica. Some of the fibers have sintered
well into the matrix and are strengthening the composite.

L.S

(a) SENB Tests

The SENB test is designed to measure the fast fracture toughness,
Kic, in a ceramic specimen (2). It basically determines the energy necessary
to initiate the crack. As seen in Figure 4 there is no effect on fracture -

toughness caused by the addition of fibers to the fused silica matrix. It

would not be expected that fiber reinforcement would help prevent the
initiation of cracks of this phenomenon is dependent upon the occurrence of
surface flaws in the ceramic and the fibers have no effect on the sample
surface. The number, size and distribution of surface flaws in these
composites would not be a function of fiber content.
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(b) WOF Tests

4ork of fra,-ture tests will measure the resistance of a ceramic to
crci,-k propagation. Phe amount of energy required to propagate a crack
through the sample is measured by the load-displacement record on the test
in-. trument. As shown in Figure 5 there is a significant effect of fiber
content on the work of fracture for these composites. The addition of
7.b v/o of Fiber A and 2.5 v/o Fiber B has increased the work of fracture
dramatical ly.

Four mechanisms might be responsible for the fracture energy
behaviour shown in Figure 5:

(1) Enerqy might be absorbed by the stiffer, higher strength second-

phase dispersion, the fibers.

2) 'he generA, n of new fracture surface areas will increase the
.alculated , cture energy.

(3) Friction fores between parting surfaces can absorb energy during
fracture.

(4) Interaction of the crack with the dispersed fibers can change the "2

direction of crack propagation and the path length, both absorbing
energy.

Composite systems are usually designed to incorporate a high modulus .
fiber into a low modulus matrix so that the stresses are transferred to the
fiber and many of the bulk properties of the matrix are retained. The SEM
examination of samples failed to indicate any significant contribution by the
fibers in absorbing energy by stopping cracks. Quite the opposite was
observed. The fibers seem to act as a weak second phase that channelled the
cracks down their length thus pulling out of the matrix virtually intact. -
Vacant channels can bo seen in many photomicrographs where substantial lengths -"

of fiber have come out of the matrix. This mechanism will require additional
energy because the crack direction will be re-directed along the fiber and the
path length will be greatly increased. Also, as the fiber pulls from the
matrix, frictional forces will also absorb energy, thus increasing the -

I fracture energy. - -

The fracturo surfaccs of the fiber reinforced materials had greater
surface roughness than did the surface of unreinforced fused silica.
Although the increase in surface roughness was small, it does indicate that
additional surfaces have formed in the reinforced material, thus increasing
fracture energy.
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I. *
(c) Comparison of Work of Fracture to Single Edge Notch Beam

In order to compare the energy required to initiate a crack, as
measured by SENB, to the amount of energy to propagate a crack, chevron notch
test, a fracture energy for the SENB test was calculated from

K2

Work of Fracture = I
2E

where Kic is the SENB fracture toughness and E is Young's Modulus. These

- computations are shown in Table I and plotted in Figures 6 and 7. The two
fracture energies agree quite well for each type of composite. Usually for a
ceramic the energy to initiate a crack is considerably larger than the energy
to propagate a crack. In these composites, the energy to propagate the crack I
has been increased by the addition of fibers and is about equal to the energy
to initiate cracks. This is due to the fibers dispersed in the matrix acting
as crack blunters or crack arrestors.

(d) -Rain Erosion Testing i a - '

Surface profilometer traces of the fiber reinforced silica samples

after rain erosion testing showed about the same mean depth of penetration as
for nominal fused silica. The erosion of the composite samples was a bit -

more even around the sample surface than that for unreinforced fused silica.
In previous tests, using 22.50 samples, unreinforced fused silica has cracked
catastrophically and large pieces of the sample have been lost. The fiber
reinforced samples did not crack and were intact when the sled came to rest.

The mass loss ratio, the mass of sample lost due to erosion divided
by the mass of rain encountered by the sample, was improved by about 10% by ,,*
the addition of fibers to fused silica. The fibers acted as crack stoppers
and confined the damage due to a raindrop impact to a very localized area. . •
Although considerable material was removed from each sample, the damaqe was
more Pvenly distributed over the sample surface than for unreinforced silica.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. The fabrication of high purity fused silica reinforced with from
2.5 to 10 v/o of short, hiyh-,,urity silica fibers which were randomly oriented
in the matrix was demonstrated.

2. The addition of the fibers had virtually no effect on the
fracture toughness or flexural strength of the composites. This was due to
poor fiber-matrix bonding, with the result that few fibers participated in the
transmission of stress.

1-49 .
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3. The fibers were not eienly distributed throughout the matrix and -
this resulted in density and elastic modulus variations in the same sample.

4. The work of fracture, as measured by the chevron notch beam
test, was increased dramatically in the composite material, particularly for
alditions of 7.5 v/o Fiber A and 2.5 v/o Fiber B. This was due in part to
tie absorption of energy to produce new crack surfaces (surface roughness) in
tie como)sites and partly due to the energy absorbed through frictional forces
a; Cibers pulled out of the matrix. It was mainly due to the fibers acting -
a; a we,tk second phase and channelling the cracks along the length of the •
fiber, increasing the crack length and changing the direction of crack
propagation.

5. The rain erosion resistance of the composites tested was
enhanced due tv the increased energy required to propagate cracks in the -.

material and the channelling of the cracks along the fiber. Impacting rain-
drops initiated cracks but the cracks were quickly propagated along the fibers
and only localized failure was incurred. Catastrophic cracking did not occur -

during rain erosion testing of the composites as it did for unreinforced fused
silica under identical test conditions. -.

C. The addition of short, chopped silica fibers to a high purity
fused silica matrix results in a composite that contains a dispersed weak
second-phase. The weak second-phase gives the crack a path of lower
resistance to follow but re-directs the crack and increased the crack path
length and in doing so, absorbs more of the cracks energy than would .- -.

unreinforced silica. •
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TABLE II. Comparison of Fracture Toughness Values for
Three Different Fused Silica Materials

K Ic

Sample Source Technique

MN 3/2

161-B 0.93 ± 0.07 Single Edge Notch Beam

Vendor 1 0.92 ± 0.04 Double Torsion

Vendor 2 0.92 ± 0.04 Double Torsion

S

TABLE III. Results of Work of Fracture Measurements

Sample Fiber Content Density Vertical Work of
Notch Depth Fracture(#) [Number tested] (v/o) (g/cc) (mm) (j/m2 )

161-B (8] 0 1.93 4.45 8.58

177-A [8] 2.5 Fiber A 1.96 4.61 9.49

163-A [8] 5.0 Fiber A 1.97 4.52 9.39

171-A [81 7.5 Fiber A 1.89 4.45 18.72

174-A [8] 10.0 Fiber A 1.88 4.45 13.27

173-A [8] 2.5 Fiber B 1.91 4.50 16.46

169-A (7] 5.0 Fiber A 1.90 4.59 12.64 ".:

172-A [9] 7.5 Fiber B 1.90 4.50 10.80
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PRESSURELESS SINTERED SILICON NITRIDE

AS A PROMISING CANDIDATE FOR RADO;E MATERIALS

By M.Y. Hsieh, H. Mizuhara and P.W. Smith .

GTE -WESGO Division, Belmont, California 94002

Introduction 
AD-P004 36

Pressur-eiess sintered silicon nitride has several favorable features

and properties which make it a promising candidate for radome materials

.-. _(.Fig. I). First of all, pressureless sintering provides relatively un- --

limited shape forming capabilities. Process can be controlled repro- -

ducibly. Parts can be made relatively inexpensive. Pressureless sintered

silicon nitride provides some excellent physical and mechanical properties

which approach hot pressed silicon nitride. ,It has excellent exidatin-
0 r - -___-

resistance to 1350 C. It provides high strength from room temperature to

above 1250°C. Excellent thermal shock resistance due to low thermal ex-

pansion and high strength provides opportunities of wide applications. -

This paper describes some properties of pressureless sintered silicon

nitride developed by GTE WESGO. SNW-1000 body is used to illustrate the -

state of the art of pressureless sintered silicon nitride development.

Brief discussion of various silicon nitride bodies is given. Some recent

'N> results of dielectric properties are given. Size and shape forming capa-
_J ~bilities are given,. :. - -

Processin.

4 Pressureless sintered silicon nitride can be shape-formed by several con- .

ventional ceramic processing techniques, such as dry-pressing, isostatic

pressing, green machining, slip casting and tape casting. Two technically

. and economically feasible processes, based on slip casting and isostatic

pressing are illustrated in the flow chart of Fig. 2. Near net shape

silicon nitride parts are usually made by these two processes, in addition -j..-,

to other techniques such as dry-press."

Pressureless sintered silicon nitride parts of various sizes and shap'e, ,

Ara being fabricated and marketed by GTE WESGO. Typical pressureless - S
sintered silicon nitride bodies are designated SNW-1000 and SNW-2000.
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e pi-i ropef-ies of SW.--,-1000 are listed in Table 1. TyiAl C-_

strtnit_ Aong -ith 'r.icture toughness and tEhermnal properties of pressure--
iv '-e silIicon 0itride SNW-1000, along ~th other ; i Ii con nirie

an! Al_-'-,~ aluijrna art- shoc~n in Fig. 3. .-

Fi.3 fo c ~tv-Aunfnh of pressureless sintered silicon niitr=ide0

SA1~ ong, .!th cther silicon nitrides and 99.5' '1203 as a fun1ction
of tempert ture.

.Y:)1c:. ' is about 95 x 10 psi at room temperature, about '135
at 100 CW eyij aoout 75 x 103 psi at 1200 C.

r,~eless sintel-d silicon nitride, such as SUt.4-10O0 has elongated
gr. iti structure about half mricron to 1 micron width and 2 to 4 niic;ii
l eng th. *,4icroscructure of fractured SUW-1000 is shown in Fig. 4 as SEM0

*picture a' 10,00)X miagni-fication.

Dielectric Properties

Dielectric properties of SNW-1000 based materials measured at room temnp- *

erature at 9.3 GHz are listed in Table 2. Dielectric loss tan varies

according to variation of process and/or composition. Dielectric loss tLan
*as low as 1.08 x 10- is obtained. Samples listed in this Table are iso-

pressed, green machined and pressureless sintered rods. Data are measured *...-

by Coors/Spectro-Chemical lab. The dielectric constant, although higher

than desired value, is still equivalent to hot pressed silicon nitrides, and
* is within useful range. The dielectric loss tangent is reasonably low, which

is equivalent or better than hot pressed silicon nitride. Table 3 lists alsoZ7
dielectric data of SNW-1000 based silicon nitride, measured by Rockwell

International at room temperature and 35 GHz. Samples are processed based
*on slip casting. Dielectric constants and loss tangent values a~re slightly

higher than those listed in previous table. This may be due to higher
frequency of 35 GHz. Nevertheless, results are quite satisfactory.
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Dielectric Properties (Cont)

Data of samples, based on isostatic pressing and pressureless sintering

are further listed in Table 4. Values of recent development and earlier

results are included for the purpose of comparison. In addition, the

effective matrix dielectric constants, which represent the bulk as well

as grain boundary properties of sintered silicon nitride, are calculated

and listed in this table. The Maxwell dielectric mix rule and two phase

model of closed pores dispersed in matrix of silicon nitride are used for

calculation. The calculated value represents the effective dielectric •

constant of bulk as well as grain boundary phases of pressureless sintered

silicon nitride. It is clear that the matrix dielectric constants and loss

tangents of SNW-1000 based silicon nitride are reduced and improved compared

with earlier work. In order to obtain a better picture of the state of the

art of development of pressureless sintered silicon nitride as radome appli-

cation, the dielectric properties as a function of temperatures are reviewed.

The dielectric properties of GTE-WESGO pressureless sintered SNW-1000

based material, along with hot pressed silicon nitrides as a function of S

temperatures are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for comparison. The data of

samples hot-presse6 by Ceradyne were measured by Dr. W.W. Ho from Rockwell

International Science Center (Ref. 1).

It is clear the pressureless sintered SNW-1000 by minor additive & process

modification has dielectric properties equivalent to or better than hot-

pressed silicon nitride. One of the samples, designated as Sample E, ha.

lowest dielectric loss and little variation as a function temperature, i.e., Li
varying from 0.0011 to 0.0015 from 230C to 9200C. Data of this sample is

listed in Table 5.

Dielectric properties of pressureless sintered silicon nitride are ex-

pected to be further improved by modifications of composition and processes,

based on demonstrated results of SNW-1000 based silicon nitride.

Concl usions

1. Pressureless sintered silicon nitride SNW-1000 based materials has

sintered density of 3.30-3.33 g/cc. The strength of this material at room

161 S
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Conclusions (Cont)

temperature, as well as high temperature appears to be suitable for high

temperature radome application.

2. Pressureless sintered process provides relatively unlimited size

and shape forming capability and is the most economical way of processing e

radome.

3. Dielectric properties of pressureless sintered silicon nitride

based on GTE-WESGO SNW-1000 based materials are equivalent or superior ]
to some uf th best hot-pressed silicon nitride known.

4. Best processed SNW-1000 based silicon nitride sample has dielectric

loss tangent of about 0.0011 at 35 GHz and relatively little variation as

a function of temperature of up to about 1000°C, i.e., loss tanyent changed - 2
from 0.0011 to 0.0013 from room temperature to 920 0 C.
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF PRESSURELESS SINTERED SI.C05 UOITPID. SN'-1003 -" ' ,
(a) Slip Ca tsno Process (b) Isostatic Pressing Process , *

COLOR Gray

M~lhing Hilling IWATER ABSORPTION 0i

POROSITY Vacu Tight

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE shexagonal

Spray-rying SINTERED DENSITY 3 30 - 3.34

(9/c.c.) .1
YOUNG'S MODULUS 40

I I(106 ps)
Curing Isopressing SHEAR MODULUS 16 3

(10
6 
psi)

I ~BULK 11ODUtUS 36"" " -(106 ps3

Aren.acinig urngPOISS04*S RATIO 0 23

THERt AL DIFFUSIVITY 25°C 0.55
(ft

2
/hr) 1100,C 0 13

Pressureless (
t 2 h

))O°0).

Sirarr 5  Green-Machining SPECIFIC HEAT C / •

220 993

660 1120

880 1140

1100 iil
fig 2 Flo- Chart of Manufacturing Processes HARDNESS Rockwell 45N 83-85 ---

Table 4
Table 2 Dielectric properties at 230C of SNW-1000 based. pressureless sintered

Dielectric properties at 23
0
C of S6-).1050 based. pressureless sintered silicon nitride (comparison of earlier work and recent ork)

silicon nitride ceramics (saimples are based on isopressed rod of 0.250' .

dianeter x 1 6" long) "
(t) SNW-1OO0 Sintered (a) Calculated

Based Oensity (gcc) Dielectric Dielectric Effectie , . -
B Density________Constant Loss Tan ( Matrix Oielec-

(1984) Dielectric Loss Specimens (%Theoretical) tric Constant
(-) SW-IODO Dielectric Constant tan ; (4)-

based _ _at 9.3 GH1 at 9.3 GHz 3 _-().0 (
-

)a8 0
specimens 9a . z19716 (I) 3 06 7.33 2.30xlO

m3  
8.2

(91%) (85 GHz) (8 5 Gz) (at 8 5 GHz)
Sare A(M) 7 72 1.70 x 1O 1977 (I) 3 23 7 95 8 7.10-

3  
8 36

Sapie BIl 7.50 1.40 x 10" (96%) (8 S l GH) (0 5 GHz) (at 8.5 GHz)

Sa7p7 e O(1) 7 65 1 08 x 10' 1984 (I) 3.30 7.65 1.08xlO
3  

7.8
. ... I Sample 0 (9 .5%) (9.3 GHz) (9 3 GHz) (at 9.3 GHz)

) - indicates pressed and pressureless sintered Isostatic sample, () Based on Theoretical density * 3.35 g/ce.

silico nitid chortrandnitic335s1e
with sintered density - 3.30 g/cc. Based on Maxwell dielectric mix rule.

() - Dielectric data were measured by Coors/Spectro-Chemiical lab. ()I - Indicates isostatl pressed and pressureless sintered sples

Table 3 ceriI -sndictes susttic ressdnanlprecuse sssisteed smple

Dielectric properties a. 23
0
C of SNW-1O00 based, pressureless sintered Table 5

silion tri " er ics(samples are based on slip cast discs of
r about 1.750' diameter 0 .175 thickness). Dielectric properties of S5W1-1000 based. pressureless sintered silicon

nitride as a function of temperatures, Sarple E. (S).

(1984) Dielectric Loss Sl P-I00 Based

0) 5164.1000 Dielectric Constant tanr-. pcen Dielectric Oselectri
Based C) at 35 GHz at 35 0HI zperatur,- Sample E(S) Constant toss Tan

Specimens ((°C at 35 G"r at 35 GH:

Sample A (S) 8.16 2.7 x 10
"
0 23 7.93 0 0011

sanpie (S) 8.13 2 5 I'O 375 8.11 0 001

Sample C (S 1 8.13 1.8 x_10* j 570 OZ 040012

Saple D (S) 7 99 I 7 lO 
"  

680 0.39 0 01 1
Sample C (S) 7.93 1 1 10* 920 .o(01

(:) S Indicate-, slip cast samples with sintered density • 3.30 9/cc. (i) Slip Cast Saile
() D Diect ic data were rsasared by W.W Ko, Rockwell International

'8.0 to 8.2.
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LL-100 - A NEW POLYBUTADIENE .-- :. -:

(Resin System for Radome Applications)
by

G. WAYNE EASTRIDGE -
BRUNSWICK CORPORATION

DEFENSE DIVISION
MARION, VA 24354 AD-P004 368

Abstract -

Low Dielectric and Loss Tangent properties mtake the LL-100 System extremely

attractive for radome applications. The LL-100 Polybutadiene also costs ..

typically the same as an Epoxy System and processes like an epoxy. Unlike

epoxies, however, the LL-100 System may be utilized for extended periods at

450OF similar to BMI Polyimide Systems. The LL-100 Prepreg has excellent

tack and drape and requires no refrigerated storage. This system has been

utilized successfully for radome applications up to 94 GHz without 0

substantial change in electrical properties. .- ,..,

Introduction,-

Polybutadiene Resin Systems are not new to the reinforced composite

industry. They have, however, suffered some adverse advertising brought on L

by poor strength properties at elevated temperature. Extensive development

efforts lead to the formulation of a new Polybutadiene System designated -

LL-100. This paper will provide data to support the LL-100 Polybutadiene . •

as a viable candidate for radome applications. -'

"r -7!
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Discussion

The baAic polybutadiene Resin Systems are available in several forms or

mi crost ructi res:

- 1,2 Microstructure - A thermosetting poly-
butadiene resin system utilized in
reinforced composite applications.

- 1,4 Microstructure - An elastomeric poly-
butadiene commonly utilized in tire

manufacture.

- 1,2 to 1,4 Microstructures - Polybutadiene
Vil end utilized to add toughness or
elasticity to the finished thermosetting
polymer.

In .Jeveloping the polymer designated Brunswick Corporation's LL-100 ,-'--;

Polybutadiene, several aspects common to resin formulation were evaluated.

Available polybutadiene systems were selected and blended with various .

diluents, co-reactive monomers and catalysts. The resins formulated were ....

preimpregnated (prepregged) into E-glass, Style 181 Fabric and processed

into 12-ply laminates using vacuum bag/autoclave cure techniques. The .

screening of the resin formulation was based on mechanical, physical, and

electrical performances.

Table [ lists properties of a 12-ply laminate of LL-100 Polybutadiene

reinforced with 7781 E-glass. Flexural strength Lesting is a common test

characterzing best the adhesion of the polymer to the glass fabric... 4
In view of the data in Table I, some important characteristics of the

*•0
LL-100 Polvbdtadiene systpm can be seen. First- the use temperature is

450-4750 F, achievable previously only with polyimide type systems. The

strengths are generally lower at elevated temperatures but remain quite

adequate for most radome designs. Secondly, the dielect,'ic constant and
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loss tangent properties for the laminate are lower than for laminates made

from other thermosetting systems. Of particular interest is the loss

tangent value. In an E-glass reinforced composite, this value is in a

class by itself.

To demonstrate the optimum radome design parameters of the LL-100 Polybu- .

tadiene system, the LL-100 was comoined with 581 Style Quartz Fabric and -

processed into a 12-ply laminate and tested. Table II gives typical

properties of the LL-100/581 Quartz System as compared to the other

"household" polymers. This combination of LL-100 Polybutadiene Quartz -1
reinforced is, from an electrical designer's viewpoint, an unbeatable

combination. Again, note the thermal stability at 4500F. 0

Other aspects and characteristics of the LL-100 System also add to its

usefulness for radome applications. The cost of the LL-100 prepreg system

is compatible to typical MIL-R-9300 Epoxies purchased from a variety of

suppliers. The LL-100 Prepreg also has an unlimited shelf life at ambient

conditions. The prepreg will retain an aggressive high tack and drape

condition in PXCess of one year at room .. rat..ure. Tis aspect reduces

scrap due to exceeded out time and also allows tcr one-time purchasing of

volumes of prepreg needed in lieu of drop shipments required for perishable

prepregs. 'i

Processing of the LL-100 Polybutadiene has a forgiving cure cycle quife.

similar to most epoxy systems. Processing is normally a bleed system usilig

vacuum bag with oven or autoclave assisted cure at temperatures from

K 6
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30o-35 F. Postcure may be r2quired if temperatures greater than the cure

temper.iture is needed. The glass transition temperature of LL-100 exceeds

The oxidative stability and moisture resistance of Polybutadiene polymers

are shown in Figures I and 2. The polymer resistance to oxidation and 0

moisture adsorption is enhanced by incorporation of co-reactive monomers in

lieu of 100% Polybucadiene monomers. The data shown again demonstrates

attractive har.!teristics of Polybutadiene for radome applications.

Experience

To date, Brunswick Corporation has utilized the LL-100 Polybutadiene system . .

in several radome and composite applications. Table III lists programs ."

which have successfully utilized this system.

Conclusions .1

LL-100 Polybutadiene composites exhibit excellent properties for radome

, applications.

- S

The low loss properties make the LL-100 system attractive for exacting

electrical designs, particularly high frequency.

LL-100 high temperature properties (4500F) bridge the gap between the epoxy

and addition polyimides allowing the radome designer more latitude in

material selection..
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TABLE III

LL- 100 RADOME EXPERIENCE

RADOME DESCRIPTION

WX-50 KA-BAND RADOME -

(SOLID LAMINATE, .14's THICK)I

-MICRAD ATIGS RADOME KA-BAND

(SOLID LAMINATE, .13" THICK) -

-42.44's Dili POD RADOME, 95GHz

(SOLID LAMAINATE, .10" THICK)

4 - F-5 SHARK NOSE PROTOTYPE

* (SANDWICH RADOME)

-SANDWICH RADOME-GROUND SERVICE

(THIN SKINS, .020" THICK, ;.7
POLYURETHANE FOAM CORE)
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BROADBAND THERMOPLASTIC RADOMES AD-P004 369'
Kurt Hollenbeck and Matt Rehrl

Texas Instruments - Antenna Laboratory
Dallas, Texas

Radomes requiring frequency coverage from S through K band present a difficult
design challenge. Past experience with broadband antenna systems has shown
that a low finess ratio "A" sandwich radome offers the best electrical perform-
ance. However, a blunt "A" sandwich which performs well electrically typically . -

has skins which are too thin to provide adequate rain erosion and ground hand- 0 -

ling protection. Therefore, the designer has been forced to either sacrifice
electrical performance or face increased rain erosion and ground handling . -

damage. To achieve the necessary electrical and mechanical properties, new
radome designs incorporating thermoplastic materials have been developed.
These new thermoplastic radomes can meet both the mechanical and electrical
requirements while remaining relatively low cost. ./ S

The standard materials used for an "A" sandwich radome include fiberglass
composite skins seperated by a nomex honeycomb core. To achieve adequate rain
erosion protection from a fiberglass composite material the outer skin needs
to be 0.040" thick or greater. However, to perform well electrically, the
outer skin thickness should be 0.020" or less. In an effort to circumvent
this problem, Ed Greene from IBM developed a 100% polycarbonate radome. By
changing from traditional composite materials to plycarbonate materials both
electrical and rain erosion performance were improved. Texas Instruments has
taken the work done by Ed Greene and expanded it, and is currently producing
these polycarbonate radomes under contract to the military.

The 100% polycarbonate radome consists of two vacuum molded polycarbonate skins
bonded to a polycarbonate honeycomb core. 2  An injection molded glass filled
polycarbonate base ring is bonded into the structure for rigidity and attachment
purposes. The entire radome is bonded together using an elastomeric polyure-
thane adhesive.3 A cross-section of this structure is shown in Figure 1.

The electrical performance of polycarbonate radomes is superior to their
fiberglass composite counterparts. Most of the reason for the improved
performance is the relatively I44 dielectric constant of the polycarbonate
(2.77) compared to fiberglass (4.3). A second order effect is the lower loss
tangent of polycarbonate (0.007) compared to fiberglass (0.02). Because the

dielectric constant of polycarbonate is less than fiberglass, the skin thickness L S
can be physically increased while remaining electrically constant. Figures 2
and 3 show a three dimensional contour plot of two "A" sandwich wall de3igns.
Figure 2 shows a polycarbonate wall with 0.025" skins and a 0.190" core. 9
Comparing this to Figure 3, which shows the same physical design with fiberglass
skins it is observed that the polyca'bonate radome offers increased performance.
It should be noted that the dielectric constant of the polycarbonate honeycomb
is very nearly that of nomex (1.08). However, because of fabrication methods
used in producing the polycarbonate honeycomb, it is isotropic with respect to
orientation while the nomex honeycomb is not. The orientation effect found in
nomex honeycomb is not great but is measureable as is shown in Figure 4.

I S
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The very high impact strength of polycarbonate translates into excellent rain
erosion resistance and this is the primary reason for it's choice for thermo-
plastic radomes. The high impact strength also makes the radome resistant to
handling damage. A thin skinned polycarbonate sandwich radome can be dropped
from a height of five feet without being damaged. In comparison, a fiberglass
laminate would suffer extensive damage. Even a drop of one foot will produce
fracture lines in the laminate. These lines serve as porous paths for water
migration into the honeycomb.

The reason for the increased resiliency of the polycarbonate radome over the
'"berglass radome is threefold. First, the brittle nature of the fiberglass
skins does not allo',. significant deformation. Therefore when struck, the fiber-
glass material cannot absorb the impact energy and the skin cracks. On the
other hand, the polycarbonate skin deforms elastically on impact. This allows
the polycarbonate skin to absorb the impact energy and then spring back to
its original shape. Second, the standard nomex honeycomb core becomes crushed
with repeated imoacts. After the core crushes, the skin becomes unsupported and
skin failure occurs. The polycarbonate core does not crush as quickly with re-
peated impacts. Instead, it absorbs the impact energy througL elastic deformd-
tion then springs back to its original shape. Thirdly, the bonding agent between
the skins and core affects resiliency. For the standard "A" sandwich radome,
the resin in the skin acts as the bonding agent. Usually this resin is a brittle
type of epoxy or polyester. On impact, this bond cracks in the same way as the
fiberglass skin. For the polycarbonate radome, the bonding agent is an elasto-
meric urethane. Upon impact, this adhesive deforms elastically to flex with
the skins and the core. The structural integrity of the bond is not degraded
even after many impacts. Figure 5 shows the rain damage mechanisms of the
standard "A" sandwich wall compared to the polycarbonate "A" sandwich wall.

The excellent impact properties of polycarbonate are accompanied with low
stiffness in comparison to a fiberglass laminate. The modulus of elasticity is
about one tenth, and the strength is about one eighth of a fiberglass laminate.
Because of the reduced strength of polycarbonate, special design of the base is
required. For spheroidal radomes, the nose will usually have adequate strength
when fabricated from polycarbonate due to the special stiffness properties of
spherical surfaces. Toward the base, where the radome is usually more cylindri-
cal or gently curved, extra mechanical stiffness will be needed. In regions
outside of the window area, the injection molded base ring is integrated into
the wall. Additionally, the glass filled base ring acts as a stabilizer to
prevent cold flow of the polycarbonate skins around the attachment screws.
Figure 1 illustrates the construction of the reinforced radome.

While polycarbonate radomes offer distinct electrical , rain erosion and ground
handling advantages over traditional fiberglass radomes, there are some draw-
backs. One of the major inadequacies of polycarbonate is its low operational
temperature. Typically, polycarbonate radomes cannot be used where temperatures
reach above 230 degrees F. Not only does the polycarbonate become weakened,
but the urethane adhesive degrades. This precludes using a polycarbonate radome
for sustained speeds of Mach 1 or above. Another disadvantage of polycarbonate
is that it is not resistant to some chemicals. This lack of chemical resistance
might cause problems where the radome is subjected to flightline environments.
To eliminate these two drawbacks of polycarbonate radomes, while still retaining
the desirable electrical and rain erosion properties, new materials need to be
used.
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Texas Instruments is investigating the use of new thermoplastic materials for
radome applications. These new second generation materials were chosen for
their high temperature capability and their relatively high impact resistance.
Additionally, each of these materials offers a substantial increase in chemical -

resistance over polycarbonate. Candidate skin materials include polyarylsul-
fone, polyarylate, and polyether-ether-ketone. Each of these materials is _
capable of withstanding temperatures of 320 degrees F and above. Samples of
these materials have been sent to Dayton, Ohio for rain erosion testing.
After the samples have been tested and a single material is selected, the process
of how to form the skins into the desired shape will need to be determined.

A good candidate for a high temperature core material is Ultem 1000. 4  This -
material is a polyetherimide thermoplastic which retains adequate strength up
to 325 degrees F. The impact resistance of this core closely approximates that
of a polycarbonate core which makes it a logical choice. To further insure
that the core does not crush while impacting rain at supersonic speeds, a 1/16
inch cell size will be used. This cell size gives a core with density of about -

9 pounds per cubic foot and should be of more than adequate stiffness to insure
that failure does not occur. Testing using a 1/16 inch cell polycarbonate
honeycomb has indicated that the rain erosion properties of this higher density
core are more than adequate. Because this core has a high stiffness value, it

will need to be preformed to the desired shape before the radome can be assembled
together. Preliminary tests on the high density polycarbonate core, show that _.
preforming the core will not be a serious problem•....

With a good choice of skin and core materials the final area of investigation
involves an adhesive. Several different high temperature elastomeric adhesives
are now under investigation. Some of these adhesives include silicones, ure- -.

thanes, fluorosilicones, flourohydrocarbon (Viton),5 and epoxies. Prelimin-
ary work indicates that silicones form too weak a bond to function adequately. I
Urethanes do not retain adequate strength at elevated temperatures to be of
much use. Fluorosilicones hold promise but is has been difficult to locate
vendors. Fluorohydrocarbon (Viton) 5 has been used as a rain erosion coating
and appeared to be a likely candidate. However, the ratio of 20% adhesive to
80% solvent (Methyl-Ethyl-Ketone) attacked some of the thermoplastics. More
work in this area is needed including trying another, less active, solvent

*base. Current work indicates that the high temperature epoxies hold the most
* promise of working. The only drawback to an epoxy is that it is very brittle

and degrades quickly on impact. More work is being conducted in the epoxy area
including adding a softening agent to allow the epoxy to remain elastomeric - j
while retaining it's high temperature properties.

Then need to broadband high velocity radomes is driving the thermoplastic radome
technology into higher temperature ranges. The current broadband polycarbonate
radomes cannot fulfill the requirements at these elevated temperatures. There-
fore, Texas Instruments is continuing to investigate the use of higher temper-
ature thermoplastics, elastomeric adhesives, and the associated fabrication
processes necessary to fabricate these second generation thermoplastic radomes. t.
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FOOTNOTES -

Schmitt, G.F. , Jr., "The Subsonic Rain Erosion Response of Composite and
Honeycomb Structures", SAMPE Journal, Sept/Oct 1979. .- -,.

2 Olascore Inc., Zeeland, Michigan; Manufactures Polycarbonate Honeycomb.

3 Hartel Enterprises Inc., Pacoima, California; Produces HE 17017 Urethane
Adhesive. J
Ultem is a tradename of General Electric.

5 Viton is a tradename of DuPont.
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WORST CASE ONE WAY POWER TRANSMISSION
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DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
MEASURED AT X SAND *

GLUE_________________ JOINT_________________________*

GLU JONTEPARALLEL EPERPENDICULAR

11.09 1.07-

ElPARA LLEL

-~ *HEXCEL NOMEX HONEYCOMB
j.EPERPENDICULAR 3.5 LB/FT3 , 1/8" CELL SIZE

FIGURE 4. NON ISOTROPIC EFFECT
OF NOMEX HONEYCOMB
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Progress on Transparent Yttria

By

W. H. Rhodes and E. A. Trickett

GTE Laboratories

Waltham, MA 02254

AD-P004 370
INTRODUCTION

La203 = doped Y20, is of interest for infrared applications because it is

one of the longest wavelength transmitting oxides. It is refractory with a

melting point of 24301C and has a moderate expansion coefficient. The thermal

shock and erosion resistance is considered to be intermediate among the ox-

ides, but outstanding compared to non-oxide infrared materials.

A major consideration is the low emissivity of Y203 which limits back-

ground radiation upon heating. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where the the-

oretical single crystal transmittance curves for A1203 and Y203 are shown to-

gether with the black body radiosity curve for 1500'K. The principle

contribution to Y203 's emittance is the overlap of the radiosity curve and the

absorption curve (crosshatched area) which is significantly less than that for

A1203 (slashed area under the curve). It is also known that the phonon edge

gradually moves to shorter wavelengths as a material is heated. This could

overlap the intended region of transmittance, say 3-5 pm, for A120 3 whereas

greater tolerance for heating is available with Y20 3.

La20 3 doped Y23' is fabricated by standard ceramic powder processing

methods. Near net shape sintering results in grinding and polishing savings "

as well as Qconomical material usage. ONR sponsored research, over the last

two years, has centered on improving the optical and mechanical pioperties

with the goal of achieving a viable infrared candidate material.

PREVIOUS PAGE
IS BLANK - -
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FABRICATION

The detailed siiitering mechanism has been eported. Briefly stated the

process involves co-precipitating a La20 3 - Y20 3 composition that has a high

temperature two phase field, but a wide single phase solid solution field be-

low approximately 20000 C. By sirtering in the two phase field, grain growth

is retarded due to the second phase because grain growth must occur by Ostwald
I. .

ripening which is an extremely slow process. Pores remain on the grain bound-

aries until they are eliminated by the normal diffusional processes operating

in sintering. The material is subsequently annealed in the single phase cubic

field to achic-7e the equiaxed microstructure shown in Figure 2. This ex-

tremely low porosity structure represents an improvement over the material
(2)

possible in the last report Discs 1 and 2 mm thick are shown in Figure 3.

A major improvement in pore reduction hab bee,. achieved. Table I shows the

correlation between pore density and transmittance. One sample (75H) did not

correlate which could be related to absorption phenomena such as impurities or

slight deviations from stoichiometry. The goal of the research was to achieve

consistent results similar to 75NR or better. Table II shows total integrated

scatter measured at two wavelengths by the Naval Weapons Center. It i,- inter--..

esting to note that the two samples have nearly equal values at 3.39 Pm, but a I
factor of four difference at the shorter wavelength. This indicates that

pores are the major scattering source and that their diameter is close to 0.65

1im.

TABLE I

QUANTITATIVE PORE COUNT VERSUS TRANSMITTANCE

SAMPLE NUMBER PORES/cm3  TRANSMITTANCE, 2.5 pm (%)

YL 75H 6.7 x 103

YL 75 NR 8.1 x 103  83.0

YL 72 (2)-JM 2.1 x 82.0

YL 74B 2.9 x 104 81.0105 78.4

YL 72 2.4 x 1O78

188
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TABLE II

TOTAL INTEGRATED SCATTER

WAVELENGTH SAMPLE NO. 103E SAMPLE NO. 107C-2 -2 .
0.6471 1.12 ± 0.29 x I0 4.36 ± 3.00 x i0

-3 -3" " .-
3.39 5.99 ± 2.83 x 10 6.38 ± 2.17 x 10

OPTICAL PROPERTIES -

Figure 4 shows FTIR curves for I and 2 mm thick samples. The shape of

the transmittance curve and phonon edge are well illustrated. A low level of -'

absorption is present at 3200 wavenumbers. This is thought to be due to OH

trapped in the structure, a condition often encountered in oxides. Various I
processing techniques have been employed to reduce absorption. The absorption

generally decreases at longer wavelengths until encountering the phonon edge. "

The transmittance of numerous samples was measured at the Naval Weapons

Laboratory employing a well calibrated Perkin Elmer 221 spectrophotometer.

Both the one and two sample methods have been employed where a refractive in-

dex of 1.90 was assumed in calculating absorption by the one sample technique.

(A recent measurement on La20 3 doped Y203 found the refractive index to be

1.9699 at 546.1 nm). The two sample technique gives more accurate values and

it is possible to measure levels below 0.05 cm1 . Figure 5 shows the absorp- I
tion curve for the current material along with data taken at the beginning of 0

the ONR program and comparative data on MgF2  It is interesting to note that

the intrinsic absorption curves for MgF2 and La203 - doped Y203 are nearly

equivalent, and that the extrinsic data for improved yttria is significantly I
lower than the state-of-the-art MgF2 infrared material.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

It was previously reported(2that the 4-pt. bend strength could be as low

as 117 NPa or as high as 202 MPa depending on microstructure. Within a given - -
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microstructure, the strength variation was typically t 20%. A nearly constant

strength versus temperature (to 1600'C) relation was shown due to the refrac-

toriness and single phase nature of the material, Young's modulus was found

to be 164 GPa, and hardness 7.13 GN/m3 /2 .

In the last two years, mechanical property studies have centered on im-

proving fracture toughness. This is expected to have benefits in rain and

dust er'iion resistance. Table III lists the range of fracture toughness val- -

ues measured by the indentation technique. The principle variables are grain .'

size and phase content. This shows it is F sible to raise the single phase

coughness by 47% over the single crystal value by controlling microstructure.

It also shows that twu phase structures are significantly tougher with a high "

of 1b5% improvement.

TABLE III

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF REPRESENTATIVE SPHPLES 0

PHASES GRAIN SIZE KIC

im MN m-3/2 L.K-V

1 single 0.88

1 135 1.02

1 68 1.23

1 23 1.29

* 2 8 1.45

2 6 2.34

The presence of 2nd phase lowers optical transmittance due to birefrin- -.

* gent scattering. The loss in transmittance depends on second phase particle 97

size and volume percent. Studies are underway to show the interrelationship

between transmittance and toughness as shown in figure 6. Some toughening is

achieved while retaining good optical properties. Beyond a certain threshold,

*O the transmittance falls precipitously due to the retention of 2nd phase. This

particular experiment addressed the concentration of 2nd phase, but not the

grain size of that phase. Experiments are continuing in this area.
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CONCLUSIONS

La203  doped Y203 shows promise as an infrared material due to its' in- 0

trinsic physical properties. Polycrystalline discs and domes have been fabri-

cated by an economical sintering process. Improvements have been made in re-

ducing absorption and scatter, and there is considerable promise for further "

progress. The fracture toughness has been improved for greater erosion resis-

tance. Trade-off studies have shown that significant toughness improvement

can be achieved before seriously degrading optical transmittance.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH TEMPERATURE SINGLE ,..,

IMPACT RAIN EROSION TEST CAPABILITY

by

KENNE7H N. LETSON and STEVEN P. RISNER

US ARMY MISSILE LABORATORY

US ARMY MISSILE COMMAND

AD-P00 4 371
ABSTRACT

A single impact rain ersion test capability has been developed to obtain
data on fiber loaded Teflon" (e.g. buroid ablative radome materials at
temperatures up to their ablating temperature (---1250 F). This effort was
undertaken as a result of the prior inability to (1) obtain experimental data
for single water droplet impacts on these materials at temperatures signifi- "J

* cantly above 400 F at velocities near Mach 5, and (2) identify a solid particle
whose behavior is similar to or can be correlated to that of water droplets at
all conditions of interest. This test capability allows one to dispense a ...-.
stream of calibrated discrete water droplets in the path of aerodynamically
heated samples on sleds at velocities up to 6000 ft/sec. .Also, solid particles
placed on nets in the path of other identical samples on the same sled provide
craters at the same velocity and temperature for use in the search for a solid .

whose erosive behavior can be correlated to that of water droplets.

INTRODUCTION

To develop models for predicting the rain erosion behavior of the fiber
loaded Teflon ablative radome materials, experimental erosion data are needed
with respect to velocity, angle of incidence, temperature, and water droplet
size as well as fiber orientation for each ablator. Previous efforts in FY82 to
obtain these data were made in Tunnel G at Arnold Engineering Development Center
(AEDC) with some success (1). Results from the AEDC tests indicate that
mass loss ratio (mass of water impacted - mass of material removed) is indepen-
dent of water droplet size for the Duroid materials. From these tests and from .
multiple impact tests on Holloman sleds (2) it was learned, also, that the rain
erosion behavior of these ablators is strongly dependent upon material
temperature, and that erosion appears to increase approximately one order of
magnitude from ambient temperature to the ablating tempirature. In the Tunnel G
tests, the high acceleration loals of the powder gun launch caused samples that ,
had been heated uniformly before launch to temperature above 400 F to be lost -
from the sample holder. Thus, to get data on materials heated to temperatures
significantly above 400 F, other techniques were required.
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Another method for generating erosion data on heated samples is one which . ,
involves firing solid particles at stationary samples heated by a radiant or
other source. This method lacks validation because a solid particle that
behaves like water droplets at all conditions of interest has not been iden-
tified. Thus the only currently available potential solutions involve obtaining
data on aerodynamically heated samples or validating a solid particle that can
be used in the laboratory to simulate water. To do the latter requires doing
the former. The use of Holloman sleds to obtain these data was selected as the
iut means of accomplishing the objectives (3). -

WATER DROPLET DISPENSER

Deign, fabrication, and calibration of the water droplet dispenser were
performed by hlolloman Test Track personnel to provide the single water dropletenvironment sic;f ed to meet MICOM test objectives. These objectives required

that three streams of 3 mm dia water droplets be dispensed at a rate that would •
provide the maximum numher of impacts on the samples. After evaluating several
water droplet dispenser designs, a design was selected that involves vibrating
streams of water from one-eighth inch dia nozzlos to break them into droplets of
3 mm dia at a rate of 100 drops per sec. A single nozzle prototype was first
built and tested for feasibilty. It was found that a simple one-eighth inch dia
tube worked better than a converging nozzle. After the desired performance of 0
the prototype was demonstrated, a three tube design was fabricated and
calibrated. Calibration with the Knollenberg Probe indicated that water drop
size can be controlled such that 95% or more of the liquid water content is
contained in droplets from 2.8 to 3.2 mm dia with 90% confidence. The multiple
tube arrangement dispenses water droplets at a controlled rate that can provide
the sample nearest the dispenser with up to 12 droplet impacts. For the
development test, the dispenser tubes were mounted vertically in a plane 45 deg to
the sled rail and spaced so that the distance between centers of craters formed
from each stream of droplets was three-eighths in. Figure 1 is a view of the
dispenser in operation positioned over the track for the test. '

TEST MODELS A
Evaluation of the MICOM seven tip test vehicle with conical samples (4)

revealed the need for a larger sample size to accommodate the five-eighths in.
side-to-side motion of the sled. A flat sample shape was selected to simplify
evaluation of the craters. A flat sample measuring 5/16" X 2 1/4" X 3 1/4" was
designed to be mounted in two faces of a 60 deg wedge (Figure 2). The sample
holder overlaps the four edges of the sample and provides exposed sample
dimensions of 2" x 3". For the initial test, the test vehicle was oriented
(Figure 3) such that the water droplet streams (positioned above the sled rail)
would impact four flat samples (two wedges) and one split conical sample.
Figure 4 shows samples in the top wedge impacting the streams of water droplets
at a velocity of 4200 ft/sec. In addition, seven different types of solid
pirticles were mounted on nets in the path of seven of the eight remaining flat
samples. The eighth sample impacted nothing and served as a control.
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PARTICLE NETS

An array of six solid particles of each of the seven particle types was
suspended in front of the corresponding sample to be impacted. The seven
particle materials tested were nylon, teflon, butyrate, ceramic, acetate,
polyethylene, and polypropylene with each particle being 3 mm in diameter. j
These particles were provided by General Research as part of their participation
in the effort to identify a solid particle whose erosive behavior can be corre-
lated to that of water droplets. The materials listed were selected from a
screening effort at General Research. The particles were suspended on a net of
#6-0 (92,,K) surgical silk thread that was attached to a one in. thick circular
styrofoam frame as shown in Figure 5. The particles were bonded to the net with
a minimal amount of Eastman 910 adhesive. The combined ma3s of the thread and
adhesive contributing to crater damage was less than one percent of the solid
particle mass. A

TEST ARRANGEMENT AND CONDITIONS 0

~The propulsion system used for the development test consisted of three NIKE ' i

motors as shown in Figure 6. This combination was used to propel the sled to a E
peak velocity of approximately 4200 ft/sec in ten seconds. The water droplet
dispenser and particle nets were positioned over the track where maximum velo- -

city was expected. Aerodynamic heating of the Duroid samples produced surface.S
temperatures of about 1200 F. The calculated temperature gradient in the .77"
samples near time of impact with the water droplets and solid particles is shown
in Figure 7 (5).

DEVFLOPMENT TEST RESULTS

The development test was highly successful with respect to obtaining good
single impact data for both the water droplets and solid particles. Some of the
representative craters caused by these impacts are shown in Figure 8. Data
obtained from the craters as well as visual inspection revealed that the impact
behavior of the solid particles was unlike that of the water droplets for this
set of test conditions. This is reflected primarily in the mass loss ratio
parameter and/or crater depth of Figure 8. The mean temperature of the material
removed for all craters evaluated was approximately 1000 F.

CONCLUSIONS

The test capability developed in this effort provides an excellent means of
obtaining single impact rain erosion data at elevated temperatures and veloci-
ties near Mach 5. The water droplet dispenser performed very well and provided
the desired environment for single water droplet impacts. As designed, the flat .i]
sample provided sufficient impact area for the water droplets and simplified
crater evaluation. The sample holders received little or no damage and may be
used again. Water droplet data from the development test confirm the AEDC and
multiple impact sled results which indicate that rain erosion behavior is . 1
strongly dependent on material temperature, and that erosion (mass loss ratio)
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appears to increase approximately one order of magnitude from room temperature
to the ablating temperature. The particle nets provided a good way to suspend
and align the solid particles in the path of the test vehicle. By impacting
identical samples, the effects of the solid particles can be directly compared
to that of water for each set of test conditions. However, more data are
required to determine if there exists a solid particle whose behavior is similar
to or can be correlated to that of water droplets for all conditions of
interest.
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INFRARED MATERIAL OPTICAL DAMAGE BY RAIN

Alain DEOM, George GAUFFRE, Daniel L. BALAGEAS
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A6rospatiales (ONERA) .

Ch~tillon (France) AD-P004 372
SUMMARY

A comprehensive study of the optical damage and erosion of various
infrared materials is conducted using a rotating arm. The optical damage is
characterized by the evolution of the sample modulation transfer function - -
(MTF). The velocity dependence for MTF deterioration is similar to that of
the mass loss: occurrence time of damages is inversely proportional to a
high-exponent power law of the velocity. For some materials like magnesium
fluoride (MgF 2 ), the optical damage occurs in synchronism with the erosion. •
Inversely, for others like zinc selenide (ZnSe), optical damage occurs very
early before the beginning of the erosion. Consequently, the screening of
candidate materials for irdome must be based on transmission tests, or better 0
on MFT tests, rather than on erosion tests.

INTRODUCTION 
A

The possible rain damage of infrared materials used for irdomes A
necessitates their evaluation by rain tests. Many characterizations of such
materials may be found in the litterature. They are performed by measuring .. .
the mass loss of the materials, without determination of their optical 3
damages. As early as 1972, Hoff and Rieger [1] emphasized the interest of ^ N

optical measurements. They performed transmission measurements, mainly in the
visible and near infrared regions, up to 5 pm. More recently, Corney and
Pippett [21 presented transmission measurements at 10 pm concerning germanium
and zinc sulphide, materials usable in tne 8-14 pm range, For evaluating the - -

optical damage of materials exposed to rain, ONERA chose to measure the
modulation transfer function (MTF) rather than the transmittance. A setup was
specially developed, which permits MTF measurements at various spectral
ranges ans spatial frequencies. This setup is used on the very place where
rain exposure is performed.

Comprehensive study of the resistance of the main infrared materials is
in progress. Here are presented some significant results obtained with
magnesium fluoride (MgF 2) and zinc selenide (ZnSe) which demonstrate tle
interest of the optical evaluation technique used.

RAIN SIMULATION TEST FACILITY

The rain exposure was achieved using the Saab-Scania rotating arm in
Link6ping (Sweden). A description ot this facility may be found in
references [3,4]. The sample holder technology used was developed previously
for the erosion study of slip-cast fused silica [4]. The samples are
cylinders 16 mm dia. and 6 to 10 mm thick. Impact angle may vary from 900
(normal impact) to 300. Only normal impact data are presented here. The rain
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conditions in the Saab facility are the following:
- drop diameter: 1.2, 1.6 and 2 nm;
- water concentration ranging from 0.08 to 1.2 g m-3, depending on the

number of injectors (1 to 6) and on the drop diameter. These concentrations
are relatively low. This is an advantage for the study of poor resistant
materials like infrared materials. In effect, stronger concentrations may
lead to very short exposure times conoucting to a poor precision.

Like for slip-cast fused silica [5], it was verified that the damages
arp pvuportionnal to the water concentration. Consequently all the results
are presented for a normalized time t which corresponds to a reference water ,
concentration C,= I g m-3. This normalized time is given by the relation:= t C / Co. - ' ':

After each rain exposure, the sample is separated from the holder, >
weighed and optically qualified with the optical setup.

OPTICAL MEASUREMENT SETUP

A schematic description of the optical measurement setup is given in
Fig. 1. The infrared source is made of a SiC rod heated at 1000 K. A ZnSe
lens LI gives the magnified image of the source in the plane of the tested

sample E. On the optical path, a rotating disk M holds eight series of slits
of spatial periods ranging from 0.2 to 3 mmn (spatial frequencies from 0.33 to
5mm-1). The lens L2 gives the image ( = I) of the pattern onto the HgCdTe
50 pm x50 pm square detector which is cooled by liquid nitrogen. A series of
filters permits to vary the spectral range: 2-12 pm, 2-3 pm, 3.5-6 pm and
8-12 pm. The MTF is given by the evolution with the spatial frequency of the
ratio of the signal amplitude delivered by the detector for a given spatial
frequency to the amplitude which would be obtained at a zero spatial . ]
frequency. The optical damage of the sample is characterized by a variation
of the sample MTF. The ratio of the MTF after exposure to the rain to the

initial MTF measures the optical contrast loss. The measurement setup is
cor.trolled by a microcomputer allowing immediate analysis of the damages and
con3equently the definition of the next exposure time.

MATERIAL DAMAGES

lhe mass loss and MTF evolutions are observed all along the cumulative
* exposure.

Material erosion "2

The erosion study is classical. The mass loss is measured as a function
of the rain exposure time (see Fig. 2a). The extrapolation for a zero mass
loss of the linear part of the curves permits to define the incubation time
t characterizing, with the erosion rate, the intrinsical erosion resistance
o the material. The dependence of incubation time on the impact velocity for
MgF 2 is given in Fig. 2. These results are in very good agreement with those
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obtained by Hoof and Rieger [1]. A power law of the velocity, with a negative
high exponent is found: ti "V -n, with n = 12.8. This exponent is always high
and much variable from one infrared material to another.

Optical damages - 0

For a sample of a given material, the experimental conditions being
fixed, the evolution of the MTF may be studied with increasing exposure time
(Fig.3a). By comparing this MTF to the initial MTF, the optical contrast loss
characterizing the optical damage may be deduced (Fig. 3b).

By adding the results obtained with various samples of a same material
tested in the same conditioas, but with different velocities, it is possible
to study the dependence of optical damages on velocity (Fig. 4). Let us
consider two critical levels of contrast loss: 10 % and 50 %. It is possible
to relate them to normalized times t0.1 and t0.5 , and to study the '"

variations of these times with the impact velocity (Fig. 4b). A power law of .
the velocity is also obtained: t0.1 rto.5v-n- The exponent n is dependent *

on the nature of the material. For MgF 2 n 12.8 and for ZnSe n = 10. For
other materials lower values are obtained.

The MTF is dependent on the spectral range. In particular, it may be
noted that the damages in the 8-12 pm are generally weaker than for shorter
spectral lengths, a fact which was foreseeable. The influence of the spatial
frequency is variable with the tested materials and the advancement of the
damages. It can be observed in Fig. 4b that the optical contrast loss is more
severe for the higher spatial frequencies when the exposure times become
important. The influence of drop diameter is more complex and also dependent
on the material. Generally this influence is rather limited. It causes
variations by a factor + 2 upon the characteristic times.

The differences from one material to another, quantitatively noted in I
the optical damages, are obvious when observing the impacted surfaces. For
MgF 2 (Fig. 5a) linear cracks appear concerning depths of several millimeters.

These cracks are the cause of the mass loss and optical damages. For ZnSe,
before the occurrence of the first mass loss, circular superficial
microcracks are noted. Each individual impact may be located. An in-depth
modification of the material, revealed by an opalescence, may be detected by
a visual examination. This modification causes a decrease of the MTF.

Simultaneous analysis of the two types of damages
These different behaviorF are well observed when a simultaneous analysis

of the mass loss and optical oamages is performed. In the Fig. 6, the optical

time to0 .1 is plotted versus the incubation time ti. It appears that, for MgF 2
the two types of damages are synchronous, and that for ZnSe the optical
damages precede the mass loss. In the first case the optical damages are due
to the deterioration of the surface, in the second to an in-depth structural
modification.

In other respects the Fig. 6 reveals an interesting phenomenon: for a
2
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given material, the dependence of the two types of damages on velocity is the
same: it~O.1to.5V - . This is shown by the fact, verified by the other --

infrared tested materials, that the curves are parallel to the first
bisectrix.

CONCLUSION

The few results presented here concerning MgF 2 and ZnSe are typical of
the whole data obtained with all infrared tested materials. First, they show
the necessity of measuring the evolution of the optical properties
preferentially to a simple mass loss measurement. Secondly, they demonstrate
the interest of a MTF measurement as compared to a transmittaryce measurement
(influence of the spatial frequency).

Concerning tne behavior of infrared materials, the following points have

to be noted: i) for a given material, the ruin phenomena (eiosion, optical
damages) are highly dependent on velocity, obeying the same power law with
the same high negative exponent; ii) the influence of drop diameter is
complex and weak for the explored range (1.2 to 2 millimeter); iii) the
shorter the spectral length and the higher the spatial frequency, the more -

- severe the optical damages. O

The physical nature of the phenomena responsible of the optical damages
may vary from one material to another, due to either a superficial
deterioration, or an in-depth modification. Consequently, there is
synchronism or not between the two types of damages.
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RAIN EROSION TESTS OF FULL-SIZE
SLIP CAST FUSED SILICA RADOMES AT H3.5 AND M4.8

By

R. K. Frazer.

Applied Physics Laboratory
Johns Hopkins University

Laurel, Maryland

ABSTRACT " "

During the period 27 September to 12 October 1983 four
rocket sled tests were conducted at the Holloman AFB Test
Track. The purpose of the test series was to expose radome
samples made of slip cast fused silica (SCFS) to a controlled
artificial rain field at velocities between M3.5 and M5.0 and
observe the resultant erosion patterns. Comparison of
boresight errors made before and after the tests were to be
corru,,lated to predictive theories. The first test employed a
steel test sample and served to verify the rocket motor and
sled hardware structural performance. (A similar check-out
run conducted in August 1983 resulted in a structural
failure.) The September 27th test was completed successfully 

.

after achieving a peak velocity of about 3380 fps (M3.45).
The artifical rain field was not used during this test. The
three subsequent tests exposed separate SCFS samples to 1,000
feet, 4,000 feet and 6,000 feet of artificial rain at peak
velocities of 3870, 3780, and 5350 ft/s, respectively. All
samples showed measurable erosion but only the first two
samples were successfully recovered. The last test item,
after enduring the entire 6,000 feet of rain and an addi-
tional 12,000 feet of coast-out, failed catastrophically.
A suitable explanation for the failure has not yet been made.

Erosion data from the test samples (including the last

test sample after partial reconstruction) is discussed in the
full body of this paper. The erosion data are compared with
theories developed to predict wall thickness change vs.
axial station along the radome. Boresight error measurements
made before and after the tests that show the effects of the 0
observed erosion will be presented. Correlation of the
observed boresight errors with boresight errors calculated by
a ray-trace model using an average observed material loss

will be discussed.
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SEVENTEENTH SYMPOSIUM ON ELECTROMAGNETIC WINDOWS

(ABSTRACT) -UNCLASSIFIED -

"DUAL MODE COOLED METALLTC ANTENNA WINDOW DESIGN CONCEPT"

17
The design of a dual mode cooled metallic radar and infrared seeker

°. - . . -

radome/window for endoatmospheric interceptors represents a unique solution

to the many technical problems which must be resolved for this high perfor- -

mance homing vehicle. The severe environmental conditions which must be

accommodated include maneuvering hypersonic velocity flight in the mach 12

to 20 range, nuclear event exposure, dust and weather impacts and the plasma

field generated over the radome/window body. In addition, the homing .

accuracies required for a non-nuclear kill vehicle for this range of

interceptor may very well dictate the requirement for a dual mode,

IR-discriminate early homing system combined with a terminal radar homing

system. This paper reviews the critical design parameters for a synergistic

cooled metallic radome/window and presents a conceptual design solution for

an all-endo class of homing interceptor. -
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Systems Engineering - '
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*A Radome For Air Traffic Control SSR Radar Systems"

*Un radome pour Its systimes de radara SSR pour lee Written By: The Staffs of:
contr~lc de Ia navixation agrienne ElcrncSaeSses Corporationl

(ESSCO)
* Rdigk par le personnel de ltElectronlc Space Old Powder Hill Road

Systems Corporation (ESSCO). Old Power Hill Road. Concord, Massachusetts. USA 01742
Concord. Massachusetts, Etats-Unis.

ESSCO Collins Limited
IKilkishen. Co. Clare, Ireland

Une nouvelle ginirstion de sysames d'interroga- A new generation of nonopulse and discrete interroga-
tion discrets A mono-impulsions % ktfi d~veloppge pour tion systems has evolved for air traffic control appli-

des applications de contr~le de I& navigation airienne cations that presents significant challenges to total
prisentant des difis iportants I Is concepio et au system design and performance. Reliable operation of _ __
performances globales du systame. Le fonctionnement teatnasse sesnili oasee n
fiable du systame d'ancenne eat essentiel itant donnie creasing air traffic congestion. An important compon-
la congestion croissante de Is navigation sirionne ent Of the total system is a radome to Protect the
aujourd'hui. Un composant important du systime global antenna from the envirornent and to enable Consistent.
eat un radcme protigeant lantenne de lenvironnement reliable electromagnetic performance. The various

et permettant des performances 6lectro-magnatiques types of radocnes that have been employed over the _

homoganes et fiables. Lea diffarents types de radoaca years to protect antennas are discussed and evaluated

employis au fil des ana pour protiger lea antennas sont relative to the air traffic control radar applitatior.
discutis et ivaluis an fonction de lapplicstion du The sandwich radome is selected as the best option andI
radar au contr~le de la navigation airienne. Le r$dome a detailed design analysis is presented whichl considers
sandwich a it6 choisi co~e I& =eilleure option, et the vital characteristics of tranSmiSsivity. boresight
une analyse dtillie de sa conception eat prisentie. error, and sidelobe perturbations These characteris-

tilepred e coaidrston ea arstirstiueatics must be practically negligibl fo accurate and
vitales de capacitE de transmission, d'erreur de portke dependable radar antenna perform~ance as illustrated,
optique et de perturbations du lobe secondaire. Ces for example, by the requirement for radome transmis-

*caractiristiques doivent itre prati,uement nigligeables sivities of 97. or greater. Results o the analysis
pourperette un peforancepriiseet fabi de and experimental data show that transcissivity in ex-

* lantenne de radar, coeme illustrk. par example, par cess of 97% is achievable along with minimal effects
lea transmissions de redone igales ou supirieure.a to both antenna sidelobe levels and tracking accuracy.
972. Leg risultats de Vanalyse et lea donnfes
expirimentales montrent qua des transmissions dapsssant --- -

* 97Z sont possibles avec des ef fats minimums sur leats
niveaux des lobes secondaires des antennes at Is4 pricision de ls poursuice.
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I4TRODUCTION and core thicknesses are moderate.
4. The electromannedc performance exhibits smaller

Many types of antennas have been covered by various ra- losses over prescribed frequency passbands.
dome designs over the past 30 years. The optimum ra- S. It is cost effective.
dome extends operational capability to all enviromen-
tal conditions, while providing minimal electromagnetic The design of t.io sandwich radome represents a balanced
degradation. The critical performance criteria for engineering approach derived from consideration of the
each application varies considerably, requiring a ra- structural and electromagnetic requirements of the ap-
dome design that is appropriate for each particular an- plication. Ideally, the radome would withstand the most
tenna system. No single radome design can fulfill all severe environmental conditions encountered at the site
the requirements for every antenna type. The system and be essentially electromagnetically transparent at
designer must evaluate critical requirements of the an- the specified operating frequency band so as to allow
tenna and select a radome design that closely matches near perfect utilization of the enclosed antenna system.
those requirements. The modern secondary surveillance These capabilities are the goals of the design.
radar (SSR) antenna operates over a narrow frequency
band. must have low sidelobe levels and must track ac- From a structural noint of view, wind loading Is the
curdtely. The optimum radome to protect an SSR antenna dominant criteria tsed to calculate shell or membrane
must, therefore, have high transmissivity, 97% or great- stresses. These resultant stresses, in combination
er. contribute very little to sidelobe levels and pro- with ice and sno- loads, are considered when calculat-
duce negligible boresight shift. Ing buckling pressure. For these determinations, the

radome Is modelpd as a continuous, homogeneous shell
Consideration of va-ious radome designs for SSR appli- with an effective modulus and thickness defined by the
cations include sev,. -l alternatives. The metal space actual laminate and core used for the sandwich. The
frame radome is an excellent broad band design that is objectives are to obtain significant factors of safety
utilized for many applications ranging from less than for membrane tensile strength and stability, given the
I GHz to over 300 Gz and e,.aibits about .5 dB frame leading criteria.
blockage over the broad frequency spectrum. the diel-
ectric space frame radome performs best under I GHZ In reality, the radone is not a continuous shell but is
where it exhibits lrss than .5 dB frame blockage and ccnsturc¢d from Individual panels. The goal of the
scatters moderately. The air supported radome is a designer Is to determine a method of panel interconnec-
reasonable match to the SSR application, but is depen- tion that will transfer loads across the panel-to-panel
dent on a source of electrical power for inflation sup- interface so that continuous shell Integrity is pre-
port. The solid laminate radome is electr gnetically served. Herein lies one of the major compromises of
sufficient but can only be produced In relatively small, sandwich radome design. The interconnection must not
discrete sizes because of structural loading considera- only provide a direct and stiff load path but must also
tions. A properly designed sandwich radome will exhib- maximize electromagnetic transmission efficiency. In
it high transmissivity over a selected frequency band addition, the Interconnection technique must be config-
and a low scatter characterstfc. It can be construc- ured so that it can be efficiently Implemented during
ted of. individual panels over a range of sizes to meet panel fabrication and utilized without complications
structural requirements. It is the best choice for the during radome asseiably.
modern SSR air traffic control antenna application. iII. GENERAL ELECTROI4AGNETIC ANALYSIS
The following analysis covers the important electrmg-
netic characteristics of transmissivity, boresight er- The electromagnetic design of a sandwich radome Is de-
ror and sidelobe perturbations for the ESSCO sandwich pendent on the size and configuration of the enclosed
radome design. Other considerations such as noise tem- antenna system and the operating frequency. The physi-
perature and performance under various forms of precipi- cal size of the radome will determine the minimum thick-
tation have been addressed and fnund to have minimal ness which can be used for the radome wall to insure
impact on antenna operation. adequate structural strength. Sandwich radomes may be

designed with various core and skin thicknesses so that
I. OESIG;J CONSIOERATIONS structural requirements are met.

'Sandwich radomes are generally classified as type A'. The basic electromagnetic characteristics of the sand-
"B", and "C'. The "A" sandwich radome consists of two wich radome are: transmissivity, boresight error and
high-density, high-strength thin skins separated by a antenna sidelobe perturbations. Methods which are used
low-density. low-strength core. The distance between to compute these characteristics are presented along
skins Is normally a quarter-wavelength or odd multiples with the results for a typical radome/SSR antenna con-
thereof in order to achieve the phase reversal neces- figuration.
sary for cancellation of any skin reflections, and
thereby minimize the power-reflection coefficient. The
harmonic passbands then resulting can be useful in mul- 1) TRANSMISSIVITY
tiband applications. Reflection from a well designed The transmissivity through the radome depends not only
sandwich wall, however, does not vary critically with upon the construction of the radome wall but also upon
the cnre thickness. Thus the production tolerance the antenna look angle, the field distribution over.the
levels are practical and the radome can exhibit excel- antenna aperture, the location of the antenna Inside
lent performance overreasonable frequency passbands. the radome and tim radome/antenna size ratio. Using

ray-tracing met.ods, the transmissivity of the radome
It should be noted tht all sandwich radome construc- can be determined by summing the losses from all rays
tions can be considered as special versions of the more which have different weight !unctions and look angles.
general case of multi-layer laminate wall configura- The basic method for computing the transmissivity of
tions. In the anal-sis to follow, formulations are 'he radome'is as follows:
given for the general case with which the electromg-
netic performance requirements of all types of sandwich Li - 10 lonialTq1 

2

designs can be predicted. Although ESSCO has designed
all types of sandwich radomes, by far the most popular it
Is the ESSCO "A" type sandwich construction. This ap- I fn Tn
proach Is chosen and analyzed because of the following Ta a n- n
factors: F

1. The high-density outer skins provide a protective nIF

surface. "-I

2. The strength to weight ratio Is desirable, where LW a transnission loss of the antenna due tO the
3. The manufacturing tolerances on both laminate skin radome (In d8)
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Ta . field transmission coefficient of tLie an- Cn the complex permittivity of th th
tenna due to the radome " C * 'n.lae

.4 , number of the rays cocbIned as the antenna
radiated field CO

fn weighting function for the n th ray - 1 -~Cs prtn

-Typical weighting function f for the n th ray can ben frequency
witna:nth (0Hz)

write as. thickness of the n layer (inches) % 4

f In l-a(xn -O /r 2

a * lltinaton acto fo antnnaaperure The absorbc-d poider Pa in lossy dielectric layers is,-a - lluinaton acto fo antnnaaperure therefore, niven by:-.75 for 12 d3 taperP l-T-1 2
. x

X, the position of the radiating clement ina
the antenna aperture for the nt;1 ray Using the above, the transmissivity of a homogeneous "

the lsplce~nt o th antnnaon te ~ radame wall can be determined. However, large radomes ~0 x he isplcemnt o th antnnaon te x must be fabricated using a panel ized method of asseiby.coordnateThis will introduce discontinuities (panel interconnec-
~ sin~v o' + y'tions) In tie assembled radome which must be considered ,
sinp x 01+ YOin order to Jeternine the total loss of the radome.

tan-1 (xe 0 /y) -The approach used is as follows:

xo ,y * the position of the antenna in the x'.. t
radoe cordiate t .total transmission loss of the sandwich rado.-.e

o antenna look angleind
As shown in Figure 1. the transmission coefficient T *w transmission loss due to the sandwich wall

n
th L - transmission loss due to the sandwich radonme .--for the n ray is the function of the incident angle J panel interconnections0

4:m~ of the nt ray and its polarization, and Is: - 10 log 11 + P SIFRI'

T- nen P The tem. L may. depending on the choice of the
n a- xn//R pane inroncioncniuain be deter-

n tn (n h
2 +x)mined by: cofgrain

R -t h e r a d i u s o f t h e r a d o m eL 0 1 9 1 - Te J A O 1
p - horizontal/vertical polarization 10

x 0. + r %. Ox - r whiere TJ . ratio of the transmission coefficient of the panel 0
S Interconnections to that of the Sandwich panel

r , the radius of the effective antenna aper- an 8*teieronpsedfrnc btw n
ture (1)0-teiseto hs ifeec ewe

and using the transmission-line theory l. the trans-th sadihpnl nd ts neroecon
mission coefficient. T(e ~p) for H homogeneous. air- =s physical blockage of the interconnecting
backed layers is -Oven by: mechanism

X IFR - the value of induced field ratio of the
'(KcoO Kt N lr panel Interconnection configuration

T - e (14R)z i The physical blockage (pS) is obtained by projecting
n r the antenna aperture o.,to the radonie surface and compu-

(ii ~ting the blockace due to the presence of the panel in- -.

where R terconnections.

Rlbinsnehd~~rpeet h isisddielectric cylinder by the equivalent current which de-

I-eZJ~ntn fines the cylinder's induced field ratio (IFR). Based4 (n~ n l.,3~,H on this method, a computer program was developed by
Yin n~K 1.,--, ESSCO for evaluating the IFR of a dielectric cylinder 7I 1ejKntn of aibitrary cross section, all angles of incidence and

for parallel and perpendicular polarization.

Yn.Yin ~animitted -

N N +Y

nn os for perpendicular polarization Anen'Sandwich ..
* ',Radome

- r cs for parallel- izna

n .Plane/
c ne 1,---.H/ ~ .23--,

oe Asn'os n 123 --- : §'N*:
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2) BORESIGdT ERROR sandwich radomT by the )Pel interconnections can be -. _ "

A spherica; homogeneous sandwich radome will not intro- defined as the superposition of the unperturbed far-

*luce any boresight error if the enclosed antenna axis field of the antia and the scattered field of the - o'
is coincident with the center of the radome. In la panel interconnections. in addition, the transmissivi-

ty can be de.,r'ned by the ratio of the unperturbed
radnmes thich use a panelized method of assemuly, some far-field to ..ie perturbed far-field in the direction
boresight error may be introduced by the panel edge of maximum atenna gain. Mathematically, this can be
configuration located in the aperture 

area of sie an-

tenne. The method (5) of computing this error is as expressed as:
follows F'(0.0) perturbed far-field due to

BSE .Z LW m (IFRave. 
panel interconnections

A]* M

.wavelength nal . I n

L length of panel interconnection and transmission loss L
a- Id a width of panel interconnection - Oocoa('("O.0"

A - radius of antenna 
.n-0-ax)

ave.) - axnary part of the IFRave.
The phase perturbation thus introduced can influence where F(,o.) - unperturbed far-field of the

the boresight error. Therefore, the average imaginary antenna

part of the [FR at the operating '-eouency is used in " (xy)expfjK(y sinG + x
the above formlation. is- PJY

cosOsin) + i,(xy)]dxdy
( N0 - azimuth and elevation angles

The antenna sidelobe perturbations due to the radome respectively shown in Figure
are related to the amount of energy reflected and/or 2

scattered by the radome. The energy absorbed by the f(x,y) p (x,y) - amplitude and phase distri- 0
radome wall will not affect antenna sidelobe levels. bution of the ,ear field of
As the reflected energy is essentially omnidirection- the antenna
ally scattered, its level will be below the isotropic S - the area of the antenna
level and can be computed by: emx o elevaton angle of the an-

dBi - 20 l og 0 1I tenna main beam

K - propagation constant of el-

The maximum possible perturbation to a sidelobe can be ectromagnetic wave

determined by the following: . 2nf ; f a operating fre-
,oVR + VR 11.8 quency (GHz)

M - umber of the panel inter-

connections ratio) -f

VR' - voltage ratio of the antenna sidelobe connections

VR
2 
- voltage ratio of the reflected and/or scattered n Fe

energy in thz direction of the perturbed sidelobe n panel interconnection

It should be noted that for the maximum perturbation to "gjCOS6 n  + gJsin6n
occur, the sldelobe energy and the scattered energy J
must be additive or In phase. This condition does not
occur frequently. The interaction between the sidelobe
energy and the radome scattered energy is random in
nature; therefore, more realistic predictions of side- A nFlange Strip

lobe perturbati.,is are generally significantly, smaller Far Field

than the maximum perturbation given in the above for- Plane

mulation and approximate an RMS value.

IV. RADIATIO11 PATTERN ANALYSIS

* Presented thus far, analytical approaches have been ap-
pli ed for computing the effect of the radome on the
primary characteristics of the enclosed antenna. These
methods represent a general approach when specified
data on the enclosed antenna subsystem is not available.
However, if the antemna near-field electromagnetic data Figure 2 -The Coordinates Of The Far Field

and physical configuration of the antenna/radome com- Of The Antenna

bination are known, a more rigorous analysis can be IFR for electrical field parallel and per-
performed. The objective of this type of analysis is g , pendcular to tne panel interconnection
to determine the far-field antenna pattern, with and ..
without the rado'ne. This integrated approach focuses 6 orientation angle of nth panel interconnec-
the designer on the antenna and radome as a combined n tion to the electrical field
unit or subsystem and provides insight into the inter- iith
relateo characteristics of each. Generally, because fnt) * average near field impiging onto the n

this method of analysis is more rigorous than the meth- n panel interconnection

odology presented above, slightly smallh. effects of
the radome will result. The mathematicao apprcach I radiation pattern of the nthpanel intercon-
utilized by ESSCO and solved by one of our major cmpu- n nection p nt e e
ter programs is briefly presented below: sinA sin". , n n % n o -x , r |j K ,  -n n # n c n S O : n W ,

" FORMULATION -n 8 g - -n ."
n n

The perturbed far-field of the antenna due to discon-

tnuities introduced into the otherwise homogeneous
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-.. ."- .1 P3,

Un • width of nth panel Interconnection 35.0-

t - length of nth panel Interconnectionn - E/co n .: "-

KU 26.25' %

n "r ZCsine'sin(O'"sn) r -1 C

Bn sin6'CO$(#'-n)L 0n
t h

x y; Position of the n panel interconnectionn center

cose' * cosecos. -°

sine' *(sin
2e + cos2eswnlo)@ Dielectric Loss

1 .03" 1.25" Constant TangentsIn coses.i...sine. 4.66 .0116

cosO' sinO/sine'" 06 105 .0006
4.66 .0116

The required inputsefor the ESSCO computer program "
which solves the above,.formulation are as follows: 2 2.5"-

System operatiig frequency
Antenna aperture dimensions FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL SECTION C-C OF INTERCONNECTIONSAntenna positioning data with respect to the radome TA L I N E N E C I TI N A O P R M T R

Antenna near-field electromagnetic data. Including TABLE 1 - ANTENNA DESCRIPTION AN9 PARAMETERS
the amplitude and phase distribution Trarsmit Frequency 1.03 GHz j !
Appropriate physical characteristics of the radome Receive Frequency 1,09 GHz
configuration Face Tilt 15 deorees up

Both methods of analysis described above may be util- Number Elements Azimuth 32" ,
ized; namely (1) when the antenna electromagnetic data Number Elements Elevation I1 inches
is unknown, and (2) when that data is available. The Spacing Betwein Elerients EIevathon 6.545 inches
comparison of the results of both methods indicate ex- Element Type Vertcally polarEzedl"n64
cellent agreement, with the smaller effects of the ra- dpole over ground
dome determined from the more rigorous approach. Tests plane
on full-scale sections of the radome wall and panel in- Combining the loss from the homogeneous wall and theterconnections have verified these analytical tech- Cobnn"h osfo hehmgnoswl n h I ".
niques. associated panel interconnections results in the totalloss tabulated below: .
V. PERFORMMACE RESULTS Frequency (GHz) Transmission loss (dB) .'

The electromagnetic performance of a typical SSR anten- 1.03 .070
na when enclosed by a 35 foot diameter ESSCO sandwich 1.09 .080 A
radome is presented below as determined through use of 1409...80
the previous analysis methods. The SSR antenna (26.2 b) BORESIGHT ERROR I
feet x 5.5 feet) I: situated at the radome center and The computed Peak and RMS value of boresight error in

* operates at 1.03 - 1.39 GHz. The antenna/radome con- the azimuth plane due to the panel interconnections is
figuration is shown in Figure 3 and the antenna para- as follows:, ~~meters are given In Table 1. ' -.- ,-metrsaregieniiiTaleFrequency Boresight Error RI4S BoresightError '

I) GENERAL ANALYSIS RESULTS (GHz) (milliradian) (milliradian) I'

a) TRANSMISSION LOSS __3_04_06____,.__
1.09 .064 .026 "

The total transmission loss of the assembled radome Is c) SIELOBE PETURBATION
the sum of the radome wall loss and the panel intercon-
nection loss. Using the formulations gives the trans- The antenna sidelobe perturbations due to the radome
mission loss of te radome wall as 0.030 dB at 1.03 are related to the amount of energy reflected and/or
GHz and 0.033 dB at 1.09 GHz. scattered by the radome. As noted above, the total

transmission loss of the radome is 0.070 dB at 1.03 Gz
The physical blockage of the panel Interconnections and 0.080 dB at 1.09 GHz. The reflected energy is
(ps) is obtained by projecting the antenna aperture 0.060 dB and 0.179 dB respectively after subtracting( .0.010 dB of enerqy that Is absorbed In the radome wall.
(26.2 feet x 5 5 feet) onto the radoe surface. This Ii this energy is omnidirectionally scattered, then its •was fund to be 3.19% using the configuration shown in level will be about 18 dB below the Isotropic level.Figure 3. .

For the SSR antenna with a gain of 25 dB, the followingTabulated below is the IFR for the panel Interconnec- n imum and RHS antenna sidelobe perturbations were "'
tion configuration for both parallel and perpendicular computed: "-pr o
polarizations and the resultant transmission loss compu t'e
(T.L.) at 1.03 GHz and 1.09 GHz. Frequency Max. A Max. A RMS A RMS A

_GHz)_- @ -25 dB @ -30 dB @ -25 dB @ -30 dB
Frequency IF. IFR T.L. (dB) 1.03 0.96 1.64 0.38 0.66

GHz I1
1.03 -.143-J.58 -.010-J.168 .040 1.09 1.03 1.76 0.41 0.70

1.09 -. J69-J.62 -.014,.J.,;7 .047 2) RADIATION PAITLN ANuAi,,z ,tL;LTS
As the near-field electromagnetic data of the SSR an- "
tenna was available, a ftMie rigorcus analysis of Lne
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far-field antenna pattern, with and without the radome 4 9 35 014.2452992 3, .1,759609

wa efre.4 9 2 35 02234(297711 25 26463342w r e 1 47 6645963277 27 13269601

The data for the '.SR antenna Is sh0.-n in Tables 2 4 4' 41 2922 962 40 6022690266
through 4. Additional data is obtained from the anten- 0 9e 9 09234617605 406629262

na/radome configuration shown in Fi ure 3 and the corn- 4 0 22 22 646763:966 42 91413972
K24104 3 45987210 42 5924220

; . putation of the I R of tne panel interconnections. 4 2O 4 36 29229083 36 286398212
20t • 26 222620625) 26 26042796212. .

0 ' 4 above horizon 4 6o 6 3 2-040392780 35 1902776006ma A 1i 35 037LA77"30 35 0034314071

1.4 2 22 742226259 3M 6396286134f • 1.06 GHz (mid band) 4 - . 4 37 2 76"00269 37 227509390

gi"----1--" 40-162900006 - 40 1939072 9&
-

g4l = -.156-J.172 t 8 47 0274036073 46 06660-299
4 t2 40 906.646620 73 502722626g - -.012-J.172 t2 2 44 2960592279 45 6248249275

fnn• from1 Tables 2 through 3
n 'pn - The computed data derived from the more rigorous pattern

TABLE ? - TRANSMIT & RECEIVE ELEVATION DISTRIBUTION analysis shows that the transnitsion loss due to the
panel Interconnections is 0.025 dB at 1.06 GHz which is

TOP ELEMENT IS NO. I less than the O.040 and 0.047 dB values (1.03 and 1.09
NO. POWER AMP PHASE dB Glz) arrived at by using the general analysis approach. - "

The total radome loss is 0.057 dB obtained by adding
1 5.6661 2.3804 -67.3 -12.47 the radome wall loss of 0.032 dB to the panel intercon-
2 5.6975 2 '869 -113.3 -12.44 nectlon loss of 0.025 d8. Using the general analysis I
3 5.3184 2.3062 -141.7 -12.74 method, the total loss was -.0.075 dB. "
4 8.3500 2.8896 162.1 -10.78 .
5 1.9196 1.3855 155.0 -17.17 Comparing the unperturbed data with the perturbed data
6 20.7151 4.5514 42.0 -6.84 shows that the maximum sidelobe and boresight error
7 22.6571 4.7599 56.6 -6.45 changes are also somewhat less than the changes calcu-
8 8.2180 2.8667 .5 -10.85 lated by th- anteral anaiysls method.
9 9.2005 3.0332 -25.5 -10.36 "

10 6.6639 2.5815 -75.4 -11.76 VI. CONCLUSION
11 5.5940 2.3652 -110.0 -12.52 It can be seen that overall system applicotion and per-

TABLE 3- TRA1NSHII RECEIVE AZIMUTH SUM DISTRIBUTION foriance requirements must be evaluated when consider-
'ing alternatlvp radome types. The capabilities to for-

ELEMENTS I to 32 mulate, analyze and interpret the interactions of the

-'.0 0 .1 . system components must be utilized to optimize radome
1) .0102 .0108 .0114 .0146 .0184 design. These capabilities, together with expertise

.0224 .0461 .0301 .0341 .0379 in materials selection and manufacturing techniques,.0414 .0444 .0471 .0492 .0505 provide the opportunity to supply a radome which will.0514 .0512 .0505 .0492 .0471 enhance overall system performance. Modern radars,

.0261 0424 .0184 .0341 .0301 including state-of-the-art SSR's, demand an equally.0261 .0224 .0184 .0146 .0114 sophisticated radorne. This type of radome is now -. ,.0108 .0102 available, and its performance can be readily and
The resultant data are contained in Table 4. thoroughly evaluated. -, . -
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE F-20 NOSE RADOME

E. L. Cain & P. Tulyathan AD-P004 374
INTRODUCTION

Northrop's newest fighter aircraft, the F-20 Tigershark, is
based on the successful aerodynamic design and size of the
F-5 Tiger II aircraft. It has a single engine providing 80
percent more thrust than that of the twin-engine Tiger II,
digital avionics, and a newly designed AN/APG-67(V) X-band
radar. This coherent pulse-doppler radar provides both
look-up and look-down target detection and tracking. - -.

Successful operation of this radar necessitated an
antenna/radome system which provides low RMS side-lobe levels
to minimize false alarm rate in the look-down mode, and high
antenna gain/low radome loss to maximize radar range. These
system requirements prompted a redesign of the F-5 "Shark
Shape" nose section which had been aerodynamically configured
to improve the post-stall handling qualities of the Tiger II
aircraft. The design change included (1) provisions for a
larger radar antenna, (2) a "clean" radome, i.e., no
pitot-static probe, air lines or heater wires, and (3) a
blunted radome shape, designed to preserve aerodynamic , : -.
handling qualities and provide the required electrical
characteristics.. Provisions for the increased radar antenna
size were attain'ed by moving the radome-to-aircraft
attachment ring seven inches aft to a larger cross-sectional
area. The F-20 radar antenna is an elliptically shaped
(vertically polarized) flat-plate slotted array 21.4 inches
by 14.4 inches (242 square inches); the Tiger II's shark nose
antenna is 18.9 inches by 11.3 inches (168 square inches).

* The F-20 radome has an approximately elliptical cross-section
attachment ring of 29 inches by 20 inches and a length of 45
inches. The shark nose base is 26 inches by 18 inches and

L its length is 49 inches. Figure 1 compares the F-20 radome
geometry with its predecessor, the shark nose. To assure
that the F-20 radome would meet or exceed electrical

* requircr.cnts, it was agreed early in the program to develop
two identical radomes of differentmaterials. The chosen
materials were E-glass and quartz, and the common resin was
polyester. This paper describes the shape studies and the
testing effort expended to achieve a successful design for
full electrical qualification.
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RADOME SHAPE STUDIES

Shape studies involved a close interaction between
aerodynamic and radar requirements. Aerodynamic shaping of .
the forebody required a high (longitudinal) fineness ratio
for low drag and a flattened (elliptical) cross section for
directional stability at high angles of attack. A high
fineness ratio increases the angle of incidence (defined
below) for the radar signal and decreases transmissivity
through the radome wall. A flattened cross section produces

. small radii of curvature in the forward section of the radome
and flat top/bottom areas in the midsection. The small

x radius of curvature diffracts main beam energy, broadens the
main beam and increases first and second side lobe levels.
The flat top/bottom areas reflect the main beam energy and
increase image lobes.

Several aerodynamic configurations to satisfy these two
extreme requirements were chosen for investigation. Each I
shape was tested in the wind tunnel, and computer studies
were performed to predict the range of incidence angles which
could be expected. Figure 2 shows the mathematical

*representation of the F-20 radome. The radome shell was
modelled by an analytic surface which was constructed from a
series of parametric cubic (PC) patches[l]. Each PC-patch isbounded by four edges, and every point on the patch is

defined by the (x,y,z) coordinates which are functions of two
parameters (u,v) for each patch. These parameters are
constrained for convenience to vary in value from 0 to 1 and
so the entire patch is defined. This parametric
representation of a patch can be considered as an extension
to three dimensions of the parametric cubic spline approach
to fitting two-dimensional curves. The incidence angle was

- obtained by finding the angles made from parallel rays -- 4
emanating from a set of points on the antenna surface and the
surface-normal at the intersection point. These incident
angles were averaged with a weighting function representing <--1
the current distribution of the antenna.

Figure 3a compares cross-sections for the desirable
• aerodynamic shark nose radome and the F-20 radome which has _

been optimized for the coherent radar. Figure 3b shows the
average incidence angles for these radomes. The elevation
angles were used for the abscissa since it is in this plane *

that reflection lobes affect radar look-down capability.
Identical effective radiating aperture, power distribution,
and scan angles were used to represent the antenna. However,
the gimbal (antenna face) was located 4.68 inches farther
forward for the shark nose radome; this reflects actual
antenna locations for the two radomes. As shown in Figure
3b, the F-20 radome has a lower overall angle of incidence.
Other features include reduced foward edge discontinuities
(chine areas) and increased curvature of the top/bottom
midsection. 3
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RADOME MATERIAL EVALUATION

With the F-20 radome geometry fixed, the radome window
anamolies removed (pitot, etc.), and the radar antenna size, __

placement, movement defined, it was next necessary to choose .",0
the most promising wall configuration and consider the
material selection. The electrically homogeneous first order

*" (half-wave) wall structure was selected based on its response
level over a wide incidence angle range for the radar
bandwidth -- a choice superior to other configurations such
as an "A" sandwich. The solid wall construction offers low
radome wall reflection levels at relatively high incidence
angles, minimizes complexity in fabrication, and allows for
accurate thickness control. The half-wave criterion for
optimum transmission was maintained at different antenna scan
angles by a longitudinal thickness-taper along the radome
wall. To assure that the required minimum RMS sidelobe
levels and maximum transmission were attained, two different

materials were selected, and two radomes of each material
were fabricated and tested. The first material was E-glass
which has a relative dielectric constant of approximately

4 4.3, the second was quartz with a dielectric constant of
about 3.3 which more nearly matches that of the polyester
resin. All four radomes were made on the saae mandrel; the
thicker quartz radomes were allowed to exceed the outer mold
line of the aircraft.

Initial tuning of each radome, to control "electrical
thickness", was accomplished by the single horn
interferometer method with the "bare" radome still on the
mandrel. Final tuning was performed on an outdoor test range *

with a "flight ready" radome complete with a polyurethane
rain erosion coating and segmented button lightning diverter

* strips. The electrical correction was accomplished by
applying layers of silicon (adhesive) backed pressure
sensitive E-glass tape to selected portions on the inside of
the radome. The correction was made with the emphasis to
minimize sidelobe levels. Boresight error was allowed to 1
increase, provided (1) the error was within an acceptable
repeatability between radomes and (2) the error rate was not

eexcessive. Boresight error can be corrected in the radar
processor provided the above criteria can be maintained.

*" Figure 4 compares transmission and boresight error tor the
two materials. Measurements were made at three frequencies "_
within the primary band. Each curve summarizes data from two
radomes of the same material. Any point on a selected curve
represents an average, a minimum or a maximum value for a
given azimuth position at several elevation anyles. The
average transmission effieciency for both E-glass and quartz
is above 90%; the minimum is 87%. The maximum and average
boresight error (vector sum beam deflection) for both p

materials are comparable.
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Figure 5 shows the RMS sidelobe level of a typical E-plane

scan with the antenna offset 30 degrees above the nose at 0 .

degrees azimuth. Note the reflection lobe at -55 degrees

(below th nose). Figures 6a and 6b summarize and compare
the maximum reflection lobe values for both E-glass and
guartz. In these figures the maximum RMS reflection lobe

evels for E-plane patterns at selected elevation antenna
offset angles and 0 degree azimuth are plotted. The

reflection lobes at both low and high frequencies within the
primary band are shown in order to indicate the "worst case"

condition.

The quartz polyester material exhibits a slightly higher

*. transmissivity when compared with E-glass polyester. '

- However, boresight error and reflection lobe magnitudes are -
*.- comparable. Although the quartz material, with the lower -"

dielectric constant, will have a broadband response which

allows fo- an increased wall thickness tolerance, the
* electrical performance of the two materials compare favorably

over tne rada- primary bandwidth. E-glass polyester is cost
effective, readily availble, and has been successfully used
in the shark nose radome. Based on the above rationale,
E-glass polyester was selected as the laminate for the F-20

radome.

SUMMARY . -

The F-20 Tigershark radome is fabricated from E-glass
polyester and protected by a polyurethane rain erosion

coating and segmented button lightning diverter strips. The
radome wall design is a longitudinally tapered first order '....

(half wave) solid laminate. The shape is a derivative of the
F-5 shark nose radome, optimized to satisfy the electrical '1

* requirements of the AN/APG-67(V) multimode radar and preserve
* aerodynamic performance. Electrical qualifiction

measurements have shown that the radome has met or exceeded
' all specification requirements.
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Figure 3. (a) Cross-sectional cuts of the Shark Nose and F-20 radomes in

4 5 inch intervals starting from the radome apex.
(b) Comparison of the incidence angles of the Shark Nose_

(-)and F-20 ( )Radornes.
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Fi gure 4. Comparison of the transmission efficiency and
vector sum beam deflection of the E-glass and Quartz radomes.
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*Figure 5. The antenna/radome pattern after a 15 degree sliding average
windowwas performed on the raw data. Since the sidelobes are the quantity
of interest, the niainbeam is not shown.
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NOSE & INLET DUCT RADOMES FOR THE
FIREBOLT AERIAL TARGET.' - -,

by
LEONARD C. HOOTS

BRUNSWICK CORPORATION
DEFENSE DIVISION
MARION, VA 24354ADP 437 11Sio., AD-PO04 375 ::

Introduction ,

Radomes for the Firebolt Aerial Target (AQM-81A) facilitate an uncommon set
of operational conditions. The target vehicle is first carried captively.
Stones may be dislodged from the runway and impact the Nose or Inlet Duct
Radomes with considerable force. The drone has various flight profiles
after launch, encompassing levels of MACH 1.2 at 35,000 feet to MACH 4 at
100,000 feet. For flights of. 10 minutes attendant aerothermal loads
produce temperature peaks of 680'F and 980°F for the Nose and Inlet Duct
units, respectively. Firebolt is normally retrieved, by helicopter after "
its parachute deploys, for refurbishment and re-use . Occasionally, sea

recovery is effected using flotation gear. Electrically, the Nose Radome
accommodates an L-band antenna for the electronic scoring system, and a I .
small circularly polarized X-band horn. The Inlet Duct Radome houses an
identical broad-beamed horn.

The Radomes I

The Nose Radome is a nearly conical body of revolution and is slightly more
than 6.5 inches in base diameter and greater than 13 inches in length, plus
pitot probe. It is a half-wave laminate at X-band and is re-pseable. I

Thickness forward of the mounting provisions tapers from approximately 0.34
to 0.40 inches. It is sealed against sea water leakage and mounts over
already in-place antennas, pitot probe, and base seal provisions. I

The Inlet Duct Radome is an electrical thin-wall and is often re-useable " "
but discarded after sea water exposure. This wall allows a close clearance
around the horn antenna, permits a minimum drag frontal cross-section, and
is relatively inexpensive to replace after sea water exposure. The frontal '

region is the antenna window portion and is 0.060" thick; the remaining N-

length and flange attachment area is 0.080" thick.

Radome locations and shapes are illustrated in Figure 1. Both use BPI-373
quartz/polyimide materials for best electrical permittivity in temperature
capable laminates. Fluoroelastomer coatings are used to accommodate the
high temperatures. -

PREVIOUS PAGE
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Foreign Object Impact :- :% --

The radomes were designed to withstand impacts by 10 gram stones at 185
knots for nose-on and angles up to 200 from the longitudinal axis. No
catastrophic failure or structural damage which would impair the ability to .
withstand design loads was allowable.

Foreign object impact testing was conducted by the Army Materials & ,
Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC). Irregular shaped stones were selected
trom a driveway and fired by a pressure launch tube. Radomes were mounted
on a fixture allowing setting the line of sight. Computer monitoring and
computations gave projectile path information and an accurate velocity just
before impact.

Each radome was impacted with three test shots as follows:

Nose Radome Tests Inlet Duct Dome Tests
Angle Weight Velocity Weignt Velocity

00 10.73 gms 196 knots 10.11 gms 157 knots
100 11.24 226 9.3 163
200 11.02 270 9.3 2.4

The rugged Nose Radome is essentially impervious to such impacts. All hits
were in the forward half-length and damage was restricted to coating tears
and surface mars less than the depth of the outer laminate ply. The Inlet
Duct radome's outer ply was locally fractured and the inside surface was
crazed, however subsequent tests applying the applicable temperature
profile and worst case aerodynamic loads were completed successfully, thus
demonstrating that structural integrity was maintained.

Protective Coatings, Temperature Shock Tests

Candidate protective coatings were screened to evaluate behavicr under
temperature exposure, and in particular to determine whether electrically
lossy char materials were formed. Materials included proprietary paints,
Teflon, and fluoroelastomer rain erosion protective coatings. Three colors
of each material were tested, this to allow selection of a bi-color scheme
on radomes as a maintenance inspection technique. Temperature exposure was
to 980°F on panels 0.060 inches thick. The paints allowed panel blister-
ing. White Teflon protected the panel, but color ddditives allowed panel
blistering with a coating thickness of 0.003". The fluoroelastomer also
allowed panel blistering with 0.003" of coating, but protected the panel
well when used in a full 0.010" thickness as appropriate foi rain erosion
protection. Neither the Teflon nor the fluoroelastomer gave lossy chars,
the electrical effects measuring tenths of a db. The fluoroelastomer was
selected for its rain protection features after determining that it
permitted the required electrical performance on the thin-wall Inlet Duct
Radome.
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The qualification Nose and Inlet Duct Radomes were tested to the total
flight time-temperature profile. Figures 2 and 3 show the profiles for the
Nose and Inlet Duct Radomes, respectively. The Nose Radome's outer surface
is white, whereas the Inlet Duct uses black. Special test set-ups were
made to impose the necessary temperatures. Quartz lamps were arranged in
shaped shrouds and controlled by variac. Cool-down control was attained by
shroud removal and blown air exposure. These means allowed temperature
achievements virtually overlaying the desired profiles. Since the target
Nose Radome life was at least 10 flights, one Nose Radome was subjected to
10 cycles of its temperature profile. The Inlet Duct Radome is counted-on
for only a single flight at the extreme conditions, but re-use will occur ,. -

if appropriate, Therefore an Inlet Duct Radome was tested for two cycles.
All electrical and structural qualification tests were conducted using
these units subsequent to temperature exposure and successfully met
performance criteria.

Sea Water Immersion -

The Nose Radome is designed for re-use after a sea recovery of the Firebolt .

vehicle. After immersion in sea water to a depth of 12 feet for 8 hours,
it is refurbished by fresh-water flushing. The radome body is sealed
against leakage via the rain erosion coating. The base region has a ,.-.
controlled inner surface to fit a special seal, including one radome area
machined to target inner diameter within a tolerance of +0.001". After -

laminating directly to a metal Ditot sleeve, resin is caFfully added to
prevent leakage in this region. Sealing around mounting bolts in the pitot
and base attachment must be accomplished after, the radome is installed to
the vehicle. - "

Leakage and Sea Water Immersion Tests were conducted during radome qualifi-
cation. First, the sealed unit was mounted on a test fixture and held to
the equivalent of 100,000 feet altitude for an hour. Ten minutes of high
temperature exposure (more than 6801F) was then implemented. The radome
temperatures and pressure were reduced to room ambient within 5 minutes--

and the radome was immersed in water within an additional minute. After
one hour exposure, inspection revealed water within the radome interior due
only to condensation of entrapped air. Sea water immersion testing was 2

then effected by 40 hours exposure in a pressure vessel . No water was
found and no damage detected after the test. ,

Structural Loads

The radomes were analyzed and tested to verify their structural loads -

capabilities. The analyses included free flight dynamic pressures, free-
flight pressures during maximum aerodynamic heating, and water impact
loads. High structural margins of safety were predicted by analysis for
both the Nose and Inlet Duct Radomes for all loading conditions.

Both the Nose and Inlet Duzt Radomes were subjected to structural loads
tests for the most severe flight loads and for the water impact loads. Both L
flight and water impact loads for the Nose Radome were applied using
hydraulic cylinders and metal load straps while concurrently pressurizing
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or evacuating the interior radome cavity. Flight loads for the Nose Radome
were simulated using three strap locations and pressurizing the interior
radome cavity to 30 psid bursting pressure while maintaining the radome 1Z
temperature to 6000 F. Water impact loads for the Nose Radome were applied
in the same fashion at room temperature but with the interior radome cavity
evacuated to produce a 3.4 psid collapsing pressure. The Inlet Duct Radome
was tested At 4000 F, first by evacuating the interior radome cavity to 20.1
psid crushing pressure, and then by pressurizing the interior radome cavity
to 21 psi bi.'rsting pressure. ._-"

Other Qualification Tests

The Nose Radome was also tested for vibration and shock. Vibration was
along each of three orthogonal axes, and included four different durations
and levels up 'o 13.38g RMS. A total of 18 shocks were applied with 11
millisecond duration and peak values up to 15g. The radome was unaffected
by these tests.

Electrical Performance

Antenna locations are indicated in Figures 4 and 5. The X-band horns are
circularly polarized and provided beam widths of approximately 700 centered .
at -250 elevation over a frequency range of 8.5 to 10.25 GHz. A waveguide
twist is used as the means to orient the horn and maintain the routing to
the transmitter in a compact space. The L-band scoring system antenna
operates over the 1.675 to 1.875 GHz band. A turnstile configuration
provides the radiating structure in the Nose Radome location. All of the
antennas are fixcd with respect to the radomes.

The primary criteria for radome electrical performance are low loss and the
maintenance of angular coverage. System radiation patterns were measured
in comparison to the reference horn patterns. Within the 700 azimuth x 700 0
elevation half-power points, the requirement was that absorption and other
effects cause deviation nc worse than -2db for 90% of the coverage area.
Further, pattern beamwidth narrowing could not exceed 150, and the angular
shift could not cause the midpoint between half-power points to shift more 11
than 20. Both radomes met this criteria. Measurements were made using the
circularly polarized horn within the radomies and I linear plariza-
tion down range. The Nose Radome result is shown in Figure 6 for the 7-

center frequency azimuth pattern through beam peak.
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